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Abstract 
Geographical Information Systems and Remote Sensing have witnessed an enormous Interest in 
various applications related to geology, hydrology, hydrogeology, and water resources. The use of 
GIS and remote sensing has become a common practice worldWide. The UAE is no exception. The 
study of groundwater resources and ItS sustain ability is of prime concem for authontles In the UAE. 
Although. groundwater may not be sUitable, In most cases, for dnnklng and other potable purposes, It 
represents the m ain source for Imgatlon In the country. About 85% of the total water consumption In 
the UAE IS groundwater 
This study is devoted to the application of GIS and remote sensing In the assessment of groundwater 
resources in the northem area of AI Aln. The Importance of the OJrrent study evolves from the vital 
role of groundwater resources In the sustainable development In the UAE, with speCific reference to 
agriOJltural development Despite the tremendous increase in the production of the desalinated water 
In the rountry. groundwater would always be regarded as a strategic resource for the country. 
Therefore. every poSSible effort should be ronducted to assess, protect and develop the groundwater 
resources. 
The theSIS includes six chapters. Chapter one discusses the importance of groundwater resources In 
and regions. in general, and the UAE, In particular. Chapter two IS devoted to the roncepts and baSICS 
of the geographical information systems (GIS) and remote sensing. Chapter three presents an overall 
review on the geomorphology and geological aspects Within the greater area of AI Ain. The 
development of a GIS database and the rontour maps for groundwater levels above mean seawater 
levels are elaborated In Chapter four. Chapter five presents an assessm91t for the development In the 
agricultural areas using remote sensing and GIS. It also includes a parametric study for the chemical 
parameters of groundwater in the study area. Chapter six presents the summary and conclUSions of 
the study. Samples of the mllected data are included In the appendices. 
A romprehensive analYSIS was ronducted and contour maps for the groundwater levels were 
developed uSing the GIS. Based on the GIS analysis and the developed maps, It is roncluded that 
groundwater levels are reclining with the exception of few years where heavy rainfall events were 
enrountered. The mean value for the groundwater level Within the study area in 1 992 was 243.9 m 
amsl In 2002, the rorresponding value was 24 1 .42 m above the same datum indicating an average 
decline of 2.5 m in the groundwater level. In some areas the decline in the water table levels was 
more than 1 0.0 m. 
The agnOJlture development In the study area was Identified uSing remote sensing images and GIS. 
Comparison between the total cultivated area in 1 987. 1 993, 1 996, 1 998 and 2000 was done. The 
data were p-ocessed using Er-Mapper and Erdas image processing software. The cultivated areas 
were digitized from remote sensing images and the resullng areas were calculated using GIS 
features. The total cultivated area within the study domain Increased from 21 .747 km 2 in 1 987 to 
56.197 km 2 In 2000. It should be emphasized, however. that the development In some of these areas 
might be regarded as unsustainable. In many cases the concentrations of chemical parameters were 
relatively higher than the maximum allowable limits for drinking purposes. Recommendations are 
made for future studies. 
Keywords: AI Ain, GIS, remote sensing, groundwater, assessment, quality, agriculture development. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
I n t r od u c t i o n  
1.1 . Backgro u n d  
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Th e study of g roundwat er r esourc es and th ei r  sustainabil ity is of prime concern in 
a rid r eg ions wh er e  surfac e wat er r esourc es are v ery scarc e. Although groundwater may not 
b e  suitabl e, in  most cas es,  for dr inking and oth er potabl e purpos es,  it r epres ents t h e  main 
source for i rrigation in th e U nit ed Arab Emirates 4JAE ). About 85% of th e total wat er 
consumption in th e UAE is groundwat er (Rizk et a I . ,  1997). D espit e th e shortag e of natural 
r echarg e d u e  to t h e  lack o f  rai n fa l l  during th e last p eriod (MAF , 2003), and th e associat ed 
d ecl i n e  in its l ev el ,  th e groundwat er is sti l l  r egard ed as a precious r esource for m eeting 
agricultural d emands in  many a r eas of t h e  country .  Th erefor e, th e importanc e of th e current 
study evolv es from th e vital rol e o f  groundwater r esourc es in th e susta inabl e d ev elopment in 
th e UAE , with speci fic r eferenc e  to agricultural d ev elopm ent. 
Du e to over -exploitation of groundwat er r esourc es in th e UAE to m eet th e increasing 
wat er d emands ov er th e last two d ecad es ,  aquifers are subj ect to d ep l etion . On th e oth er 
hand, agricu ltural activiti es may a ffect th e qual i ty o f  groundwat er. Larg e areas in th e d es ert 
environm ent have b een r eclai m ed using ferti l iz ers , p estici d es and oth er ch emicals. Wh en 
wat er is appli ed to th e fi eld ,  th e exc ess of i rrigation wat er wou ld p ercolat e and r each 
g roundwat er systems. This exc ess wat er in filtrating into th e aqui fers would most l ik ely b e  
highly contaminat ed with ferti l izers and p esticid es. U n fortunat ely ,  farm ers used to apply 
larg e  quantiti es of ferti l izers a nd oth er organic and inorganic ch emicals to increase th e 
productivity. Such practic es ,  on the  long-t erm, would have adv ers e impacts on th e 
g roundwat er qual ity in th e und erlying aquifers . 
G roundwat er pol lution by agricultural activiti es has b een wid ely r eport ed in th e past 
few d ecad es in many aquifers around th e world (Fol l et ,  1 989 and F ett er ,  1999). This kind of 
pollution is usual ly exposed by high nitrate cont ents in groundwat er. Th ey are r elated to 
overferti l izat lon of crop lands whi ch form the re charge areas of pol luted aquifers. Other 
nutrients applied to crop lands , su ch as phosphate or potassium and organ ic  compounds, 
su ch as pesti cides, can be dissolved and mobil ized from surfa ce downwards to the water 
table through the vadose zone ( Fetter, 1 999) . However, nitrate mole cules are highly mobile 
due to the negative charge of the soi l  and play a major role in the pol lution pro cesses from 
agri cultural a ctivit ies. Various investigations worldwide have ind i cated that the groundwater 
pollution by nitrates along with the seawater i ntrusion in coastal aquifers causes the most 
severe damage to groundwater qual i ty (Ca ndela and Ramos, 1 992 and Sherif, 1 999). 
When crops are i rrigated,  more water is appl ied to the field than is needed for 
evapotranspirat ion.  The ex cess water, cal led return flow, percolates through the soil zone to 
the water table. As a result, soi l  sal inity may in crease and groundwater qual ity may degrade, 
be ca use of the evaporation of water a n d  the natural salts being carried by the irrigation 
water. 
Pesti cides and chemi cals are appl ied to crops to control weeds, inse cts, fungi ,  mites, 
nematodes, and other pests. In addit ion they are used for defol iation, desi ccation, and 
g rowth regu lation (OT A 1 984) .  The use of pesti cides has extensive potential for 
contaminating groundwater. Pesti cides applied to the soil may migrate through the soil to the 
water table. Pesti cides, in use today, a re usually biodegradable to some extent. However, 
their break-down produ cts (metabol ites) can also be found in groundwater (Fetter, 1 999) . 
The potential for contam ination is higher at sites where pesti cides are mixed and app l ication 
equipment is loaded and then rinsed when its use is f in ished. Soi ls under such areas may 
re ceive a m u ch greater loading of pesti cides than the cropland to wh i ch the pesti cides are 
applied. Appl i cation of pesti cides by aeria l  spraying may result in uneven distribution. More 
than 65% of pesti cides are appl ied by aerial spraying ,  and the cleanup of the planes and 
disp osal of associated wastewater poses a spe cial problem (OT A, 1 984) .  
Fertilizer appl i cation poses another contamination source. Farmers and homeowners 
al ike apply ferti l izers contain ing n itrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (potash) .  
Phosphorous is not very mobile in  so i l  and thus does not represent a signifi cant threat to 
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groundwater. The rate of potassium appl i cation is genera lly low and although it IS mobile, the 
literature does not indi cate that potassium from fertil izers is a major fa ctor in causing 
grou ndwater problems (Fetter, 1 999). However, n itrogen from ferti l izers can be a major 
cause of g roundwater contamination ( Fetter, 1 999) . 
O n ce the pol lutants rea ch the g roundwater, they will move with water and the 
contaminated area wi l l  expand .  Depending on he hydrogeolog i cal  parameters of the 
aquifers, the pollutants would transport under conve ction, diffusion and d ispersion 
pro cesses. In some cases the groundwater pol lution may extend far beyond the cultivated 
areas from wh i ch the contamination originated . Measurements of various chemi cal 
parameters in  groundwater in various a reas of the UAE have indi cated serious degradation 
in water quality (AI Shahi ,  2003).  
1 .2. Appl ications o f  G I S  and R emote S e n s i n g  
T h e  use o f  Geographi ca l  I nformation Systems (GIS ) a n d  remote sensing has 
be come a common pra cti ce in a lmost all of appl i cations related to development and 
management of water resources worldwide. The i n creased i nterest is, in a large measure, in 
response to the huge data and information req u i red for the proper protection, development 
and management of natural resources. 
The G I S  te chnology has the abi l ity to capture, store, arrange, manipulate, analyze 
and visual ize a large number of d iverse sets of geo-referen ced data. G I S  provide effe ctive 
tools for the understanding and comprehensive ana lyses of hydrogeologi cal  systems. For 
example , deta iled information for thousands of wel ls can be stored in one G I S  database. 
S u ch information may in clude, among others, date of constru ction, ground surfa ce elevation, 
depth and diameter of the wel l ,  the lo cation of the s creens in ea ch well, the l ithology of the 
subsurfa ce at the wel l ,  i n it ial water table, water qual ity parameters, results of pumping tests 
and hydrogeolog i cal parameters of the aquifer. Upon the constru cti on of wells, monitoring 
programs for water levels and qual ity are usually implemented for management purposes. 
Water levels are measured and groundwater samples are chemi cally analyzed on a 
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periodi ca l  basis .  I n ea ch round of monitoring huge data would result .  Over the years, ea ch 
well wi l l  have huge re cords. S u ch data would be diffi cult to restore without a ctive G IS  
databases. 
The GIS systems do not store maps but hold spatial databases from whi ch views and 
maps can be derived to suite spe cifi c needs. I t  is  not only l imited to the purpose of mapping, 
but also a l lows to fulfi l l  a greater variety of user 's requests. A GIS means creating and 
maintaining a digital information system with its internal geospatial and/or external re lation 
database as one interfa ce of a ccess to its information.  The option to qui ckly update 
information g ives a ccess to the present date situation.  Proper p lanning,  development and 
management of water resources must be based on the most u lfto-date information. The GIS 
system allows mo nitoring ongoing pro cesses, a n d  hard copy out prints are easi ly 
a ccomplished and updated (Masu ch-Oesterrei ch ,  1 998) . 
The use of G I S  i n  hydrogeology evolved along with the growing popularity of G IS  in 
genera l .  Where GIS were used a few years ago mainly as hydrologi cal mapping tools, 
recently they have played an i n creasingly important role in  hydrogeologi cal studies 
(Devantier and Feldman,  1 993;  Ross and Tara , 1 993, Singh and Fiorentino, 1 996). GIS have 
become one of the major tools used by hydrolog i ca l  and h ydrogeologi cal communities 
worldwide. 
Remote sensing is the gathering of information about the obje ct or matter of interest 
without an instrument in physi ca l  conta ct with the object .  For example, the drainage pattern 
and main and se condary wadis of a large-scale water chatchement can be identified from 
satel l ite images. The survey of green areas and the expansion of agri cultural a ctivities in a 
country can easily be condu cted through remote sensing.  Without the re cent te chnology of 
remote sensing the col l e ction of su ch data of large s cale nature wou ld have been costly, 
d i ffi cult, time consuming and sometimes impossible. 
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1 .3. G roundwater Conditions i n  the  Study Area 
The assessment of groundwater resources ofthe UAE in general andthe AI Ain area 
In part i cular has been the subje ct of many studies over the last few de cades. Few of these 
stud ies appl ied the G IS  te chniques and remote sensing in the pro cess of data capturing and 
presentation (Singh and F iorent ino,  1 996) . Currently, most of the ministries and 
organizations in the UAE have real ized the importan ce of  establ ishing G IS to store and 
retrieve information. 
G ibb and Pa rtners ( 1 969, 1 970a and 1 970b) d iscussed the freshwater lenses 
trend ing east-west through AI Ain .  They con cl uded that an cient wadis contributed 
s ignifi cantly to groundwater re charge. Hydro consult ( 1 978) were the first to suggest that 
Jabal Hafit  contributed to the re charge of the groundwater of the sand dune area north and 
west of AI Ain.  Brandt ( 1 985) studied AI Ain water resources as a component of a master 
development plan . 
D ri l l ing a ctivities and geophysi cal studies in the vi cinity of the AI Ain area were 
in cluded in a series of reports by Geo consult ( 1 985a , 1 985b, 1 985c) and IWACO 
Consu ltants ( 1 986a, 1 986b, 1 986c, a n d  1 986d ) .  The Abu Dhabi Planning Department ( 1 989) 
compi led the existing data on water prod u ct ion,  consumption and future requirements and 
provided re commendations for future water plann ing in the vi cinity of the AI Ain area. 
AI Shamsei ( 1 993) investigated the relationsh ip between morphometri c parameters 
and flash floods in AI Ain city. The study indi cated that the d istribution of the tra ce heavy 
meta ls is related to the dra inage system.  The G I S  was used to present the d istribution of 
some tra ce metals .  
Garamoon (1 996) condu cted a comprehensive study for the hydrogeolog i cal  and 
geomorphologi cal conditions affe ct ing groundwater resour ces in  the Abu Dhabi - AI Ain ­
Dubai t riangle, with spe cial emphasis on the AI Ain area. It was con cl uded that the requ i red 
rainfall i ntensity wh i ch can contribute to groundwater re charge is in the order of 1 40 mm/y. 
Su ch rainfall o ccurs in  cy cles of 4 to 5 years. The volumes of surfa ce runoff in the main 
wadis vary between 3x 1 0 6 m3 in the northeast to 0.25 m
3 in  the southwest. 
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Ri 2k et a l .  ( 1 998a) studied the chemistry of the groundwater of the Quaternary 
aqu ifer in  the AI Ain a rea. The sal inity of the analyzed groundwater samples ranged from 
less than 1 000 mg/I east of and within the AI Ain town to more than 1 0000 mgtl west of the 
AI Khaznah area. H igh  salinity po ckets were attributed to ex cessive groundwater pumping 
for i rrigation purposes. Rizk et a l .  ( 1 998b) applied remote sensing te chn iques to distinguish 
the variations in the hydrau l i c properties of sand dunes and interdune are as southwest of AI 
A ln city. The i nterdune areas were classified a ccord ing to the moisture content into four 
classes. A ccording to the infi ltration rate and porosity, the interdune areas were classified 
into three d isti n ct areas. 
Baghdady ( 1 998) studied the various textural and compositional chara cteristi cs of the 
dune fields wh i ch fringe AI Ain city . He con cl uded that the sand dunes inthe AI Ain area are 
dominantly bran ching l inear or star dunes and show marked variations in height. Landsate 
i mages were used in the analysis of sand dunes. 
AI-Saiy (2002) presented an investigation to determine petrograph i c, minera l ,  
geochemi ca l  and  petrophysi ca l  chara cteristi cs of  the subsurfa ce ro cks that constitute the 
Quaternary aquifer system north of the AI  Ain area.  Fourteen wells were sele cted and about 
900 samples of ro ck cutting were re covered from the studied wells. 
A I  Shahi  (2003) presented an analysis for groundwater resources in  some selected 
areas of AI Ain .  The d rop in the groundwater levels within the selected areas was identified 
and the maps were presented for equ f.con centration l i nes. N umeri cal simulations were 
condu cted to study the groundwater condit ions. 
Based on the above d iscussions it is clear that the role of the GIS and remote 
sensing has not been ful ly elaborated and emphasised in the previous investigations. I t  is 
therefore intended in this investigation to demonstrate the possibi l ities and advantages of the 
appl i cations of su ch te chniques in groundwater studies in UAE. In  addition, GIS systems 
could a lso be integrated with some of the avai lable groundwater software to provide 
comprehensive pa ckages for assessment, uti l ization ,  prote ction and management of 
groundwater resources in  UAE. 
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1 .4. Objectives of the Stu d y  
The m a in objective of this study i s  to develop a n  active G I S  for some selected areas 
In A I-Ain and demonstrate its capabi l ities and l imitations in  groundwater applications. The 
developed G IS system can thereafter be general ized and extended to include all 
g roundwater production and observation wells located in A I-Ain .  I ndeed , based on the 
avai labi l ity of data and the manpower required to introduce the information into the system, 
the proposed GIS database cou ld include al l  groundwater wel ls avai lable i n  the UAE in an 
i ntegrated system that is managed and updated by one governmental entity. I t  should be 
noted , however, that such an integrated system would require cooperation and integration of 
resources avai lable in the various ministries and organizations involved in the area of 
g roundwater development and management. The specific objectives of the study include: 
1- Review of data and i nformation regarding the hydrogeological system in the AI-Ain 
area. 
2- Col lect relevant data for the selected areas , i ncluding coordinates of wells , well's 
identification numbers (should be unified for different datasets) ,  ground surface 
elevation, subsurface water level, chemical parameters, and others. 
3- Establ ish a database including all the collected information in a proper format that 
could be integrated i nto an ARC-View GIS system. 
4- Develop the basic maps for the selected areas, including a layout for a l l  avai lable 
observation wel ls in the area . 
5- Demonstrate the capabi l ities and l imitations of ARC-View in storage, retrieval, 
visual ization,  analysis , and i ntegration of data. 
6- Establ ish contour maps for the different parameters including subsurface water 
levels, total dissolved solids and other chemical parameters based on the avai labi l i ty 
of data .  
7 - Identify the expansion i n  agricu ltura I activities in the se lected areas us ing the 
available remote sensing maps. 
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8- Analyze the contour maps and correlate the changes in subsurface water levels and 
groundwater qual i ty to the development and expansion of agricultural activities in  
selected a reas. 
9- Provide conclusions and recommendations for future investigations related to the 
G I S  and g roundwater resources in the UAE. 
1 . 5. Tasks and Activities 
The objectives of the study have been achieved through a number of tasks that were 
conducted as elaborated hereafter. 
Task 1 :  Review of Previous Studies 
This task encompassed the review of a l l  pervious studies that are relevant to the 
subject of this investigation .  Avai lable reports from various authorities and organizations , 
including,  among others, Water a n d  E lectricity Department (WE D), National Dri l l ing 
Company (NDC),  and Ministry of Agriculture and Fishers (MAF), were reviewed with an 
emphasis on the AI Hayer area and its surroundings. The hydrogeological system and its 
geometrical and hydrogeological parameters were identified within the activities of this Task. 
Task 2: Collection of Data 
Raw data and information were collected from different organizations in the UAE. 
These data are mostly related to the observation wel ls of the AI Hayer area and available in 
Excel sheets. The construction data of the observation wells and the groundwater levels are 
provided for d ifferent dates, according to the monitoring schedule of the wells. Some of the 
observation wells are also sampled for chemical analysis and the resu lts are also included in 
separate tables. Each well has an identification number and its location is defined using the 
Universal Transversal Marcator (UTM) system. Examples of the collected data for 
g roundwater levels and chemical analysis are provided in Appendix A. Remote sensing 
images of the study area in  different years were also c Ol lected. 
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Task 3 :  Assessment of Data 
Not all the col lected data were rel iable. Some of the data were i nconsistent and were 
thus el iminated . Sudden rises and drops in wate r levels were che cked. Observation wells 
with the chemi cal analysis data were identified. I t  was also noted that chemi cal analyses of 
groundwater samples a re not condu cted for most of the observation wel ls ex cept during 
installation. Within the a ctivities of this task, the missing information was identified and 
another round of data col lection was cond u cted to bridge the ga ps. Al l  data were prepared 
and finalized in  the G I S  format. 
Task 4: G I S  and Remote Sensing Analyses 
The col lected information and d ata were presented using G IS  in d i fferent layers and 
forms. The layers were gee-mapped. The expansion of cu ltivated lands and green areas 
was assessed by comparing remote sensing images of different years. Several relations 
were establ ished to represent the agri cu l tu ra l  development. The G IS  layers i nclude a base 
map for the study area (a remote sensing image) , lo cation of observation wells ( classified 
a ccording to the year under consideration) ,  groundwater surfa ce above mean seawater level 
and/or below the ground surfa ce for different years, agri cultural areas, and so on .  The 
results of analyti cal ana lyses of groundwater samples were also presented for different 
elements whi ch have su ffi cient records within the study area . Using the spe cial analysist 
module extension of G I S ,  contour maps were developed to assess the changes in 
groundwater level during the last de cade. The changes in some important water parameters 
were also stud ied over the same period.  
Task 5 :  Thesis Preparation 
Upon completion of the above four tasks, remote sensing images, figures, tables and 
contour maps were prepared in  the final form. Con clusions were made based on the results 
of the study. The l im itations of the current study were identified and several 
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re commendations were proposed for future studies. Different chapters were written and the 
thesis was completed. 
1.6. Organ ization o f  Thesis  
This thesis is  composed of  six main chapters. Chapter one elaborates the importance 
of g roundwater resources i n  a rid regions in general and UAE in parti cu lar. The general and 
spe cifi c obje ctives of the study are elaborated and some of the relevant studies that dealt 
with g roundwater resources in UAE and G I S  and/or remote sensing are presented. The 
sources of groundwater conta rrination are reviewed and the effe ct of agri cu ltural a ctivities 
and use of fert i l izers and pesti cides are d iscussed. 
Chapter two is devoted to the con cepts and basi cs of the geograph i cal  information 
systems (GIS) and remote sensing.  A review on the evolution and appl i cations of the G IS  
and  remote sensing is  presented. The advantages of  G I S  and  its abi l ity to capture , store, 
arrange, man ipulate, ana lyze and visual ize a large number of diverse sets of ge o-referenced 
data are dis cussed. The nature and content of geographi cal databases are elaborated. The 
chapter goes on to d iscuss the poss ible sour ces of data and means of data a cqu isition and 
ana lysis. The common features of G IS  software are presented . A d iscussion on remote 
sensing images and systems is prese nted.  
Chapter hree presents an overal l  review o f  the geomorphology and geolog i cal  
aspe cts with in the greater area of AI Ain .  The landform systems of the UAE , i n cluding the 
aeolian system, the mounta in-bahada system ,  and the coasta l and marine system are 
dis cussed in detai l .  The prevai l ing cl imati c conditions and the six geomorphi c units of the AI 
Ain area a re presented and the geologi ca l  formations are des cribed. The geolog i ca l  
stru ctures o f  t h e  A I  A i n  area a re a lso in cluded. 
Chapter four  presents the avai lable subsurfa ce water level data within the study area 
using ARC-View (version 3 . 3) .  The available data for the g roundwater levels cover the 
period from 1 992 to 2002. The rel iabi l ity and consisten cy of these data are discussed . The 
development of a G I S  database is elaborated and the pro cess of data classifi cation and 
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assessment is p resented . The elements of g roundwate r balan ce with in the study a rea a re 
p resented. This chapte r is con cluded with a com p rehensive analysis fo r the g roundwate r 
levels with an inte rval of 2 - yea r d u ri ng the last decade. 
Chapte r five p resents an assessment of the development in ag ri cultu ral a reas using 
remote sensing and G I S .  Remote sensing images fo r diffe rent yea rs a re compa red to define 
the expansion in ag ri cu ltu ra l  a ctivities. The t rends fo r the development in the ag ri cultu re 
a reas are defined. The chemi cal p roperties of the g roundwate r in the study a rea a re 
analyzed to assess its suitabil ity. T h e  l imitations and diffi culties that have been en counte red 
du ring the cou rse of this work a re out l in ed .  
Chapte r six in cludes the summary of al l  the wo rk in cluded in the thesis. The 
con clusions of the study a re p resented and seve ral  re commendations fo r futu re a ctivities 
and investigations a re p roposed. 
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Chapter 2 
G eog r a p h i c a  I Info r ma t i o n 
Sy s tem s a n d Remote s Se n s i ng 
Chapter 2 
Geographical Information Systems and Remotes Sensing 
2.1. I ntrod uction 
Geographi cal  Information Systems (GIS) and Remote Sensing have re ceived an 
enormous re cognition and interest i n  various appl i cations related to geology, hydrology, 
hydrogeology, and water resources. This wide interest is mainly attributed to the huge data 
and information required for development and management of natural resources. The use of 
G IS and remote sensing has be come a common pra cti ce worldwide. 
The G I S  technology has the abi l ity to capture, store, arrange, manipulate, analyze 
and visual ize a large number of d iverse sets of gee-referen ced data. G IS  provide effe ctive 
tools for understand i ng and comprehensive analyses of hydrogeologi cal systems. 
Remote sensing is appl ied to gather information without an instrument in physi cal  
conta ct with the object .  The survey of green areas and the expansion of agri cultural a ctivities 
in a country can easily be condu cted through remote sensing.  The appl i cation of re cent 
te chnology of remote sensing has facilitated many compl i cated processes for information 
col lection and analysis. 
2.2. Deve lopment a n d  C o n ce pt s  of GIS 
Geographi c Information Systems emerged as independent, dedi cated software 
systems in the late seventies and early eighties from the mapping and CAD programs that 
existed earl ier ( Burrough,  1 986). The in crease i n  popularity of these systems in the early 
n ineties can be attributed to the i ntrod u ction of powerful hardware archite ctures wh i ch 
provided workstations and PC 's with the required power to ful ly exploit the capabi l ities of 
su ch software. Although G I S  are sti l l  often considered as graph i c  or cartographi c tools, this 
qual ifi cation is far too restri ctive. Their visual ization capabil ities have sin ce long been 
extended with a powerful set of spatial analysis fun ctional ity (Deckers and Te Stroet, 1 996). 
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Among the numerous defi n itions of a G IS ,  the following is retained as a g lobal 
description: a GIS is a computerized system designed to process information w ith a spatial 
dimension. The three major chara cteristi cs shared by any G I S  are its computerized 
environment in wh ich the software component is integrated, its abi l ity to pro cess information 
and the nature of the information with a spatial content. This latter chara cteristi c is the key 
feature that makes geographi cal information systems different from other information 
systems. 
The G I S  separate and store data in a layer stru cture that al lows combining and 
demonstrating sele cted information due to spe cifi c a ppli cations as shown in Figure 2 . 1 . The 
pro cess of data capture and subsequent analysis is an open system that al lows adding , 
modifying,  updating and analyzing information effe ctively (Masu ch-Oesterrei ch et a I . ,  1 996). 
For reasons of performance early G I S  systems made a clear distin ction between 
spatial and non-spatial data. Where non -spatial data often resided in a relational database, 
spatial data was stored in dedi cated, proprietary formats that al lowed fast retrieval based on 
spatial criteria. 
The fun ctional aspe ct of G I S  was considered far more important than data 
maintenan ce aspe ct.  In re cent years, G I S  vendors have a cknowledged that suffi cient 
attention should a lso be g iven to the data maintenan ce aspe ct .  As a result, a large number 
of GIS products have emerged wh i ch can be described as geographi cal  database 
management systems (N ieuwenhuijs, 1 995) . 
The G I S  systems do not store maps but hold spatia l  databases from whi ch viewsand 
maps can be derived to suite spe cifi c needs. I t  is not only l imited to t he purpose of mapping,  
but also al lows to fu lfil l  a g reater variety of user's requests. A GIS means creating and 
maintaining a d igital information system with its internal geospatial and/or external relation 
database as one interfa ce of a ccess to its info rmation .  The option to qu ickly update 
information gives a ccess to the present date situation . 
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Figure 2 1 Data layer structure representing various features o f  the real world (ESRI, 1 995) 
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Proper p lanning , development and management of water resources must be based 
on the most up-to -date information.  The G IS  system al lows monitoring ongoing pro cesses, 
hard copy out prints are easily a ccompl ished and updated (Masu ch -Oesterrei ch,  1 998).The 
use of G I S  in hydrogeology evolved along with the growing popularity of G I S  in genera l .  
Where G IS  were used a few years ago main ly  as hydrologi cal mapping tools, nowa-days 
they play an in creasingly important role in hydrogeologi cal studies ( oevantier and Feldman, 
1 993; Ross and Tara, 1 993) . GIS systems have be come one of the ma jor tools used by the 
hydrologi cal  and hydrogeolog i cal communities worldwide. 
Information processing encompasses several stages, in cluding data a cquisition, data 
preparation and data exploitation.  Data a cquisit ion produ ces information in computerized 
form (e.g . ,  numeri cal and alpha-numeri cal form). Data preparation organizes information in a 
stru cture and format suitable for its storage within the database. Data exploitation consists of 
information ana lysis and retrieval in an approp riate form, as shown in Fig ure 2 .2 .  
Sin ce a G IS  is  an information system whi ch processes spatial information, i t  i nvolves 
three pro cessing stages (Col lect et a I . ,  1 996). The three main components of a G I S  are a 
Geograph i ca l  D atabase (GO B) ,  a set of dedi ca ted tools and a user-machine interfa ce.  
A GOB is a database storing information in digital form and l ink ing together the 
themati c and spatial contents of information.  The set of tools is  made up of pro cedures for 
pro cessi ng information at various stages are data a cquisition tools and data preparation 
tools. 
GOB management tools, known as geograph i cal  database management system 
(G oBMS); 
1 .  data exploitation tools, wh i ch offer pro cedures for retrieval of information from 
GOB and for its representation either in graphi cal or text form. As information 
contains a spatial d imension, its graphi ca l  representation implies the use of 
cartographi c tools, a n d  
2. data analysis tools. 
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The user-ma chine interfa ce is the component that permits the user to intera ct with 
the system. It offers a language to i nterrogate the GOB, either i ntera ctively or otherwise, to 
a ccess analysis pro cedures and system resources with various degrees of latitude. 
2.3.  Nature and Content of G D B  
A geograph ica l  database en compasses detailed information of a l l  parameters of 
interest in the fie ld.  It is a simpl ified image of reality, with respe ct to a themati c content 
(hydrogeology),  a spatial content (s cale of des cription, spatial objects) and a temporal 
content (time s cale). This image of real ity is simpl ified because of the l imited number of 
information elements (variables, obje cts) and of the s cale of des cription. The content of a 
GOB is,  therefore, tailored for a clearly defined purpose (Good ch i ld ,  1 992) . 
The information stored in the GOB comes from various sources providing different 
spatial  and themati c contents. E a ch content has a defined qual ity and pre cision related to 
the orig in of the source d o cument. Information qual ity expresses the intrinsi c content of the 
source document and its conversion into digital form. It des cribes how well information 
represents the real world in its themati c spatial and temporal d imensions. Therefore, it is 
useful but often d iffi cult to distinguish between primary information documents conta in ing 
d i re ct field measurements and interpreted information document resulting from a complex 
interpretation .  
Regardless of the manner  in  wh ich GIS processes information,  the GOB is  stru ctured 
i n  several different forms. Basi cal ly there a re two distin ct stru ctures: the ve ctor and the raster 
stru cture (Good chi ld ,  1992 ). In a ve ctor stru cture, i nformation is organized into spatial 
objects, su ch as points , l ines, zones and fa cets ; units of des cription are spatial obje cts. In a 
raster stru cture, units of des cription are regular and genera lly re ctangular zones, called cel ls 
or pixels ; spatial obje cts are made up of contiguous cells sharing the same attribute 
chara cteristi cs. In the raster stru cture,  the des cription of the spatial dimension is mainly 
impl i cit , through the relative lo cation of ea ch cel l  with in the image. The choi ce of a relevant 
stru cture is d i ctated by the nature of the source document, the nature of the phenomenon to 
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be described , as well as the purpose of GOB.  However, it is a lways possible to convert one 
structure to another, assuming that there is a sufficient level of deta i l .  As a simple rule, it is 
admItted that a raster structure IS more efficient for the description of a continuous spatial 
distribution, while a discontinuous spatial d istribution is more efficiently described with a 
vector structure. 
2.4. S o u rces  of Data  a n d  Data Acquis i t ion 
Among the large d iversity of source documents, only a l imited number of lhem 
expresses a spatial content about units of observation. They can be organized into different 
types: 
1. field data (genera l ly point measurements), 
2. cartographic documents (cadastra l ,  topographic and thematic maps), 
3 .  analogic i mages (areal photographs and sa�ll ite images), 
4 .  d ig ital images (areal and satel l ite data, scanned documents), and 
5. existing GOB (layers of information from other institutions already in d igital 
form) .  
The process of acquisition varies according to these types making use of specific 
Instruments and procedures. Furthermore, acqu isition instruments operate in different ways 
to produce digital information in either vector or raster structure. Figure 2.3 i l lustrates the 
process of acqu isition from different source documents. 
2.4.1. Types of data 
All geographical data can be reduced to three basic topological concepts: the point, 
the line and the area. For example,  an oil well cou ld be represented by a point entity 
consisting of a single XY coord inate pai r  and a label "Water well" . A section in a Wadi can be 
represented by a l ine entity consisting of a starting XY coordinate and an end XY coordinate 
and the label "Wadi" .  A catchment area can be replaced by an area entity covering a set of 
XY coordinates and the label " F loodplain", Burrough ( 1986).  A map is a set of points, l ines, 
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and areas that are defi ned by both their location in space with reference to a coord inate 
system and by their non spatial attributes. A map is generally represented in two -dimensions 
but the th i rd dimension can be incorporated through other means, such as elevation points 
and contou rs. 
Hydrological and Hydrogeological data encompass a variety of information and 
detai ls regard ing  the surface and subsurface systems of the area under i nvestigation. 
Collection of such data is generally lengthy, complex and costly. I t  may require dri l l ing of 
bore holes and wel ls along with the util ization of some geophysical techniques and pumping 
tests. F ield and laboratory tests are generally required to evaluate the hydraul ic parameters 
and determine the characteristics of porous media. Chemical analyses are also needed to 
identify the quality parameters of g roundwater and its chemical composition.  Field 
investigations are generally needed to fi l l  information gaps and verify suspicious data. 
The m ission of data collection in subsurface systems is qu ite complicated and most 
of the t ime requ ires advanced technology and tra ined personnel .  Yet the availabi lity of such 
data is vital for proper development and management of g roundwater resources. 
Hydrogeological data are numerous and d iverse. They include rainfall intensity and 
frequency, c l imatic conditions and wind speed, surface topography and land features, 
surface soil characteristics and land use, geological features and structural aspects, types of 
aquifers (phreatic, confined, semi -confined, multi -layer, or perched), base and regional flows, 
water table and piezometric heads, saturated and unsaturated thicknesses of the formations, 
hydraul ic and geometric aspects of the system,  recharge and d ischarge areas, waste 
disposal sites, interaction between different water bod ies within the system, homogeneity 
and isotropy of the medium,  among others. 
The ultimate objective of any data collection activity is the accurate assessment of 
the ava i lable resources both quantitatively and qual itat ively as well as the prediction of the 
system response under various excitations. Some of the needed data are difficult, if not 
impossible, to measure due to the complex nature of the hydrogeological systems, mainly 
attributed to heterogeneity and anisotropy of geological formations. Therefore, simpl ifications 
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are usually introduced . In many cases, analysis of collected d ata is essential to ensure the 
accuracy and consistency of the collected data . 
2.4.2. Analysis of data 
Most of the hydrological processes and data, including those of water quality , can be 
analyzed as univariate series in the form of either time series (as a function of time) or as 
l ine series (as a function of space) when one of the dimensions (time or space) is kept 
constant (H ipel  and McLeod , 1 994). However, information on both the temporal and the 
spatial distributions of such processes is often needed,  so that one has to resort to the 
multivariate analysis techniques for a ful l  understanding of how they evolve over time and 
space . Hydrogeological data , with specific reference to water qual ity data, pose significant 
difficulties in multivariate analyses due to the nature of mon itoring practices. The basic 
features of sampling which affect the result ing information are the variables sampled, the 
frequency of sampling and the sampling sites. 
With respect to the first feature, the difficulty arises from the fact that water qual ity 
has to be described by a large number of variables in contrast to, for example, the water 
level which is described by a single variable at a point in space. Accordingly, the ana lysis of 
water qual ity for a single site becomes a multivariate one, where the relationships between 
several variables have to be investigated, 
F rom the standpoint of data analysis the temporal frequency of sampling is the most 
problematic aspect about water qual ity. Water qual i ty parameters are often sporadically 
observed at irregular time interva ls .  Furthermore, their data series have several gaps and 
missing values as there may be long intervals where observations we re not made. 
Consequently, the appl ication of classical techniques of time series data is often complicated 
due to this messy character of the water quality data series. 
The th ird feature of water qual ity monitoring relates to the adequate spatial 
representation of water qual ity. Even if there exist sufficient numbers and locations of 
sampling sites, information transfer between water qual ity variables in the space domain is 
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often poor. This is because temporal sampl ing frequencies for a single variable at different 
sites do not match ,  or because d ifferent variables are monitored at different sites. Thus, a full 
spatial description of water qual ity along a water course cannot be realized efficiently. 
In some cases, only the mean values of water quality parameters are included. 
Development and management plans for groundwater resources are generally based on the 
means to be estimated from observed data. A series of data should be available in adequate 
amounts so that the mean water concentration can be reliably estimated . The question now 
is how many samples should be taken to determine the true mean with a certain level of 
confidence. Sanders and Adra in  ( 1 978) proposed a method for estimating the mean value of 
a water qual ity variable from a series of mon itored data . For a series of random events, the 
confidence interval of the mean decreases as the number of samples increases. Thus, the 
accuracy of the estimated mean is a function of the number of samples of observations. 
Therefore, a sampling frequency can be determined for a specified confidence interval of the 
mea n .  The student t-statistic can be used to estimate the relationship between sampl ing 
frequency and the confidence interval of the mean. 
2 . 5. GIS Software 
There exist a large variety of G IS  softwares in the market, and they a l l  share 
common features and part icularly common component: 
1. data acquisit ion and preparation tools for the creation of GOB;  
2 .  a geographical database management system (GDBMS);  
3 .  data exploitation tools for information retrieval from GOB and i ts cartographic 
representat ion; and 
4. data analysis tools .  
Major differences between GIS software capabil ities are in the weighting of those 
components as well as in the selected mode for processing spatial information.  Depending 
on their purpose, G I S  software offer more or less complex capabil ities for different 
processing stages, but they a l l  offer some basic tools in these domains. 
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There eXists a great variety of data input formats that can be loaded into an ARC 
Viewllnfo G IS .  Input possibi lities comprise simple ASCI I  data, d igital elevation models, 
scanned Images, satellite ima ges, AutoCad DXF fi les, and a range of G IS -specific data 
interchange formats. Some of these data can be used to di rectly create vector coverages 
that can be prepared for map production.  A scanned topographic map can be vectorized and 
used as a background for outprints (Masuch -Oesterreich , 1 998) . 
Surface models have to be transformed either into a grid raster data set or a 
Triangular I rregular Network representing more accurate surface structures. Both of these 
data sets serve as input to calculate vector contour  maps. Contour  maps of an aquifer base 
can be modeled by use of borehole data . Processing can be accomplished in a variety of 
ways, each of wh ich is to serve a particular purpose. Figure 2 .4 i l lustrates the flow of spatial 
data in the ARC -Viewllnfo s ystem. 
2.6. Re mote S e n s i n g : Def in i t ion a n d  F u nct ion 
Remote sensing is  the gathering of  information about an object without using an 
Instrument in  physical contact with the object. The human ears, eyes, and nose are typical 
natural sensors with l imited capabil ities. Remote sensing is defined as the science of 
acquiring ,  processing a nd interpreting i mages and related data obta ined from a i rcraft and 
spacecraft that record the interaction between materials and electromagnetic energy 
(Sabins,  1 997). 
The electromagnetic spectrum is d ivided into wavelength regions. The reg ions 
employed in  remote sensing range from short-wavelength UV energy to the long-wavelength 
microwave and radio energy. The electromagnetic reg ions are further subdivided into narrow 
wavelength bands. Electromagnetic energy interacts with matter by being scattered , 
reflected , transmitted, absorbed, or emitted . 
The interpretation of an image depends upon its scale, tone, texture, contrast ratio, 
and spatia l  resolution. Spatial resolution refers to the minimum distance between two objects 
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at which they can be distinguished. Remote sensing systems operate in the framing mode or 
the scanning mod e. Mu ltispectral Images consist of two or more simultaneously recorded 
spectral bands of imagery. Any three bands can be combined , one each in blue, green, and 
red , to produce color images. 
Despite their importance and accuracy to gather point information at the g round 
surface, the traditional methods for data collection are expensive, time consuming, difficult to 
manage, and d ifficult to update. On the other hand,  remote sensing can provide a rapid and 
comprehensive overview for any domain and any proposed activity. The l imited use of 
remote sensing in various research fields and publ ic activity is ma in ly attributed to the lack of 
knowledge and understanding of its various appl ications. 
2.7. Remote Sens ing  Systems 
Remote-sensing systems are being developed for g rou nd-based, a i rborne-based, 
and satellite-based p latforms (Sabins, 1 997) .  
2.7. 1 G ro u n d  based s e n sors 
Ground based sensors include Radiometer, Infrared Thermometry, Lightning 
Detect ion,  Weather Radar, and Ground Penetration Radar. Recent developme nts in solid­
state sensors and microprocessors have led to radiometers that are hand-held and portable 
and can provide continuous reflectance information for the entire spectral range from visible 
l ight to the near-infrared wavelengths. Wil l iams and Shih ( 1 989) used a radiometer to study 
spectral response d ifferences among selected crops in the Everglades Agricultural Area of 
F lorida in the Un ited States. 
A state-of-the-art l ightning detection network, the National Lightning Detection 
Network (NLDN),  has operated with fu l l  coverage of the contiguous U nited States since 
1 989. The network provides l ightning flash occurrence time, location, polarity, stroke count 
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and signal ampl itude in near real-t ime (Orvi l le et a I . ,  1 983) .  Lightning data and rainfal l  
relatio nshlp has been studied by several researchers (Piepgrass et aI . ,  1 982; Shih ,  1 988a) .  
However, the detai led occurrence time, polarity, signal amplitude, a n d  multipl icity become 
burdensome and difficult to analyze. For example, a total of over 1 3.4 mi l l ion g round flashes 
were recorded in the contiguous U nited States in 1 989 by NLDN (Orvi l le ,  1 99 1 ) .  
Tremendous storage space i s  needed i n  order to archive the data. Although only a portion of 
the l ightning data is collected by local users, the l ightning information from the network sti l l  
creates large data fi les. I t  becomes even more difficu lt when other related environmental 
factors (e .g . ,  rainfa l l ,  land cover, land use) need to be analyzed with the data. Tan and Shih 
( 1 993a) found that database management capabi l ity provided a convenient, yet powerful 
means for l ightning data ana lYSis. 
G i lman ( 1 964) ind icated that the abi l ity to determine the areal d istribution of 
precipitation intensity depends on the type of radar employed , and that the best a l l-purpose 
weather-search radar would have the fol lowing properties: (a) wavelength such that the 
effect of precipitation attenuation is min im ized , (b) power and pulse length selected to 
ensure that the lowest significant amounts of precipitation are detected at maximum range, 
(c ) correction for range,  (d) beam width as narrow as possible, and (e) antenna large 
enough to receive the weakest possible reflected energy. Mi l ler and Thompson ( 1 975) 
mentioned that the amount of backscatter from rain drops depends strongly on theirsize and 
the wavelength of the radio waves. 
The g ro u nd-penetrating radar (GPR) system,  which currently operates in the 
frequency range of 80 MHz to 1 GHz,  has been designed specifically to penetrate earthen 
materials. I t  radiates repetitive, short -du ration ,  electromagnetic pulses i nto the soil from a 
broad- bandwidth antenna. An impulse generator in the control unit transmits short pulses of 
energy into the g round from a transmitting antenna.  When these pu lses strike an interface 
having differing dielectric characteristics, a portion of the pu lses' energy is reflected back to 
the receiving antenna.  The receiving antenna ampl ifies these reflections and converts them 
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into a wavelength of simi lar shape in the audio frequency range. Reflections are composite 
returns which have been averaged across that interface within the a rea of radiation. 
The variations of the reflected signals are displayed on a graphic recorder or are 
recorded on a tape recorder for future playback or processing. Towing the antenna along the 
ground produces a continuous profi le of subsurface conditions on the graphic recorder. The 
GPR has been i mplemented for studyingthe water-table depth (Shih et a I . ,  1 986) , and salt­
affected region assessment (Shih and Myhre, 1 994). 
2.7.2. A i rborne -b as e d  s e n sors 
Aircraft, hel icopter, drones (unmanned aircraft) ,  and g l iders are commonly used i n  
a i rborne-based remote sensing systems. The a i rborne-based sensors, which have been 
frequently used in hydrologic studies, include aerial photographs, thermal scanner, airbome 
radar, and a irborne multispectral scanner.  Other sensors, such as airborne l idar, ai rborne 
microwave system, a i rborne radiometer, and airborne gamma rad iation system. are a lso 
used occasionally. 
Black-and-white fi lm,  color fi lm,  black-and-white i nfrared fi lm,  and color infrared fi lm 
are commonly used in aeria l  photography. Areal photograph techniques are commonly used 
for detection of a portion of the wavelength range from 0 .3  to 0.9 �m.  For instance, the 
sensitivity of wavelength range for main aerial photograph fi lm are : 
1 .  Black-an d-white film: visible 
2. Color fi lm :  b lue,  g reen,  a nd red 
3. Black-and-white infrared fi l m :  v is ib le and near i nfrared 
4. Color infrared fi lm: green ,  red , and near infrared 
All a real photograph films mentioned above requ i re filters to remove unwanted 
rad iation (haze) .  Recently, the color i nfrared photographs h ave been digitized as d igital 
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format data which can be used not only for simulating the satel l ite data appearance, but also 
for developing the Imagery models to imp rove the satell ite imagery interpretations. For 
Instance, the g reen,  red , and near-infrared digital data can be used to simulate the 
appearance of a "true color composite". 
Several airborne-based thermal scanners are currently in  use. Most use wavelength 
ranges from either 3-5 flm or 8 - 1 4  fl m. The extremes and rates of temperature variation of a 
matenal are governed by the thermal conductivity, thermal capacity, and thermal inert ia .  
Thermal Inertia is an  indicator of soi l  resistance to d iurnal surface tempe rature fluctuation. I t  
Increases with an increase in material conductivity, thermal capacity, and density. I n  general ,  
materials with high thermal inertia have a smaller range of diurnal temperature fluctuation 
than materials with low thermal i nert ia .  For instance , water has a very high thermal capacity 
compared to other types of materia l .  This impl ies that a soil with h igher moisture content wi l l  
have a smaller range of d iurnal  temperature fluctuation .  Conversely, a dry soi l  wi l l  have a 
higher maximum (day{ime) temperature than a wet soi l .  This theoretical relationship is in 
agreement with a study using Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel l ite (GOES) 
thermal infrared data (Sh ih  and Chen,  1 984) that reported a range of daytime temperature 
2 .4-3 .2  °C higher in dry soi l  than in wet soi l .  However, one should remember that there are 
factors affecting the thermal imagery such as a ir  temperature, wind, look angle, and time of 
measurement. Thermal imagery has been successful ly used in many fields of hydrolo gy 
such as assessing soil type and soil moisture, mapping land use/land cover, monitoring 
irrigation canal leaks, estimating evapotranspiration ,  and locating thermal plumes in lakes 
and rivers (Sabins,  1 997) .  
Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) is commonly used in ai rborne radar systems. 
The S LAR has two advantages over optical photographic or scanning systems, i .e . ,  it can 
produce imagery not only in the day and n ight,  but a lso under both clear, and rainy and 
cloudy conditions. The spatial resolution of a radar system is mainly governed by the 
antenna size. A larger antenna wi l l  produce better spatial resolution. However, the main 
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l imitation of the SLAR system IS the deterioration in resolution in the azimuth direction. The 
SLAR system has been used for mapping terrain and water resources including large rivers, 
water supplies, t imber inventory, canal systems, and sites suitable for agriculture. 
The a irbome -based M ultispectral Scanner (MSS) has been used increaSingly 
because it has more channels covering the spectral range from 0.42 to 1 3J..l m .  Depend ing 
upon the flight height, the spatial resolution can be on the order of 1 -2 m .  The output of the 
MSS data is in d igital format. These data can be used to improve the satel l ite imagery 
interpretation not only as mentioned for the areal photography but a lso by simulating the 
imagery which can be expected from future satellite systems due to its coverage of a wider 
spectral range than the areal  photograph.  
2.7 .3  Sate l l i te -based s e n sors  
Satell ite-based sensor systems in  water resources are primari ly of  two basic types; 
Earth-Resou rces Satellites and Weather Satel l ites. A brief description for the Earth­
Resources Satellites is g iven hereafter. 
Earth-Resources Satel l ites include, among others, the Landsat (USA) , SPOT 
(French) ,  E RS-I (Earth Resources Satellite - I ,  European), J ERS-I (Japanese Earth Resources 
Satell ite- I ,  Japan),  and Radarsat (Canada) .  The Landsat remote sensing system was first 
launched in 1 972 and has been appl ied widely around the world for studying water 
resources. The Landsats 4 and 5 have 1 6-day repeat cycle with equatoria l  overpass time at 
9 :30 a .m.  
The SPOT has H RV imagery which includes three bands (0.5-0 .6 11 m,  0 .6-0.7J..l m, 
and 0 .78- 0 .9  11 m) with 20-m resolution colour  mode, and 1 0-m resolution panchromatic 
mode (0 .51 -0 .  73 11 m) .  Nadir repeat coverage is every 26 days with equatorial overpass t ime 
at 1 0:30 a . m . ,  but off-nadir  repeat can be every 3-4 days (Col let et a I . ,  1 996) .  
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The E RS- I ,  which has 1 0 :30 a .m .  equator crossing time with 3 day repeat cycle, 
contains active microwave instrument (AMI )  and along track-scanning radiometer (ATSR). 
The AMI has C-band 5 .3  GHz with 30 m resolution. The scatterometer (wind mode) has 5 
km resolution and the a ltimeter is Ku-band ( 1 2 .5  GHz) with 1 0  cm precision for land and 40 
cm for ocean.  The ATSR has radiometer 3 . 7 ,  1 1  and 1 2  )lm bands with 1 km resolution 
(Col let et a I . ,  1 996). 
The J ERS- I ,  which repeats coverage every 42 days, has an L-band ( 1 .275 GHz) SAR 
system with HH polarization at 25 m resolution. The visible and near infrared radiometer 
(VN I R) contains four bands (0.45-0.52 )l m ,  0.52-0.60 fl m ,  0.63-0.69 fl m ,  and 0 .76 .{).95 f.!m), 
and the shortwave infrared (SWIR) includes four mid-infrared bands. 
The Radarsat which has a 3 day repeat cycle , includes SAR system (C- or L- band) ,  
1 50 km swath , 25-30 m resolution , and 4 -1  00 km look angles.  The Radarsat is main Iy used 
for studying Arctic area,  agriculture, forest, water resources management, and ocean .  
2.8. I m ages,  S c a n n i n g  and Reflectan c e  C u rves 
Remote sensing images are recorded in digital forms which cou ld be processed by 
computers to produce i mages for interpreters to visual ize and assess. An image is 
composed of small equal areas which are cal led picture elements (Sabins, 1 997).  A picture 
element is called pixe l .  These elements a re arranged in regular  rows and columns called a 
raster array. The location of any picture element (pixel) is determined on an xy coordinate 
system.  Each pixel is also assigned a numerical value cal led a d igital number (ON) .  The ON 
records the i ntensity of electromagnetic energy measured for the ground resolution cell 
represented by that pixel .  Dig ital numbers range from zero to some higher numbers on a 
gray sca le. This system records an image in strictly numerical terms on three- coo rd inate 
system in  which x and y values determine the exact location of the pixel in the areal view 
and the z value represents the O N .  The ON is displayed as a gray scale intensity value. 
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Scanner systems capture images d irectly in digital format where each g round 
resolution cell IS represented by a pixe l .  On the other hand, analog images, such as 
photographs and maps may be converted into digital format by dig itization. Multispectral 
scanner systems are widely used to acquire images from aircraft and satellites. Both cross­
track and along -track systems are used . Cross-track scanners employ a spectrometer to 
disperse the incoming energy into spectrum .  Along -track scanners employ multiple l inear 
arrays of detectors with each array record ing a separate band of energy (Sabins, 1 997). 
A mu ltispectral image is an array of simultaneously acquired images that record 
separate wave length intervals or bands. Mu ltispectral images differ from images such as 
conventional photographs, which record a single image that spans a broad spectral range. 
Multispectral systems are widely used in  satellites and are acquired by two different 
methods: framing systems and scanning systems. 
Multispectral framing systems consist, in general, of several cameras or vid icons 
mounted together and a l igned to acqu i re s imultaneous mult iple i mage of an area. 
Multispectral cameras (also cal led multiband cameras) were the orig inal system and they 
employ a range of film and fi lter combination to acqu i re black and wh ite photographs that 
record narrow spectral bands. The shutters are l inked together and triggered simultaneously. 
Mu ltispectral vidicons operate in two modes: 1- two or more i ndividual systems record 
images at different wavelength bands, or 2 - a single system records multiple bands. Seleral 
multispectral vidicon systems have been configured ranging from two to four black and white 
vidicons that record narrow bands in the visible and reflected Infrared region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum (including wavelengths from 0 .7  J..lm to 1 mm).  Table 2 . 1  l ists 1 0  
multispectral images ( bands). I t  worth mentioning that combining bands 2 (b lue) , 4 (green) ,  
and 7 ( red) would produce a normal color image. 
Water, vegetation and urban areas are the main types of land cover. Spectral 
reflectance curves , or reflectance spectra, record the percentage of incident energy, typically 
sunl ight, that is reflected by a material as a function of wave length of the energy (Sabins, 
1 997) .  F igure 2 .5 shows reflecta nce spectra of vegetation and different types of rocks. 
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Table 2 . 1 .  The multispectral images (bands) , (Sabins, 1 997) 
Band Wavelength ,  )lm Spectral band 
1 0 . 38 to 0 .42 UV and blue 
2 0.42 to 0 .45 B lue 
3 0 .45 to 0 .50 B lue 
4 0 .50 to 0 . 55 Green 
5 0 .55 to 0.60 Green 
6 0.60 to 0 .65 Red 
7 0 .65 to 0 .70  Red 
8 0 .70 to 0 .80 Reflected IR 
9 0 .80 to 0 .90 Reflected IR 
1 0  0 .90 to 1 . 1 0  Reflected IR 
The horizontal ax is  shows the wave length of  incident energy, which ranges from the 
visible into reflected IR spectral regions. The vertical axis shows the percentage of incident 
energy reflected at the different wave lengths. The curves are offset vertically to avoid 
confusing overlaps. Downward excursions of a curve are cal led absorption features because 
they represent absorption of incident energy. U pward excursions of a curve are called 
reflectance peaks. These spectral features provide valuable information for recognizing 
different types of materials or land cover on remote sensing images. 
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Chapter 3 
G eomo r p h o  l ogy a n d 
G eo I ogi c a  I A s pect s 
C hapter 3 
Geomorphol ogy and Geological Aspects 
3. 1 .  I ntrod uct ion 
The U nited Arab E mirates is located in  the eastern part of the Arabian Peninsula 
between longitudes 5 1 °  od and 56° 301 E and lat itudes 22° OOl and 26° 30' N . lt is bo unded 
on the east by the Sultanate of Oman, on the south and southwest by the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, on the northwest by Qatar, and on the north  by the Arabian Gulf, as shown in Figure 
3 . 1 .  Abu -Dhabi  City is the capital of the U nited Arab Emirates. AI Ain City is the 
administrative centre of the Eastern P rovince of Abu-Dhabi Emirate. The AI Ain has a long 
history and is considered one of the largest and rapidly developing oasis in  the Arabian 
Peninsu la.  
The total area of the United Arab Emirates is about 77 ,700 k m2. Most of the land is 
desert and is characterized by the predominance of Aeolian Landform System. Almost all 
types of dunes are represented in  the country. The population of the country in 1 993 was 
estimated as 1 ,379,303 ( National Atlas of U .A. E . ,  1 993) . In 2001 , the popu lation reached up 
to about 3.5 mi l l ions (UAE Ministry of Plann ing, 2002) .  
3 .2 .  Land E levation 
The U nited Arab E mirates may be d ivided into two distinct zones: the larger low-lying 
zone and the mounta ins  zone. The first covers over 90% of the country's area, extending 
from the northwest to the eastern part of the country where it is truncated by-the mountains 
zone. The low-lying zone ranges in a ltitude from sea level up to 300 meters. Its major part is 
characterized by the presence of sand dunes wh ich rise gradual ly from the coastal plain 
reaching their h ighest elevation of 250 m above sea level (a.s. l )  in Liwa-AI Batin basin. Along 
the coast of the Arabian Gulf, the low-lying land is punctuated by ancient raised beaches and 
Isolated hills which may reach up to 40 m (a.s. l)  in  some locations (Baghdady, 1 998) . 
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Large areas of in land Sabkha occupy the low land region.  The largest of these is 
known as Sabkhat Matt i ,  located in  the western part of the country. The lands of Sabkhat 
Matti extend from the coast for 1 20 km and reach an elevation of about 40 m (a .s . l) at its 
southern t ip (Baghdady,  1 998). 
The area adjacent to the Arabian Gulf  Coast comprises a number of salt domes. 
These features often form islands in the sea and isolated hi l ls on land . T he highest of whiCh 
is Jabal  Dhana and it rises to 99 m a .s . 1 .  Where the low-lying zone merges gradual ly with the 
mounta ins  zone, several isolated anticl ina l  h i l ls and mountains (trending general ly ,  in  N-S 
d irection) occur. The highest and most extensive of these is Jabal Hafit wth a maximum 
altitude of over 1 000 m a .s . 1  (AI Shamsei , 1 993). 
The mountains zone consists of a N-S trending ridges and is parallel to the east 
coast (Gulf of Oman). It forms the northern part of the Oman Mountains with a maximum N -S  
extent of 1 50 k m  and a n  E-W extent of 50 km.  Along its eastern and western edges, the 
mounta ins chain is fringed by bahadas. On the eastern side, a narrow low coastal p la in 
separates the bah ada from the G ulf of Oman.  These mountains are formed as a result of 
upl ifting and thrusting wh ich leave a series of jagged peaks rising to heights over 1 500m 
(a .s. I) . 
3.3. Landform Systems of the UAE 
Based on the previous investigations and available space images, landforms in the 
UAE can be divided i nto three main systems as given hereafter, as shown in F igure 3 .2 
( Embabi and EI-Sharkawy, 1 989, UAE National Atlas, 1 993 , and Baghdady,  1 998) . 
3 .3. 1 .  T h e  aeo l i a n  system 
This system covers about 90% of the total area of  the UAE . Landforms of  th is  system 
are represented main ly by sand dunes wh ich a re shaped by wind energy and i ntervening 
mterdune low-lying belts. Almost a l l  of the d ifferent types of dunes and patterns are 
represented i n  the UAE . The system extends from Oman Mountains westward to near the 
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coast of the Arabian Gulf and southward beyond UAE into Saudi Arabia.  This vast terrain is 
basically a stony and gravelly undulating plain, locally characteri<fld by the presence of 
Inland sabkhas. Glennie et a l .  ( 1 994) ind icated that these dunes are locally organized into 
various secondary systems according to wind environme nt, sand supply and local relief. 
Three major subsystems can be recogn ized (Embabi and E I-Sharkawy, 1 989): ( 1 )  
the l inear dune subsystem (2) the mega -ba rchan subsystem ,  and (3)  the transverse dune 
subsystem. However, E m babi ( 1 99 1 ) classified the dune types in UAE as: l i near, barchan 
(crescent), barchanoid,  transverse and star dunes, as shown in F igure 3.3. 
The rtnear dunes a re straight or s l ightly sinuous, symmetrical or asymmetrical sand 
ridges which are much longer than they are wide. These dunes vary in form and size from 
small ,  simple ridges east of Sabkhat Matti (F ig ure 3 .4 )  to large, compound ridges in the 
northwestern parts of UAE and complex dunes at its southeastern corner. 
Barchan dunes are crescent-shaped asymmetrical mounds of sand having slip faces 
bounded by two horns or arms oriented downwind.  They are concentrated mainly in the 
Sabkhat Matti region in  the west and the AI-Liwa and AI-Bateen reg ion in the south. 
Barchanoid dunes consist of chains of crescent shaped dunes l inked together to form 
scalloped ridges (Greeley and Liversen ,  1 985).  Although these dunes appear to be 
gradational with transverse dunes, they are recognized on space i mages to loose the 
crescentic mound identity to develop curved ridges. Barchanoid dunes in UAE vary in  Si28 
from smal l  to large. 
Transverse dunes are asymmetric sand ridges in  cross section and a re or iented 
approximately perpendicular to the prevai l ing wind. This type is best developed in the region 
of AI-Qafa ( Figure 3.4) to the north of AI-Liwa Oases . The si mple transverse dunes occur in 
parallel rows orientated N E  -SW perpendicular to the prevai l ing NW wind. Transverse dunes 
become complex in several locat ions. In some places, short lee dunes are developed at their 
leeward side of the ridges. Whereas in others, as in the western marg ins of AI-Qafa reg ion,  
they are overriden by smal l  l inear dunes.  These phenomena indicate that transverse dunes 
a re older than the overlying l inear dunes. 
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Figure 3 4 . Landsate (TM) false- color mosaic of UAE showing vartous types and patterns of dunes 
(revised after Baghdady. 1 998). 
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Star dunes are rad ial ly,  symmetrical and pyramidal sand mounds with sl ip faces on 
a rms that radiate from the high centra l part of the mound (Baghd ady, 1 998). This dune type 
is encountered o n ly in the southeastern part of UAE and extends eastwards to Oman lands. 
Star dunes are associated in  this area with the E-W barchanoid and l inear  ridges. 
Star dunes vary in size from qu ite small ones to large mounds. Small simple stars are quite 
close to each other in any single row or chain of dunes and they develop three to fourshort 
arms. Compound star dunes are those which develop secondary branch ing arms (4 to 5 
arms). They virtual ly do not move from their orig inal  place because of mult idirectional wind 
regime. These characteristics confirm the findings of Breed and G row ( 1 979) that  the star 
dunes grow upward ,  not outward .  
Complex star dunes occur in the same region o f  simple a n d  compound forms. They 
are a comb ination of star and other dune types where a star element predominates. This is 
the case at the eastern margins of the complex l i near and barchanoid ridges where sand 
supply decreases. 
The dune pattern is defined as the spatial organ ization of a s ingle type or d ifferent 
types of dunes. Embabi ( 1 9 9 1 )  reported that Landsat images show the dune pattern and 
color change across the country from west to east.  Accordingly, the UAE is characterized by 
its distinct regional patterns (F igure 3.4) .  The first one comprises the extreme western parts 
including Sabkhat Matti and AI-Maghrib areas. I n  these regions, the pattern is oriented N -S 
and the dunes a re either barchanoid -barchan or paral lel l inear .  
The second pattern covers the middle part of UAE and is oriented NW-SE. The most 
important characteristic of this region is thatthe change from one pattern to another is sharp 
and in acicular form. Also in this reg ion dune density is h igher than that in other reg ions. In 
this second reg ion ,  the predominant dune patterns are the paral lel transverse ridges, 
clustered mega-barchans, and sand sheets with parallel l inear patterns (F igure 3 .3) .  Local 
names l ike AI-Ha m ra and AI-Homrah signify reddish color of sand in some parts of this 
reg ion .  
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The th ird regional pattern comprises the eastern part ofUAE where the l i near pattem 
predominates ( Fig ure 3 . 3 ). Orientation of the main ridges changes from NW-SE to W-E to 
SW-N E  towards the east. As the dunes approach the foothi l ls of the Oman Mountains 
patterns are modified locally by running water coming occasionally from the mou ntains. 
3.3.2. The mounta in-ba h a d a  system 
This system in the UAE is part of  the Oman Mountains extend ing mainly in the 
Sultanate of Oman ( Fig ure 3.5) .  The system covers an area of about 1 50 km a long a N -S 
axis, and 50 k m  a long an E -W axis at its widest port ion.  Although the mountain and the 
bahada form one landform system, each is characterised by specific forms due to 
differences in material and energy flow. According to Embabi and E I-Sharkawy ( 1 989) the 
system can be regarded as two subsystems as ind icated hereafter. 
(i) The mountain subsystem :  This subsystem extends from Sha'am in the north to 
Hatta and Masfut in the south . It is divided into two parts by the Dibba fault zone 
according to geologic formations. The northern part is underla in  by carbonate rocks 
and the southern part is composed of meta sediments and metamorp hic rocks 
(Hawasina Complex and Semai l  Ophiol ites suite ,  respectively from base to top ). 
(ii) The bahada subsystem: The term bah ada refers to a depositional plain composed 
of coalescing �ries of a l luvial fans formed at the footslopes of mounta in  ranges. 
Regional ly, there are two bahadas on both sides of the Oman Mountains; one in the 
west and the second i n  the east. The western bahada extends at the western 
foots lopes of the mountains fro m the coastl ine of the Arabian Gulf at Ras AI-Khaimah 
in the north to the area lying south of AI Ain town . The eastern bahada is rather 
narrow and merges into a narrow coastal plain (Fig ure 3 .5 ) .  
3.3.3. T h e  coastal  a n d  m a r i n e  system 
This system develops along the western and eastern coasts of UAE (Fig ure 3.2) .  
According to Embabi and Skarkawy ( 1 99 1 ) , it can be subdivided into:  ( 1 )  the embayment 
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subsystem, (2) the Barrier island-lagoon subsystem, (3) the spit- lagoon subsystem, and (4) 
the beach-sabkhah subsystem. 
3.4. Physical  Sett ing of the AI Ain Area 
The g reater AI Ain area extends between longitudes 54° 45' and 55° 45' E and 
latitudes 23° 30' and 25° OO'N ( F igure 3.6) .  The climatic conditions of the area are described 
hereafter based on the work of Cox ( 1 98 5 )  and Garamoon ( 1 996 ). 
The  AI Ain area is characterized by its harsh conditions. Temperature rises steadily 
from 28°C in Deceni::Jer/January to a peak of 4 rc in J une,  Ju ly and August. It then drops 
gradually. The monthly temperature remains fairly constant, with a variance of no more than 
5°C. The d i fference between maximum temperature during the summer and the min imum 
temperature dur ing the winter t ime is in  about 25 °C.  Rainfa l l  is infrequent with a mean 
annual  of about 1 00 mm. The monthly rainfal l  varies from one year to another and is 
commonly localized. It falls in  only a few days each year. Some years may not witness any 
ra infal l  events. The humidity is moderate in the AI Ain area as compared to Duba i ,  Abu­
Dhabi and other coastal regions in the UAE . The period from April to October is relatively 
less humid than the rest of the year, with a mean relative humid ity of 45% compared with a 
peak mean of 75% in December. The mean annua l  evaporation is 3 .6  m m/day. 
The wind speed is relatively high between February and August and is in the order of 
1 3  kmlhour. I t  d rops to about 1 0  ki lometers per hour on average from October to January. 
The Wind is usual ly from the northwest, southeast and southwest. The greatest percentage 
comes from the northwest, part icularly dur ing May and June. The wind d irection varies 
dunng the other seasons of the year.  
3 .5. Geomorphology of the AI Ain Area 
The geomorphology of the AI  Ain area was addressed by many researchers 
including,  a mong others, H unting ( 1 979) ,  Abou E I-En in ( 1 993) ,  Alshamsei ( 1 993),  UAE 
National Atlas ( 1 993) , a n d  Garamoon ( 1 996) . AlAin area can be d ivided into six geomorphic 
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units. These units are: ( i )  mountains, ( i i )  g ravel plains, ( i i i )  drainage basins, (iv) sand dunes, 
(v) interdune areas, and (vi) i n land sabkhas. The fol lowing is a brief description of each of 
these geomorphic units .  
( i )  Mountains 
The mountains encountered in  the AI Ain area include mainly: Jabal Hafit, Jabal 
Malaqet Jabal Mundassah Jabal AI-Oha, and Jabal H uwayah .  Based on the work of Hunting 
( 1 979) a n d  Abou EI-Enin ( 1 993) ,  Jabal Hafit is a Tertiary asymmetrical anticl inal structure 
p lunging southeasterly in Oman and northwesterly in the UAE (Fig ure 3.7) .  It is located 
southeast of AI Ain City. 
Jabal Hafit is  regarded as the most promi nent feature of the AI Ain area. It is 
approximately 29 km in length and some 5 km in width, and reaches an e levation of about 
1 1 60 m above sea leve l .  The rocks forming Jabal Hafit are composed of carbonates, clays 
and marls ranging in age from Early Eocene to M iocene.  The mounta in  has a whale-back 
form with beds dip ping east and west off the fold axis. North of the core, which is composed 
of l imestones and marls and represents the lower and middle intervals of the Dammam 
Formation ( Middle to Late Eocene) , is eroded forming a low-lying area of small hi l ls enclosed 
between ridges of the Asmari Formation (Early to Middle Ol igocene) . The eastern l imb of 
Jabal Hafit is characterised by slumps because of high dip values in addition to the presence 
of rather incompetent marl beds a lternating with the l imestones. 
Jabal Malaqet and Jabal Mundassah are considered as part of the Oman Mountains 
and are located approximately 1 7  km east of Jabal Hafit . They form asymmetrical anticlinal 
structures (Warrak, 1 987) with their eastern l imbs forming the main part of the exposure. The 
rocks forming Jabal Malaqet and Jabal M undassah are composed of serpentinized peridotite 
(in the cores) conglomerates, and carbonates of Late C retaceous age overlain by marls and 
carbonates of Paleocene to Early-Middle Eocene age (Simsima formation) Muthymimah and 
Dammam formations (Hamdan and E I-Deeb , 1 990) . 
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Jabal AI-Oha l ies 8 km northeast of AI Ain City. It consists of three NW-SE paral lel 
hogback ridges averaging about 1 0  km In  length . These ridges represent fault repetition of 
the western l imb of the horse shoe-shaped southerly plunging anticline of Jabal Huwa yyah 
exposed further east .  L ithostratigraph ically, Jabal AI-Oha and Jabal H uwayya h (F igure 3. 8) 
are composed of clastic sequence overlain by crystal l ine carbonates (Qahla and simsima 
formations) of Late Cretaceous age. Jabal Al Oha succession attains a total thickness of 
about 85 m.  It is divided into a lower unit composed of gray to khaki colored shale of Qahlah 
Formation and 3 m thick un it of red colored chert pebble conglomerate and is overlain by 
white l imestone of Simsima Formation . 
( i i )  Gravel plains 
Two gravel plains terminate in the eastern part of AI Ain a rea; one fringes the Oman 
Mountains and the second fringes Jabal Hafit. The first reaches its maximum development in 
AI-Jaww plain (Fig ure 3 .7 )  between Jabal H afit and Oman Mountains (Hunting, 1 979) .  It 
consists of gently westerly-inclined gravel and sand plain built up of down wash materials 
dra ined by wadis from the mountains. The plain is crossed by numerous wadis, important of 
which are those of AI Ain , Shik and Muraykhat. Alshamsei ( 1 993) identified three al luvial  
fans withi n  the plain ;  namely: the Zarub fan in  the nort h ,  Mundassah fan in the middle,  and 
Ajran fan in  the south . The second plain , F igure 3 .7,  is that which occurs around Jabal Hafit. 
Because of its carbonate composition,  it appears very l ight in  color on space images. 
Oii) Dra inage basins 
There are two systems of dra inage basi ns in  the AI Ain area,  namely: those of the 
Oman Mountains and those of Jabal Hafit (Alshamsei, 1 993). The Oman Mountains 
drainage basins have patterns that range from dendritic (characteristic of i gneous rocks), to 
rectangular ( in fault-controlled areas) and braided ( in  areas of gentle s lopes) patterns. Jabal 
Hafit drainage basins have mainly subradial ,  dendritic and braided patterns. Parallel or  
rectangular patterns occur in  the structurally-controlled areas. 
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( iv) Sand dunes 
Sand d unes in the AI Ain area constitute the main part of the aeol ian landforms 
system ( E mbabi and HSharkawy, 1 989; Embabi ,  1 99 1 ; and UAE , National Atlas, 1 993). 
They dominate the northern , western, and southern parts of AI Ain area (F ig ure 3.4). Embabi 
( 1 99 1 )  attributed the regional and local variations in types and patterns of sand dunes to 
variations in wind reg ime,  sand supply,  and local relief. There are two dominant dune types 
in the study area (Embabi ,  1 99 1 ) ,  namely, the b ranching l inear and the star dunes ( Fig ures 
3.9 to 3. 1 1 ) . 
The northern and western parts of the AI Ain area are occupied by branch ing l inear 
dunes ( F igure 3 . 1 0) which extend N E-SW. These dunes are darker (more reddish) and more 
dense towards the east. 
Star dunes occur mainly in the southeastern part of the study area, near A�Wagan 
(Fig ure 3 . 1 1 ) . Their occurrence is associated with E -W barchanoid and linear ridges. Embabi 
( 1 99 1 ) mentioned that star dunes develop thei r mature form in a low sand supply 
environment with suitable mult idirectional wind regime and grow upward not outward. 
Hunting ( 1 979) subdivided the dune a reas into the fol lowing four morphological un its: 
(a) Regions of active sand transport and accumulation : These occur mainly,  but are 
not restricted , to the crests of main dune regions. They are characterized by sharp-crested 
dunes and lack of vegetation. The southwestern substantial regions of the AI Ain area are 
covered by dunes of this type. 
(b) Regions of impeded sand transport: These are characteristic of the slopes leading 
up to the dune ridges. They consist of well vegetated east trending l i near dunes with 
rounded crests separated by ablation corridors. 
(c) Dunes stabilized by vegetation : These characterize the valleys between the main 
ridges. They consist of irregular sand dunes and sand flats whose morphology is not d irectly 
related 
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Figure 3.9. A landsate (ETM) Image indicating branching linear and star types sand dunes around AI Aln area 
5 1  
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Figure 3 10 .  A Landsate (ETM) closing up Image on the branching linear dunes around AI Ain City 
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Figure J 1 1 A Landsat (ElM) Image showing star and inler dunes. and Aln AI F aydah along AI Am - AI Wagan road, 
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to the preva i l ing wind d i rection and shows no regular pattern. They are covered by abundant 
trees and shrubs and are usual ly interspersed with ablation hollows and flats. 
(d) Ablation hol lows and flats: These are areas where the main land-forming process 
is ablation. They consist of flat or gently undulating hollows and plains often with l i ttle or no 
vegetation except around their marg ins and are covered by lag gravels of granule to pebble 
grade. They are characteristic of the val leys between the dune ridges and locally form chains 
of interconnected flats interspersed with stabi l ized dunes which mark the distal ends of the 
main wadis draining the Oman Mountains. 
(v) I nterdune areas 
I nterdune a reas are depressions occupied by ablation hol lows and aeol ian sands 
(Fig ures 3 . 1 1 and 3. 1 2 ) .  They a re described by Hunting ( 1 979) as ablation hollows and flats. 
I f  shal low groundwater tables and high amounts of fine grained sediments are available, the 
interd une a rea becomes favourable for agriculture l ike that of Bu-Samra -Sweihan and AI 
Ain-M isakin. 
(vi) I n land sabkhas 
In land sabkhas are the low lands occupied by evaporitic sediments and are sites of 
groundwater d ischarge. Examples of these i nclude sabkhat AI-Thwaymah along the AI Ain­
AI-Wagan road and sabkhat AI-Khattm along the AI Ain-Ab u - Dhabi  road (F igures 3 . 1 0  and 
3 . 1 1 ). 
3.6. Lithostrati g raphy of AI Ain 
The stratigraphic sequence in  the AI Ain area is composed of upper Cretaceous, 
Paleocene, Eocene, Ol igocene, M iocene sequences as well as sediments Quaternary. A 
brief description of these geological formations is g iven hereafter (Bachdady,  1 998, AI-Saiy, 
2002).  
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Figure 3 1 2. A Landsate (ETM) Image closing up on Interdune areas, around AI Aln City. 
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( i )  Upper Cretaceous 
The Upper Cretaceous sequence includes (from base to top) Semail O phiolites, 
Qahlah Formation ,  S imsima Formation and Fiqa Formation ( Hamdan and Anan , 1 993) . 
Semail oph iolites are pre -Maastrichtian serpentinite and serpentinized peridotite. 
They represent the oldest exposed rocks in  the AI Ain area, where they form the floor of 
Jabal Malaqet and Jabal Mundassah in its eastern side. The Qahlah Formation consists of 
red to yellow unfossi l iferous clast-supported conglomerates composed of rounded clasts of 
chert and serpentin ised peridotite derived from Semai l  ophiol ites. Hunting ( 1 979) and 
Warrak ( 1 987) believed that what is Qahlah Formation is in fact Haybi and Hawasina suite, 
which structurally underlies the Semai l  ophiol ites (F igure 3 . 1 3) .  Simsima Formation is 
composed of medium- to thick-bedded , shallow marine bioclastic l imestones with rudists, 
corals and echinoids. I t  d isconformably overlies the Qahlah Formation (Hamdan and Anan,  
1 993) .  In  the north  and midd le sections of  J abal Mundassah ,  however, the Simsima 
Formation unconformably overlies directly the Semail Oph iol ites. T h is unit is also called 
Simsima Limestone (H unting, 1 979). 
Fiqa Formation is represented by tongues in Jabal  Mundassah and consists of l ight 
grey to buff thinly- bedded pelagic marls and calcareous shales with creamy to orange 
nodular to flaggy argil laceous l imestone interbeds. 
( i i )  Paleocene 
The Paleocene un it is separated from the underlying Upper Cretaceous sequence by 
a regional unconfo rmity with local conglomerate at its base. H amdan and Anan ( 1 989) and 
Hamdan and E I -Oeeb ( 1 990) described this un i t  as  the Pabdeh "equivalent" Formation. 
Nolan et a l .  ( 1 990) formally named this unit the Muthaymimah Formation. I ts age ranges 
from Late Paleo cene to Early-Middle Eocene (Hamdan and EI-Oeeb, 1 990) . This un i t  is 
exposed in Jabal Malaqet and Jabal Mundassah .  It consists of shale, marl and argil laceous 
limestone with conglomerate interbeds. 
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( i i i )  Eocene 
H unting ( 1 979) was the first to subdivide the Pa leogene succession inthe Jabal Hafit 
area into different l ithostratigraphic units. It (op. cit) gave the following names Tle" Tle2, Tle3 
Tle4 Ties Tle6. a-d Tle7 to the l imestone succession of Early Middle Eocene ages. Moreover, 
H unting ( 1 970) gave names Tlo , and Tle2 to shale and Cara l l ine Limestone of Early and 
Middle O l igocene ages. 
Whitt le and Alsharhan ( 1 994) considered the Eocene sequence to include (from base 
to top):  Rus Formation and Dammam Formation (Figure 3 . 1 4 ) .  The Rus Formation (Early 
Eocene) is composed of fossi l i ferous dolomiti2ed l imestone with thin argi l laceous l imestone 
(equ ivalent to T ie ,) grading upward to wel l -bedded nodular l imestone ( equ ivalent to Tie ,,) .  
The formation forms the core of  Jabal Hafit anticl ine where i t  has unexposed base . 
The Dammam Formation ( M iddle to Late Eocene) unconformably overlies the Rus 
Formation (Hamdan and Bahr, 1 992). I t  constitutes most of the outcrops of Jabal Hafit and is 
made up of fossil iferous marl and l imestone interbeds (equivalent to the intervals Tie 3to TIe6 
of H unting, 1 979) .  
(iv) Oligocene 
The Asmari Formation ranges in age from Middle to Late Ol igocene (Whittle and 
Alsharhan, 1 994) . It is composed u pwardly of si lty marl (3qu ivalent to T iel) ,  bioclastic 
nodu la r  l imestone (eq uivalent to Tlo,) ,  and interbedded bioclastic l imestone and marl 
(equivalent to T102) (Figure 3 . 1 4 ) .  The formation constitutes the east and west cuestas of 
Jabal Hafit which extend n orth of Wadi  Tarabat and AI Ain Cement Factory, respectively. At 
the western cuesta, the upper and lower contacts of Asmari Formation are covered by 
alluvium. 
(v) M iocene 
The Miocene succession unconformably overlies the Asmari Formation (Whitt le and 
AJsh arhan, 1 994) .  I t  is low-lying and located at the eastern flank of Jabal Hafit (F ig ure 3 . 1 4) 
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as Interbeds of gypsum and clay (fm1 of H u nt ing,  1 979) and gypsiferous clay (Tm2 of 
hunt ing,  1 979 ). 
(vi) Quaternary 
A large portion of the AI Ain area is covered by Quaternary deposits. Five sediment 
types were recognized by Hunting ( 1 979) . They are broadly contemporaneousand represent 
different facies of deposits being formed by present-day processes. 
(a) Fluvial deposits: They occur beneath the piedmont pla ins fringing the Oman 
Mountains and surrounding Jabal Hafit .  They range in grain-size from boulder gravels and 
conglomerates in the east to fine sand and silt where the main wadis disappear in  the sand 
dunes to the west. A typical section through the alluvium of AI-Jaww plain consists of 
pebbles and cobbles of gabbro, serpentin ite , l imestone and chert , which are cemented by 
carbonates. The deposits a re bedded and contain  impresistent lenses of cross-laminated 
sand. Around Jabal Hafit, the clasts are composed entirely of l imestone. Toward AI Ain City 
and further west, the gravel and conglomerate a re replaced by interbedded sand, s i lt and 
calcrete. The sand and si l t  are cross-Iaminated/ calcareous and conta in scattered pebbles 
and cobbles. The calcrete is typically wh ite, lacks obvious bedd ing and contains scattered 
grains of chert fragments and a ltered igneous rocks with i rregular fracture surfaces and vugs 
coated with manganese oxides. 
(b ) Desert plain deposits: These deposits occur between the dune ridges, mainly i n  
t h e  west a n d  north o f  t h e  study a rea. They are distinguished from fluvial deposits b y  being 
unrelated to the present drainage pattern.  These deposits are interlayered, laminated and 
loosely cemented by carbonate si lt and sand. They represent dune sands which have been 
cemented by salts at t imes of h igher water table and then re-exposed by ablation. 
(c) Mixed deposits : These deposits are present in the northern part of AI Ain .  They 
include calcrete, serpentinite fgranu les and calcareous sandstones and are similar to the 
locks of Miocene age. The lack of diagnostic fossi ls makes their age indeterminate (Hunting, 
1 979) .  
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(d) Sabkhas: These deposits occur where the main wadi channels enter the sand 
dunes and at other locations within the Bunes l iable to flood ing by rising groundwater. 
Sabkhas are also developed on the lower parts of gravel and sand plains at and west of Ain 
AI-Faydah. The main rock type is Loosely-cemented calcareous si ltstone . 
(e) Aeolian sand : The g reatest part of the AI Ain area is covered by sand dunes.The 
sand varies from red and p ink to white. Hunting ( 1 979) emphasized that grains of these sand 
dunes are well-rounded carbonates and quartz with minor proportions of basic and ultra basic 
igneous rock fragments. Sorting is poor and no pure sil ica sands were observed. 
3.7. Geolog ic  Structure s  
T h e  A I  A i n  area i s  located o n  a structural transition zon e between the upl ifted highly 
deformed rocks of the Oman Mountains to the east and the buried flat-lying to gently folded 
strata of western Abu -Dhabi .  The rocks exposed in the northern Oman Mountains east of AI 
Ain City have undergone complex compressive deformation,  primarily due to the Late 
Cretaceous obduction of the Semai l  ophiol i tes and associated rocks (G lennie et a I . ,  1 974; 
Coleman,  1 98 1 ; and Lippard et a I . ,  1 986) .  A foreland basin which exists beneath Al Ain  area, 
is formed as a result of the obduct ion ( Patton and O'Connor, 1 988; Boote et a I . ,  1 990 and 
Warburton et a I . ,  1 990) . Complex folding and fau lting i n  Bedrock Mountains of the western 
Oman Mounta ins adjoin ing the eastern area of AI Ain was identified in the regional mapping. 
A number of studies have reported the presence of a large buried system of folds 
and thrust faults bordering the western f lank of the Oman Mountains, Boote et al. ( 1990) and 
Warburton et a l .  (1 990) .  Woodward ( 1 994) used 94 reprocessed seismic sections covering 
the AI Ain a rea for outl in ing the major structural elements that affect the Quaternary aquifer. 
He described two distinct structural regimes dominated by compressional deformation, 
namely, ( i )  the tightly-folded, highly thrust-fau lted reg ime north AI Ain and (i i) the less folded 
reg ime in AI-Jaww pla in .  The boundary between the two reg imes trends E N E  beneath the 
large Wadi AI Ain system.  Fig ure 3 . 1 5  presents a map for subsurface structures in the 
western flank of the Oman Mountains in  AI Ain area . 
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Despite striking dissimilarities, the two regimes share some common aspects: ( i) the 
axial traces of folds genera lly trend NNW-SSE; (ii) all the major thrust faults dip to the east at 
moderate to steep angles, ( i i i )  the distal structural elements of each domain are anticlines 
(Jabal Hafit anticl ine, south of AI Ain and a buried anticl ine to the north) ;  and ( iv) west of the 
distal anticlines, the undisrupted layered bedrock dips gently to the west. 
Hunting ( 1 979) emphasized that the structural settings suggest a main phase of 
deformation of M iocene age. However, stratigraphic evidence indicates, in addition, earth 
movements during the end of Cretaceous,  Middle Eocene and Late Eocen e.  
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Chapter 4 
P r e s e n ta t i o n  a n d A n a  I y s i s  of 
G r o u n d wa te r Leve l s u s i ng G IS 
Chapter 4 
Presentation and Anal ysis of Groundwater Levels using G IS 
4. 1 .  I ntrod uction 
The subsurface water levels in  almost al l  aquifers of the UAE are experiencing a 
remarkable decl ine over the last three decades. The rate of decl ine of groundwater levels 
differs from one area to another based on many factors including, among others, 
groundwater pumping rates, natural replenishment of the system ,  rainfa l l  events, recharge 
events , land use, hydrogeological parameters, and the geometric and boundary conditio ns of 
the system. 
In many areas the decline in the g roundwater water levels has affected the 
productivity of pumping wells both quantitatively and qual itatively. As the water levels decline 
the pumping head Increase s. This causes a reduction in the pumpin g rates. Many farmers 
have replaced the ir pumps to maintain the discharge rates; some have installed new deeper 
wells replacing the shallower wells. 
Natural ly ,  the better qual ity freshwater is encountered in  the upper horizons of 
aquifers. This is mainly attributed to groundwater recharge from rainfall events. On the other 
hand, water with higher dissolved salts would have higher density and would thus sink to the 
deeper horizons of the aquifer system .  As a result the groundwater pumped from the newly 
Instal led deeper wells wi l l  generally be of lower qual ity than the original shal lower wells. Over 
the time, with the continuous groundwater pumping and scarce natural recharge, the quality 
of the pumped water would not be suitable for potable and irrigation purposes. Indeed, many 
wells have been a bandoned either due to the sharp decl ine in the groundwater levels or the 
serious degradation in the groundwater qual ity. The AI Ain area and its neighboring districts 
are no exception .  
Th is  chapter presents a quantitative ana lysis of  the groundwater within a selected 
a rea north  to AI Ain city. To that end water level data for observation wells were collected 
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from different organizations including the National Dri l l ing Company (N DC) andWater and 
Electncity Department (WED) .  The col lected data included the pumping wells located in the 
Al Shwa ib area . The col lected data encompassed the coordinates of wel ls using the 
Universal Transversa l Jlle rcator (UTM) system, the depth of the groundwater level below 
ground surface, the groundwater level above the mean seawater level (amsl ) ,  and the date 
of record ing the levels. I t  should be noted that the depth to the groundwater level does not 
reflect either the hydrau l ic gradient or the flow conditions as the reference point of 
measurement wou ld differ from one well to the other depending on the surface topography. 
Therefore, contour maps are genera l ly presented for groundwater levels amsl . 
4.2 The Study Area 
The selection of the study area was based on several criteria .  Since the study was 
mainly focused on the applications of GIS to g roundwater assessment, no attention was 
devoted to the col lection of data from the field but rather to gather the available data from 
different sources. Therefore, different areas in the vic in ity of AI Ain were considered and 
ranked according to the following aspects: 
1 - Availabi l ity of agricultural activities 
2- Avai labi l ity of sufficient number of observation wel ls 
3- Continuous mon itoring of water table levels over a duration of at least 1 0  years 
4- Availabi lity of the results of analytical analyses of groundwater samples. 
Based on the initial assessment of the different investigated areas, the area north to 
AI Ain was selected to constitute the study domain for this work. In  UTM coordinates the 
study area is defined between UTMe 342,000 and 380 ,000 and between UTMn 2700 ,000 
and 2738,000. It includes Massaken , Mohayer, the AI Ha ye r a rea, Ghmummad , AI Faqa a ,  
a n d  the A l  Shwa ib area . Many farms a n d  observation wells are located in  this area. F igure 
4 . 1  presents a remote sensing image for the selected area.  
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Figure 4 1 .  A remote sensing Image for the study domain. 
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4.3 D e v e l o p m e n t  of a G I S  datab a s e  
Raw data were collected from different organ izations i n  differe n t  format and various 
coord inate a nd measuring units. These data include the measurements of the groundwater 
levels since 1 990 and a large number of chemical parameters of groundwater that have 
resulted from the analytical analysis of groundwater samples. The groundwater level data 
was then classified into different groups accord ing to the dates of measurements . Each 
group included th e data col lected during a specific year.  To avoid the effect of seasonal 
variations on the water levels, the measurements were considered during a specific time in 
each year (March).  Therefore, the data was classified i nto six g roups for the years 1 992,  
1 994, 1 996, 1 998, 2000, and 2002 , respective ly. For each group the total number of 
readings depend on the ava i lable observation wells during that time. Naturally, less data was 
avai lable for the year 1 992.  
The above classification was not appl ied to the chemical data. In  most cases the 
chemical ana lysis was conducted once or twice only (mainly during the construction phase 
of the observation wells). I t  should be noted , however, that the t ime scale for the variation of 
the chemica l properties is relatively much larger than the time scale of the changes in 
groundwater levels. I n  other words, the changes in the chemical compositions of 
groundwater would require much more time as compared to the changes in  the groundwater 
levels. Therefore, the col lectedanalytical data wou ld reflect the average chemical properties 
of the groundwater in the study area within the last decade. 
The consistency and rel iabi l i ty of the col lected data were examined and unrel iable 
data that might have some recording errors were e l iminated . The coordinates and 10  number 
of the different observation wells were reviewed from different sources. The data collected 
from N OC was compared with the data col lected from WED and discrepancies between 
them were reviewed and corrected . Water levels in the neighboring observation wells were 
compared and significant differences in levels were checked. The chemical balance of the 
results of the analytical analysis was reviewed and results were el iminated whenever 
significant balance discrepancies were found.  
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In addition to the g roundwater levels and chemical properties from the observation 
wells, the developed G I S  database included data of production wells and chemical 
propert ies of the pumped groundwater. It should be noted, however, that water levels under 
dynamic conditions should not be used in  the development of ground water level maps. High 
drawdowns a re encountered in the vicinity of pumping wells. Even if the pumping is 
terminated, long time may be needed to restore the static water levels. 
Appendix A presents the classified groundwater level data col lected from different 
organizations. Appendix B presents the chemical properties of the groundwater based on the 
analytical analysis of groundwater samples. Appendix C presents the coordinates of the 
production wel ls that are mainly located in the AI-Shwaib area. Al l  data presented in  
AppendicesA, B and C were reorgan ized and arranged to  be compatible with the ARCVtew 
GIS software (3.3) .  This data can be used d i rectly by any other GIS system.  
4.4  G ro u n dwater B a l a n c e  i n  t h e  Study Area 
Like al l  other systems, the hydrogeological system in the study area is governed by 
the mass balance equation (mass conservation). In other words, the rises and drops in  the 
subsurface water levels depend on the difference between the total water input and total 
water output from the system. For a specified control volume (study domain), and with in a 
certa in t ime period, if the total input is less than the total output, the water table in the 
phreatic aquifer will decl ine.  L ikewise, the opposite is true. The decl ine in the water table in 
the study area is observed whe rever the water abstraction from the system is higher than the 
total influx into the system 
Under any condition,  the mass balance equation should be satisfied. That is, the 
difference between the total water input to the system and the total water output from the 
system should be equal to the change of the mass of water within the control volume. Under 
steady-state condit ions, the total input should be exactly equal to the total output, and the 
difference between them should, therefore, approach zero. I n  such cases, the water table 
wil l  not vary with time. 
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I n  natural groundwater systems, the full balance between the water input and water 
output components may never be achieved. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the 
different water balance components vary with time. As the d ifference between the input and 
output becomes small enough ,  the system is said to be under semi-steady-state conditions. 
The hydrogeological system in the study area may receive water through the 
percolation of the excess i rrigation water, Q I ,  due to  the furrow i rrigation practices along with 
the recharge from rainfal l  events , �. The system may a lso receive water through the 
possible leakage from the pipel ines of water supply and sewage networks, Ql with in the 
study area. These components a re general ly introduced to the system through the upper 
unsaturated zone. The lateral flow, QF, from the neighboring areas may also contribute to the 
influx to the system. 
On the other hand,  the system may lose water through evaporation and 
evapotranspiration processes, Qf:- I n  addition, it also loses considerable amounts of water 
through pumping activities, Qp, for d ifferent purposes including irrigation. The system may 
also lose water through lateral out flow to the neighboring areas, Qo. 
The hydrogeological system in the study a rea may also gain or lose water through 
Interaction with the lower formation, QD. This component could be either positive or negative 
accord ing to the e levation of the local water levels in the upper and lower formations with in 
the study a rea .  
Assuming that the water storage with i n  the control volume is S a n d  the change in 
storage within any specified period of time , ? t, is  ?S,  then the mass balance equation in  its 
general form can be written as 
{Q1 +  Q R  + Ql + Qd - {QE +  Q p +  Qa} ± QD = ?Sf?t (4 . 1  ) 
Under steady-state conditions, ? S wi l l  be equal to zero. Thus the above equation is 
reduced to: 
(4 .2)  
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4.5 S u bs u rface Water  Lev e l s  
Static water level data are measured period ical ly from the observation wells in  the 
study area. These measurements wou ld reflect to a great extent the conditions of the 
grou ndwater both quantitatively and qual itatively. The decl ine in  the groundwater levels 
would reveal over abstraction practices and thus groundwater resources would be subject to 
depletion in the long term . I t  should be noted however that such decl ines in the water levels 
would generally be associated with a corresponding degradation in the water qual ity. The 
most effective measure to maintain the groundwater qual i ty is to l imit the annual pumping 
rates within the annual recharge rates so that no remarkable decl ine i n  the water table is 
observed in the long term. This condition is generally not satisfied in the study area. 
To assess the groundwater level variation within the study area over the last decade, 
the data included in Appendix A was introduced into ARCView GIS system. Figure 4.2 
presents al l  the observation wel ls  that were used in th is investigation. I t  should be noted , 
however, that many of these observation wells were constructed after the year 1 994 and 
hence the d iscussion on the conditions of groundwater I evels in or pr ior to 1 994 are based 
on fewer number of observation wells. 
4.5. 1 Ana lys is  of water levels in 1 992 
Limited number of  observation wells were avai lable in the study area in  1 992. The 
information included in Table A 1 (Appendix A) was introduced into ARCView for presentation 
and ana lysis . F igure 4 . 3  presents the contour map of the groundwater levels in 1 992 drawn 
by the special analysist module of ARCView. 
The subsurface water level is generally higher in the eastern side of the study area 
whe re the recharge is taking place. The initial analysis conducted by ARCView indicated that 
the maximum water level was 268.30 m above the mean seawater level (amsl) and was 
observed at GWP-036 . The minimum water level was 1 84 .77 m amsl and was observed at 
GWP-045, F igure 4 .3 .  The average water level in the study domain was 252 .3 m amsl . O n  
the other hand, the min imum depth t o  the water table below the ground surface was 1 7.67 m 
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and was recorded at GWP-045 and the maximum depth was 63.63 m and was recorded at 
GWP-072.  The mean value for the depth to the groundwater surface wa s 40.49 m. A 
graduated color contour map for the groundwater level above the mean seawater level is 
presented in  F igure 0 1  (Appendix 0). The resu lts of the above analysis are based on 
measurements from 29 observation wells. 
4. 5.2. Analysis of water le v e ls i n  1 994 
The total number of observation wel ls  increased in  1 994 to about 4 1  wel ls .  The 
location of these wells along with the measurements of groundwater levels (amsl) and the 
depth of water table below the g round surface are presented in  Table A2 (Appendix A). 
These data were introduced to ARC-View for presentation and analysis. 
The contour l i nes for the subsurface water levels amsl in 1 994 are presented in 
F igure 4 .4 .  The maximum water level was 267 .66 m (amsl) and was recorded at well G WP-
036 which is consistent with the records of 1 992. The drop in the water level in well GWP-
036 between 1 992 and 1 994 is about 0 . 74 m. The minimum water level was 1 84 .94 m (amsl) 
and was observed at well GWP-D45. This well experienced a water rise of 0 . 1 7  m during the 
period 1 992- 1 994 . The mean value for the groundwater surface was 243.9 m amsl with an  
average drop of  8 .4  m during the period 1 992 - 1 994. 
The maximum depth to the water table below the ground surface was 7 1 .56 m and 
was recorded at wel l  GWP-072. This well experienced a drop of 7 .93 m during the period 
1 992- 1 994 . The min imum depth to the water table was 1 7 .53 m and was recorded at well 
GWP-045. The mean value of the depth to water table below the ground surface was 4 2.1 1 
m. A graduated color contour map for the groundwater level above the mean seawater level 
is presented in F igure 02 (Appendix 0) .  
4.5 .3 .  Ana lysis of water  lev e l  s i n 1 99 6  
The number o f  observation wells in 1 996 i ncreased t o  7 6  wells with in the study area. 
Therefore, the results presented for this year as well as the fol lowing ones would be more 
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accurate. The location of the observation wells along with the measurements of groundwater 
levels (amsl) and the depth of water table below the ground surface are presented in Table 
A3 (Appendix A). 
The contou r  l ines for the subsurface water levels amsl in  1 996 are presented in 
F igure 4.5. The maximum water table level was 281 .53 m amsl and was recorded at well 
GWP-2 1 O .  I t  should be noted that this level is h igher than any other water level recorded in 
1 992 and 1 994 . However, this does not mean that there is a rise in groundwater levels. 
Many new observation wells, including GWP-21  0, were instal led in  1 996 in areas were no 
previous records were ava i lable.  The min imum water table was 1 78.48 m and was recorded 
at well GWP-1 22 which was a lso insta l led i n  1 996. The mean value for the water table in the 
study area was 239.45 m amsl which is 4 .45 m 10lNe r than that of the year 1 994. A 
graduated color contour map for the groundwater level above the mean seawater level is 
presented in F igure 03 (Appendix 0) .  
The min imum depth of  the water table below the ground surface was 1 1 .75  m and 
was recorded at wel l  GWP-048 ( instal led i n  1 995) .  On the other hand the maximum depth 
was 70.80 m and was recorded in well GWP-072.  The mean value for the depth to the water 
table below the ground surface was 39.0 m .  
4.5.4. Analysis o f  w a t e r  le v e l s  i n  1 99 8  
T h e  total number o f  available observation wells in  1 998 was 77 wells. However, 
many old observation wells have been abandoned and were replaced by new ones that 
might not be located in  the same area . The location of the observation wells a long with the 
measurements of groundwater levels (amsl) and the depth of water table below the ground 
surface are presented in Table A4 (Appendix A) .  
The contour  l i nes for the subsurface water levels amsl as recorded for 1 998 a re 
presented in Figure 4 .6 .  The maximum water table level wa s 292 .6 m amsl and was 
recorded at wel l  GWP-283 which was constructed in 1 998. The min imum water table was 
1 85.38 m amsl and was recorded at wel l  GWP-045. This reading is relatively close to the 
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reading of the same well in 1 994 ( 1 84.95 m amsl) .  The mean value for the water table in the 
study area was 248 .44 m amsl indicating that the water levels have recovered considerably 
(about 9 m nse) after the heavy rainfal l  events d u ring the years 1 996 and 1 997.  A graduated 
color contour map for the groundwater level above the mean seawater level is presented in 
F igure 04 (Appendix 0).  
The min imum depth of the water table below the ground surface was 1 2 .30 m and 
was recorded at wel l  GWP-228.  On the other hand the maximum depth was 65 .86 m and 
was recorded in well GWP-338.  The mean value for the depth to  the water table below the 
ground surface was 38 .6 m. 
4.5 .5. Analysis of water lev e l s  in 2 0 0 0  
The total number o f  avai lable measurements from observation wells is 88. Like 
previous years some of the wells were constructed in 2000 and some of the old observation 
wells were abandoned.  Tab le A5 (Appendix A), presents the location of the observation 
wel ls along with the measurements of groundwater levels (amsl) and the depth of water 
table below the ground surface. 
The contour  l i nes for the subsurface water levels amsl as recorded for 2000 are 
presented i n  F igure 4 .7 .  The maximum water table level was 297 .93 m amsl and was 
recorded at well GWP-352 which was constructed in the year 2000 . The minimum water 
table was 1 22 .2 7 m amsl and was recorded at wel l  GWP-402B which was also constructed 
during the same year. The minimum recorded water level is much more less than all other 
avai lable readings throughout the previous years. However ,  it should be noted that the 
observation well GWP-402B is located close to the western boundary of the study area 
where no data were avai lable before. The mean value for the water table in the study area 
was 24 3 .31  m amslwhich is 5 . 1 3  m lower than the corresponding value for the year  1 998.A 
graduated color  contour map for the groundwater level above mean seawater level is 
presented in F igure 05 (Appendix 0).  
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The min imum depth of the water table below the ground surface in  2000was 6 . 1 6 m  
and was recorded at well GWP- 1 2 2  which was ronstructed i n  the year 2000 . O n  the other 
hand,  the maximum depth was 73 .96 m and was recorded in well GWP-21 1 D  (constructed in 
2000) . The mean valueof the depth to the water table below the ground surface was 38.6 m 
which is 0.85 m below the recorded value i n  1 998 . 
4.5.6. Analysis of water lev e l s  i n  2 0 0 2  
The total number of available observation wells in  2002 was 69 wells as some of the 
available wel ls were aba ndoned and few new wells were constructed. The location of the 
observation wells along with the measurements of groundwater levels (amsl) and the depth 
of water table below the g round surface are presented in  Table A6 (Appendix A).  
The contour l ines for the subsurface water levels amsl as recorded for 2002 are 
presented in F igure 4 .8. The maximum water table level was 297.68 m amsl and was 
recorded at well GWP-352. The difference between the water levels for the years 2000 and 
2002 in this well is 5 cm only. The minimum water table was 92 .53 m amsl and was recorded 
at well GWP-402B which is a lmost 30 m lower than the water level in the same well in the 
year 2000. The mean value for the water table in the study a rea was 241 .4 2 m amsl which is 
1 .89 m below the corresponding value in the year 2000. A graduated color contour map for 
the g roundwater le vel abovethe mean seawater level is presented in Figure D6 (Appendix 
D). 
The min imum depth of the water table below the ground surface was 5 .97 m andwas 
recorded at well GWP- 1 22 ind icating a drop in the groundwater level of about 0.2 during the 
period 2000-2002 . On the other hand , the maximum depth of groundwater below the ground 
surface was 7 7 .78 m and was recorded in well GWP -4 0 2 B, indicating a drop of 3.82 m as 
compared with the corresponding reading in 2000 . The mean value for the depth to the 
water table below the ground surface was 36. 7 8  m. 
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Chapte r 5 
Ag r i c u  I t u  r a  I D eve I o pme n t  a n d 
G r o u n dwa te r Q u a  I i ty 
Chapter S 
Agricultural Development and Groundwater Quality 
5. 1 .  In t roduct ion  
The qual ity of  groundwater constitutes an important element in the assessment of  the 
available g roundwater resources in any region.  Not all of the available groundwater could be 
used for al l  purposes. I ndeed , most of the g roundwater storage in aquifers might not be 
suitable for drinking, irrigation or industrial activities. In most cases the qual ity of the 
groundwater is directly related to its renewabi l ity. In other words, the replenishment of 
groundwater resources by natural rainfal l  would help sustain its qual ity. In arid reg ions, 
where rainfall is scarce and infrequent, the opportun ities fo r replenishment would be less 
and qual ity of the groundwater wou ld deteriorate at much higher rates than elsewhere. 
The qua lity of groundwater in a specific area would also be affected by the land use. 
For example, appl ication of fert i l izers and pesticides in agriculture in order to increase the 
productivity of agricultural areas may cause adverse impacts on the qual ity of the 
groundwater in  the underlying aquifers. Landfi l l  sites and industrial wastes above the ground 
surface may also produce pol lutant p lumes that would percolate through the unsaturated 
zone and migrate with the flowing groundwater for several mi les. However, due to the large 
scale of agricu ltura I activities and cultivated lands and the tremendous increase in the use of 
fertil izers and pesticides, agricultural practices are regarded as one of the most serious 
sources of groundv.ater contamination (Fetter, 1 999). 
This chapter is devoted to assess ing the development in  agricultura l  activities for the 
study area during the last decade using remote sensing images. It provides an example of 
the capabil ities of remote sensing and GIS in  such appl ications. On the other hand,  the 
qual ity of groundwater in  the study area is assessed and its suitabi l i ty for drink ing purposes 
is examined. It should be noted, however, that it was not possible to assess the changes in 
the groundwater quality d ue to agriculture practices over the last decade. This is mainly due 
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to the unavailabil ity of sufficient records of analytical analysis to monitor the changes in the 
chemical properties of the groundwater. In most cases, only one or two samples were 
col lected and analyzed within the same year from each wel l ,  perhaps during the construction 
of the wel ls. 
5.2 Assessment  of Agr icu l t u re Deve lopment  u s i n g  Remote S e n s i n g  a n d  G I S  
5.2. 1 .  Prel i m i n a ries  a n d  concepts 
Remote sensing i mages are often used to identify the land use at loca l ,  regional and 
global scales. They would reveal whether the land is used for agriculture, industria l ,  
residential or others purposes. The requ i red resolution of  the i mages depends on the 
purpose of the investigation .  For example, a resolution of 20-25 m would be enough for the 
identification of agricultural areas. In  some other appl ications, l ike for the case of mil itary 
appl ications, a resolution of 1 m or even less might be requ ired. 
An instantaneous remote sensing i mage for a certain area would reveal the land use 
and landmarks at a specific point of t ime. However, in order to assess the development in 
any activity, including agriculture, a series of remote sensing images should be taken over 
the time period of interest for the same l ocation. These images are then compared to each 
other to reveal the changes in the activity under consideration.  Another image normally 
cal led change detection image" can a lso be developed for visual interpretation of the 
change in the land cover. The "ch ange detection image" highlights all the changes within the 
area of interest rather than their identification. 
Different combinations of Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery are generally used in 
various remote sensing appl ications. Depending on the specific purpose of the study, the 
selection of the combination of TM Bands is made. Some combinations would develop false 
color composite images whi le others wou ld develop real color images. The interpretation of 
images does not depend on the colors, whether they are real or false, but rather on the fact 
that vegetation creates absorption of sunl ight ,  which results in characteristic absorption 
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features and spectral classes often coded as red color in near-I nfrared. Table 5. 1 presents 
the d ifferent Landsat TM Bands and designation and usefulness of each of these Bands . 
Table 5 . 1  Designations and useful ness of Landsat TM Bands (Sabins, 1 997) .  
Landsat-TM Wavelength 
Band 
Blue 
2 Green 
3 Red 
4 Near-IR 
5 Mld-IR 
6 Thermal l R  
7 IR 
Characteristics and usefulness 
Designed for water body penetration, making it useful for coas tal 
water mapping. Also, useful for sOIl/vegetation discrimination, and 
forest type mapping. 
Designed to measure green reflectance peak of vegetation for 
vegetatton discrimination and vigor assessment. 
Designed to sense in a chlorophyll absorption region aiding in plant 
species differentiation. 
Useful for determining vegetation types, vigor, biomass content, for 
delineating water bodies, and for soil mOisture discrimination. 
Indicates moisture content of sOil and vegetalon. Penetrates thin 
clouds. Good contrast between vegetation types. 
Useful for vegetation stress analysis, soil moisture discnmination, 
and thermal mapping applications. 
Useful for discrimination of mineral and rock types. Also sensitive to 
vegetation moisture content. 
Typica l ly,  TM Bands 2, 3, and 4 (Table 5. 1 )  can be combined to make false-color 
composite images where band 2 represents b lue,  band 3 represents green, and band 4 
represents red . This band combination makes vegetation appear as shades of red, brighter 
reds Ind icating more vigorously growing vegetation . Soils with no or sparse vegetation wi l l  
range from white (sands) to green or brown depend ing on the moisture and organic matter 
content. Other band combinations have also been used . 
5.2.2 Agric u l tu ra l  deve l o p m e nt i n  t h e  study area 
I n  order to identify agricu ltural development within the study area, five remote 
sensing images were obtained from NDC and Remote Sensing Laboratory of the UAE 
University. These images were taken during the same month of the years 1 987, 1 993, 1 996, 
1 998, and 2000. The data were processed using both E R-Mapper and E R-Dass image 
processing software. The vegetation and cultivated areas could be easily and accurately 
Identified from these images. All images were geographical ly referenced . F igure 5 . 1  
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presents a remote sensing image for the study area for the year 1 993 including the 
subdivision of the cultivated areas. 
The images were introduced into ARC-View as different layers of information. For 
each Image. polygons were drawn to capture the cultivated lands. The cultivated lands were 
divided into three distinct sUb-domains as presented in F igure 5 . 1 .  Sub-domain I represents 
G ummad and the area around AI-Swihan Road i ncluding Mohyer and Massaken . Sub­
domain I I  Includes AI Hayer and its surroundings. while sub -domain I I I  represents AI 
Shewaib a n d  AI Faqah. The agricu ltura l  areas with i n  these three sub-domains were 
calculated. in square ki lometers. using ARC-View functions. Table 5.2 presents the 
development in the cult ivated lands in three different sub domains during the period 1 987-
2000. F igure 5 .2  presents a comparison between the cult ivated lands in 1 993 and 2000. 
I t  is  noted that the three sub-domains had approximately the same area of cultivated 
lands in 1 987.  Each of sub-domains I and I I  had a cultivated land a rea of about 7 .5 km2• 
while sub-domain I I I  had a cU ltivated a rea of about 6 .66 km2• The total cultivated land in the 
study domain i n  1 987 was about 2 1 . 747 km2. 
I n  1 993 and within a period of 5 years (after 1 987).  the cultivated lands in sub­
domains I I  and I I I  had reduced considerably. The reduction in the cult ivated lands in sub­
domain I I  was about 34%.  For sub-domain I I  I the reduction was sl ightly h igher than 50%. On 
the contrary. a remarkable increase in the cultivated lands of about 80% was observed in 
sub-domain I with in the same period of t ime. Nevertheless. the total area of the agricultural 
lands was 2 1 .82 krif which was a lmost the same as for the year 1 987 . 
Based on the an alysis of the remote senSing images. the agricu ltural activities 
flourished between the years 1 993 and 1 996 in the entire study area . The corresponding 
Increases in agricultural areas in the three sub-domains were 1 32%.  1 82 %  and 1 95%.  
respectively. On the other hand. the tota l g reen area increased from 2 1 .82 km2 in  1 993 to 
55 .29 1 km2 in 1 996. Therefore. the average increase of  the green area in the study domain 
was about 1 53%.  
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Table 5 .2  Changes in the cultivated areas (km1 between 1 987 and 2000. 
S u b-domain  1 987 1 993 1 996 1 998 2000  
I 7 . 563 1 3 .555 3 1 .536 32 . 1 20 36 . 2 0 1  
I I  7 . 52 5  4 .923 1 3 .885 1 0 . 395 1 2 . 7 7 1  
I I I  6.659 3. 1 89 9 .87 1 3 .429 7.225 
Total  2 1 .747  2 1 .820 55.291  55. 944 56 . 1 97 
Examination of the remote sensing images for 1 998 along with the calculated 
agricultural areas revealed that the change in the total green areas between the years 1 996 
and 1 998 was relatively smal l .  Sub-domain I exhibited a nominal increase in the green areas 
( 1 .9%), while sub-domai n  I I  experienced a reduction in the green a rea of about 25% . On the 
other hand,  the g reen a rea in  sub-domain I i ncreased by 36% . The total area of green lands 
in the study domain increased by about 0.65 krrr (1 %)  between 1 996 and 1 998. 
An increase i n  the g reen area of sub-domain I was observed i n  2000, where it  
reached 36.2 km2 indicat ing a n  i ncrease of about 1 3% relative to that of 1 998. Sub-domain I I  
experienced an increase in  the green a rea of about 23%, while SUb-domain I I I  exhibited a 
decrease in the green a rea of about 46% during the period 1 998-2000. The total green area 
has increased sl ightly (0 .5%) as compared to the year 1 998. 
5 . 2 . 3  D iscuss ion 
The expansion of  the g reen areas in  sub -domain I has an ideal trend , in  genera l ,  
indicating a rapid increase in  agricultura l activities betwe en 1 987 and 1 996 , followed b y  a 
rel atively slow development after 1 996. On the other hand,  the expansion pattern of the 
green areas for the second and th ird sub-domains is random and does not follow any 
specific trend. However, over the duration between 1 987 and 2000 both of su b-domains I 
and I I  indicated a net i ncrease in the green areas, while sub-domain I I I  indicated a slight 
reduction.  
Based on the above discussion, i t  c an be concluded that agricultural development in 
sub-domain I can be considered su sta inable. The green area continued to increase since 
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1 987 but with d i fferent rates. The same concl usion may also be applied, to a certain extent, 
on sub-domain I I .  Despite the decrease in the agricultural area in 1 993 and 1 998, the overall 
pattern indica13d a net i ncrease. On the contrary , the agriculture activities in sub-domain I I I  
might not b e  sustai nable.  After the increase o f  agricultura l areas reaching a maximum value 
of about 1 3 .4 km2 i n  1 998, these areas have shrunk to about 7 .2  km2 in 2000. Althou gh not 
Investigated in thiS study, this unsustainable pattern may be attributed to the deterioration in 
the qual ity of i rrigation water or other problems related to soi l  sodicity. 
5 .3  Assessment of Groundwater Qua l ity 
Investigation of g roundv.ater qual ity is quite important to determine the suitabil ity of 
water for the intended use.  I n  some cases, the concentration of undesirable elements in the 
groundwater might be far above the acceptable l imits for dr inking, i rrigation and other 
purposes and thus the aqu ifer wou ld not be of interest, except for dumping of hazardous 
materials. 
Monitoring of groundwater qual ity with in the study area is frequently conducted by 
N DC and WED.  Groundwater samples were col lected between 1 98 1 -200 1 and chemically 
ana lyzed for major and minor elements. I t  should be noted, however, that most of the 
observation and production wells were not sampled and analyzed on a regular basis but 
rather during the construction phase. The avai lable chemical data for al l  wells in  the study 
area have been col lected and stored in a G I S  database. Appendix B presents a sample of 
the chemical data col lected from both NDC and WED.  The data are categorized into three 
groups W E D 1 , NDC,  WED2 according to the location and date at which they were obtained. 
Most of the W E D 1  data were in the 1 990s whereas a l l  the WED1  data were in the 1 980s. 
The WED1  and WED2 data are not as comprehensive in the analyzed parameters as those 
obta ined from NDC.  The data lacks information about the microbiological and radiological 
characteristics of water as well as it lacks information about the level of organic pollutants 
Including pesticides, and pesticides by products as wel l  as other organics. 
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Table 5 3 .  Characterization of the water quality data . 
Data Wel l  Number of Number depth Well type samples Samples Samples analyzed mainly 
Category of wells duration for 
(m) collected 
W E 0 1  45 43-77 Mainly 57 81 -02 pH, TOS, S04, N03. CI, 
production alkalinity, hardness, P�. 
pH, TOS, S04, NO:!, CI, 
N OC 84 1 3 -530 Monitoring 96 81 -02 
alkalinity, hardness. P04• F, 
Br. K, Na, many heavy 
metals. 
WE02 1 59 37.J30 production 1 65 81 -89 pH, TOS, CI, HC03. 
hardness. Na, K. 
I t  should a lso be noticed from Table 5.3 that the number of samples ana lyzed is 
s l ightly higher than the number of wells that exist, indicating that only few wells during the 
past 2 decades have been sampled more than once. Although the range of well depth for the 
N DC and WED2 data sets is wide, most of the wells have a depth of about 50- 1 00m, with a 
few wells that have depths at the extreme ends of the range. 
5 .3 . 1  Parametric study 
Some of the available chemical parameters that have resulted from the analysis of 
groundwater samples are plotted versus t ime to reflect the range of these parameters and 
study the suitabil ity of groundwater for d rink ing and i rrigation purposes. I t  should be noted 
that all available data points have been plotted without consideration of their spatial location.  
F igure 5.3 (a through f)  presents the range of some of the investigated pararreters based on 
the available data . 
pH and a l ka l in ity: 
With the exception of few read ings the pH varies between 7 .3  and 8 .6 .  Three 
samples only have extreme values of pH between 1 0 .6 and 1 1 .7 .  F igure 5.3a presents the 
measured pH values of the groundwater samples. It should be noted that the acceptable 
limit of pH for d rinking purposes is between 6 .5  and 8.5 .  On the other hand, i nspection of the 
available data revealed that the alkal in ity of the groundwater samples in the study domain is 
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generally below 200.  However, there appears to be an increase in the groundwater alkal in ity 
after the year 1 99 1 , F igure 5.3b.  Very few samples have a n  alkal in ity h igher than 250. 
TDS: 
The total d issolved sol ids for a lmost a l l  the col lected samples before the year 1 990 
was less than 2 ,200 ppm. However, this sal inity is relatively high and could not be used for 
drinking purpose or for unrestricted irrigation activities. After the year 1 990, the TDS was 
generally above 2 ,200 ppm and in some cases reached 5 ,000 ppm. Therefore, the quality of 
such groundwater wou ld not be suitable for drinking purposes (maximum al lowable is 1 ,500 
ppm). Figure 5.3c presents the TDS for the collected samples during the last two decades 
within the study area. In some locations the TDS exceeded 1 0,000 ppm. 
SO� 
Figure 5 .3d presents the variation in  the concentration of sulfate (S04) in the study 
domain over the last two decades. A few data points were available that show a low level of 
S04 before 1 99 1 . Although most of the col lected samples have S04 concentration of less 
than 500 mg/l, there appears to be an increasing trend in S04 concentration during the last 
decade.  Several samples have S04 concentration between 500 and 1 ,500 mg/I, as shown in 
F igure 5.3d.  
N03� 
Figure 5.2e presents the results of chemical analysis for nitrate (N03). Unti l  the year 
1 995 the concentration of N 0 3 was genera lly less than 20 mg/I. However, this concentration 
started to increase in 1 996 with a remarkable increase after 1 998, F igure 5 .3e.  Most of the 
tested groundwater samples after 1 996 had NO 3 1evels between 50 and 200 mg/ I .  I t  should 
be noted that the al lowable l imits for the drinking water is 50 mg/l (Appelo and Postma, 
1 994) .  
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Figure 5 . 3  Variations in some of the chemical parameters over time for the study area. 
Rectangles for WED2, triangles for NDC, and circles for WE D 1 .  The y-axis represents 
concentration in  mgtl and the 1 00 on the x-axis represents year 2000. 
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C I :  
Before the year 1 99 1  , the concentration o f  C I  was genera l ly less than 8 5 0  mg/l. After 
1 991 , this concentration increased in many samples to reach 2 ,000 mgfl . Also, several 
samples had a CI concentration above 2 ,000 mg/l (F igure 5 .3f) .  It should be noted that the 
maximum al lowable l imit of CI for drinking purposes is 200 and the acceptable l imit is 75 
(Appelo and Postam, 1 994) .  Therefore, with regard to CI the groundwater might not be 
suitable for dr inking purposes. 
Variations in the levels of some of the heavy metals within the study area are shown 
in Figure 5.4.  All the data points were from the N DC data set as none of the WED data sets 
reported levels of heavy metals. Additional ly,  a l l  the data points presented in F igure 5.4 
were main ly obta ined during 1 99 1-200 1 . D iscussion of the levels of these heavy metals is 
presented be low. 
C d, Th a n d  Hg: 
The concentration of Cad imium (Cd)ranged between 3 and 1 58 ug/l , while the values 
of Thorium (Th) varied between 1 00 and 200 ugt! .  Only one sample was analyzed for 
Mercury (Hg) with a concentration of 1 00 ugt!. F igure 5.4a.  
C r6, Pb, Cr (tot), and N i :  
T h e  concentration o f  hexavalent chromium (Cr6) for most o f  the analyzed samples 
ranged between 0.04 and 0.22 mg/l with an average value of about 0 . 1 00 mgt! . Two 
analyzed samples showed a high level of Cr6 of 0.7 mgtL. The concentration of Pb ranged 
between 0 .0 1  and 0.50 mg/l whi le the concentration of total chromium (Cr (tot)) ranged 
between 0.004 and 0 .320 mgtl with an  average value of about 0 . 1 0  mgt ! .  The concentration 
of NI for the tested g roundwater samples ranged between 0 . 0 1 0  and 0 . 1 0  mgt!. Figure 5.4b 
presents the range of the concentration of the above parameters based on the analysis of 
the collected groundwater samples. The highest permissible concentration for d rinking 
purposes for both of Pb and Cr is 0.05 mgtl (Appelo and Postma, 1 994) .  
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F igure 5 .4 .  Heavy metal concentration in groundwater within the study area . 
The y-axis represents concentration in ug/I . 
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Cu, Sa and Z n :  
The concentration of Copper (Cu) for the collected samples ranged between 0 . 1 0  
and 0. 1 0  mg/ I .  The concentration o f  S a  is  mostly between 0.03 and 0.09 mg/I but several 
samples had concentrations higher than that reaching 2 .90 mg/I in the extreme case. The 
concentration of Zn varied between 4 a nd 90 mg/l and one sample only had Zn 
concentration of 980 mg/l, F igure 5 Ac.  The highest admissible concentration (mg/I) for Cu 
and Zn for d rinking purposes is 0 . 1 (Appelo and Postma, 1 994). 
5 .3 .2  Chemica l  parameters and t ime sca le  
Almost a l l  o f  available wells were sampled once or twice only for chemical analysis 
over the last 1 0-1 5 years. It was thus not possible to track the changes in the chemical 
properties of the groundwater in space. However, to provide a qual itative assessment for the 
possible changes in chemical parameters, neighbouring wells were considered to be located 
at the same point in space. To that effect, the results of their chemical analysis were treated 
collectively and the changes in the chemical  properties were investigated . Temporal 
variations in the groundwater qual ity have thus been assessed using data from 21 wells that 
belong to the NDC data. These wells are located in the AI Hayier area within the coordinates 
373283-374 1 06 E ast a n d  2706781 -2728997 North. Twenty six samples have been collected 
and analyzed during th e period 1 99 1 -2001 . Although the data may not be enough to provide 
a quantitative assessment for the variation in the chemical parameters, a qual itative 
assessment can be reached nevertheless . 
F igure 5 .5  shows variations in the TDS, N0 3, S04 and Ca .  There is an obvious 
increase in these parameters after 96 as compared to the val ues before that year. This is 
further confirmed by the data presented in  F igure 5.6 for the variations of some of the heavy 
metals including Cr, Th, Cd, Co, Cu ,  and Pb.  
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The above finding IS possibly due to agricu ltural activities as it was previously 
observed from the ana lysis of the remote sensing images that agricultura l  activities 
flourished between the years 1 993 and 1 996 in the entire study area. Agricultural activities 
may result in an increase in  the levels of substance s or elements in  g roundwater due to two 
factors. F i rst, as irrigation water pumped from underground is appl ied to the land, 
evaporation occurs leaving the infiltrating water with higher levels of these substances and 
elements. Second, some of the chemical and organic ferti lizers used may be contaminated 
with trace levels of heavy metals that may leach to groundwater. 
It is concluded that the concentration of almost all of the investigated parameters 
increase s over time. This implies the deterioration in the groundwater qual ity which might be 
attributed to the agricultural activities. However, this point has not been addressed within the 
current study and ca n be considered for the future investigations. 
5.4. L imitat ions of the Study 
This i nvestigation is dedicated to the demonstration of the use of G I S  ARC-View in 
the storage, retrieva l ,  visual ization, manipulation and analysis of groundwater data. The 
study IS designated to the quantitative and qual itative assessment of groundwater resources 
in some selected areas using ARC-View. Like any other G I S  system, data constitutes the 
most important element in this study. 
Relevant information and data were collected from various sources, including, among 
others, National Dri l l ing Company (NDC),  AI Ain Distribution Company, Ministry of E lectricity 
and Water, M inistry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and E nvironmental Research and Wildl ife 
Development Agency (ERWDA). Every possible effort was made to collect information from 
the avai lable reports and publ ications that evolved from previous investigations. 
Nevertheless, it was not possible to bridge the gab of missing information with specific 
reference to the g roundwater qua l ity data. The l imitations of the study are elaborated 
hereafter. 
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1 .  Many groundwater wells in the selected areas do not have records at a l l .  Wells in 
private farms were constructed without legal permission and do not have any records 
either for the construction detail or the water level and qual ity parameters. 
2. Continuous records for water levels and water qual ity parameters are not available 
for most of the observation and monitoring wells of NDC and other concerned 
min istries and organizations. This is mainly due to the lack of resources to 
adequately monitor g roundwater resources. 
3.  The process of data collection was quite ted ious and lengthy. In some cases, data 
and information are held within the organ ization and are not released.  
4. The collected data , although sufficient to demonstrate the capabil ities of ARC-View, 
are not enough to provide a quantitative analysis with precise numbers and 
measures. Therefore, the results of the analysis should be regarded as qual itative 
rather than quantitative. 
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Chapter 6 
Su m m a r y  a n d 
Co n e  I u s i o n s 
Chapter Six 
Summary and Concl usions 
6.1  Summary 
Geographical I nformation Systems and Remote Sensing have witnessed an 
enormous recognition and interest in  various appl ications related to  geology, hydrology, 
hydrogeology, and water resources. The two tech niques complement each other. Remote 
sensing captures information in various forms and GIS systems organize and manipulate the 
information and provide sophisticated analyses and interpretations that could have not been 
done without such advanced tools. This wide interest is mainly attributed to the huge data 
and Information required for development and management of natural resources. The use of 
G I S  and remote sensing has become a common practice worldwide. The UAE is no 
exception. 
The study of groundwater resources and its sustainabi l ity is of prime concern in  the 
UAE. Although the groundwater may not be suitable, in most cases, for drinking ,lnd other 
potable purposes, it represents the main source for i rrigation in the country. About 85% of 
the total wate r consumption in UAE is groundwater. 
This study is devoted to the appl ications of G IS  and remote sensing in  the 
assessment of groundwater resources in the northern area of AI Ain .  The importance of the 
current study evolves from the vital role of groundwater resources in the susta inable 
development in the UAE, with specific reference to the agricultura I development. Despite the 
tremendous increase in the production of the desal inated water in the country, groundwater 
would a lways be regarded as a strategic resource for the country. Therefore, every possible 
effort should be conducted to assess , protect and develop the groundwater resources. 
This study represents the first attempt in the UAE to assess the groundwater 
condit ions and agriculture development i n  a comprehensive manner using G IS and remote 
sensing.  It provides an example for G I S  and remote sensing appl ications that can be 
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followed not only in the area of water resources and g roundwater but also in other 
engineenng d iscipl ines. 
The thesis includes six chapters. Chapter one elaborates the importance of 
groundwater resources in UAE and defines the objectives of the study. Chapter two is 
devoted to the concepts and basics of the geographical information systems (GIS) and 
remote sensing.  The nature and content of geographical databases are elaborated and 
remote sensing images and systems are presented.  Chapter three presents an overal l  
review on the geomorphology and geological aspects withi n  the greater area of AI Ain.  
Chapter four presents the groundwater information using ARC-View. The rel iabi l ity and 
consistency of these data a re d iscussed. Chapter five provides an assessment for the 
development in the agricultura l  areas using remote sensing and G IS .  The chemical 
properties of the groundwater are analyzed and the l imitations of the study are outl ined.  
Chapter s ix  includes the summary and conclusions of  the study. 
6.2 Conc l us ions 
The remote sensing and  G IS have been employed to study and analyze groundwater 
resources and agricultulcll developme nt in the northern area of AI Ain. Relevant information 
and remote sensing images, collected from various organizations, have been included in a 
G I S  database. The information has been presented and analyzed using ARC-View GIS 
system. Based on the activities and results of  the study , the following conclusions are made: 
1 - The use of remote sensing in  large-scale groundwater stud ies is not only important but 
a lso essential to capture al l  the hydrological features that might affect the groundwater in 
some way or the other. The current study provides a good example for such appl ications. 
2- A comprehensive analysis for the groundwater levels was conducted and contour maps 
for the groundwater levels (above mean seawater level) were developed for different 
years. Based on the G I S  ana lysis and the developed maps, it is concluded that 
groundwater levels are declining with the exception of a few years where heavy rainfa l l  
events were encountered . 
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3- The mean value for the groundwater level within the study area in 1 992 was 243.9 m 
amsl .  In 2002, the correspond ing value was 24 1 .42 m above the same datum, indicating 
an average decl ine of 2.5 m in the groundwater level. It should be noted , however, that 
some areas with extensive pumping experienced a groundwater decline of more that 
1 0.0 m. In severe cases, the water level decl ine reached 30.0 m. 
4- The ag ricultu ra l  development in  the study a rea was identified using remote sensing 
I mages and G IS .  A comparison between the total cult ivated area in 1 987,  1 993,  1 996, 
1 998 a nd 2000 was done. The data were p rocessed using Er-Mapper and E rdas image 
processing software. The cultivated areas were dig itized from remote sensing images 
and the resulted areas were calculated using G I S  features. 
5- The total cu ltivated a rea within the study domain increased from 2 1 .747 km2 in 1 987 to 
56. 1 97 km2 in 2002. It should be emphasized , however, that the development in some of 
these areas might be regarded as unsusta inable.  This can be deduced from the 
reduction in the cultivated areas at some locations. 
6- A parametric study was conducted for some of the available chemical parameters. I n  
many cases t h e  concentrations o f  chemical parameters were relatively h igher than the 
maximum al lowable l imits for drinking purposes. Thus groundwater within the study area 
is not suitable for potable uses. 
6 . 3  Reco m mendat ions 
Based on  the results of  this investigation, the following recommendations are made: 
1 - Remote sensing and GIS should be fully considered in groundwater studies whenever 
feasible.  Such tools provide several advantages when deal ing with huge data that may 
vary In space and time. 
2- A comprehensive G I S  dynamic database encompassing al l  relevant hydrological and 
hydrogeological information of the UAE should be establ ished. This data should be 
accessible to al l  researchers, organizations and authorities in the field of water 
resources. 
1 02 
3- Groundwater resources i n  UAE should be protected and susta ined. The safe yield 
concept should always be considered in  groundwater exploitatio n. 
4- The expansion in agricultural activities should be based on the concept of sustainabi l ity. 
Long -term development should be vital in all agricultural practices. 
5- The effect of agricultura l  activities on groundwater qual ity should be investigated . The 
avai lable information and monitoring data do not support such a study. Groundwater 
samples need to be col lected and analyzed on a regular basis. 
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A p pe n d i ce s  
Appen d i x  A 
G r o u n dwa te r Leve l s i n  
O b s e  r va t i o n  We I I s  
G ro u n dwater level i n  observation  wel ls 
Table A 1 .  Water level measurments i n  1 992 
WELL 
GWP-025 
GWP-030 
GWP-031 
GWP-036 
GWP-037 
GWP-040 
GWP-042 
GWP-043 
GWP-044 
GWP-045 
GWP-069M2 
GWP-069M3 
GWP-070 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-072 
GWP-073 
GWP-074 
GWP-075 
GWP-076 
GWP-077 
GWP-078 
GWP-079 
GWP-127 
GWP-128 
GWP- 1 29 
GWP- 1 30 
GWP- 1 32 
GWP- 1 33 
UTME 
367278 
373438 
373283 
374 1 06 
367645 
376882 
373366 
355961 
359657 
350923 
373503 
373508 
373 1 00 
373 1 00 
373236 
373470 
373720 
3736 1 5  
373086 
373460 
372689 
3730 1 8  
371 072 
372542 
370853 
370599 
3706 1 9  
37 1 1 1 9 
370987 
UTMN 
2704858 
2706793 
270678 1 
2728997 
2728527 
2737708 
271 4965 
271 3581 
2720369 
272 1 237 
271 4038 
27 1 405 1 
271 5748 
271 5753 
271 5307 
2714425 
2713509 
2712910 
2714810 
271 4682 
271 6804 
271 6268 
2705602 
27 1 7 1 60 
2706986 
2707631 
2706951 
2704967 
2705931 
TAPDO 
53 1 7  
40.35 
39.33 
1 8.85 
29 25 
1 9.94 
33 1 8  
26.93 
20 87 
1 7  67 
56 52 
56.66 
56 5 
5676 
40.65 
63.36 
51 73 
43.74 
34.51 
34.44 
38.32 
45 09 
32 23 
5 1 .99 
40 1 3  
45.44 
53 
32.91 
40 78 
Table A 2. Water level measurement in 1 994 
WELL 
GWP-025 
GWP-030 
GWP-031 
GWP-032 
GWP-034 
GWP-036 
GWP-037 
GWP-038 
GWP-039 
GWP-040 
GWP-042 
GWP-043 
GWP-044 
GWP-045 
GWP-069M3 
GWP-070 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-072 
UTME 
367278 
373438 
373283 
364804 
3681 1 5  
374 1 06  
367645 
3740 1 4  
362759 
376882 
373366 
355961 
359657 
350923 
373508 
373100 
373100 
373236 
373470 
UTM N 
2704858 
2706793 
2706781 
271 0366 
2722562 
2728997 
2728527 
271 4939 
27333 1 5  
2737708 
27 1 4965 
271 3581 
2720369 
272 1 237 
27 1 4051 
271 5748 
271 5753 
271 5307 
27 1 4425 
TAPDO 
53 3 
40.85 
39 84 
38.96 
43 68 
1 9 49 
29 98 
33. 1 3  
27 4 
1 9.95 
41 .24 
26.96 
20.88 
1 7.53 
63 64 
60.91 
6 1 03 
40.35 
7 1 .56 
SWLEVE L  
250.78 
263.36 
262.9 
268.3 
227 47 
24 1 1 3  
260.92 
207 69 
2 1 6.95 
1 84.77 
260.88 
261 22 
260.6 
260.41 
260.87 
261 .03 
260.59 
261 
264.23 
261 .75 
259 39 
259 54 
260.5 
25379 
256 68 
254.72 
257.36 
259 1 7  
259.45 
SWL EVEL 
250.65 
262.86 
262.39 
240 24 
239.98 
267 66 
226.74 
264.83 
1 97.37 
24 1 . 1 2  
252.86 
207 66 
2 1 6.94 
1 84.91 
253.61 
256 1 9  
256 1 4  
261 1 7  
252 83 
M E ASDATE 
30-May-92 
30-Nov-92 
1 8-Nov-92 
28-Nov-92 
1 8-Nov-92 
1 4-0ct-92 
26-Feb-92 
1 4-0ct-92 
29-Aug-92 
23-Aug-92 
28-Jul-92 
28-Jun-92 
31 -May-92 
30-May-92 
28-0ct-92 
2-Aug-92 
28-Jun-92 
30-Jan-92 
28-Jul-92 
1 8-0ec-91 
29-Jan-92 
28-Jun-92 
1 5-Jan-92 
8-Jun-93 
23-Jun-93 
1 -Jul-93 
6-Jul-93 
1 4-Aug-93 
8-Sep-93 
M EASDATE 
2-Mar-94 
29-Mar-94 
1 -Feb-94 
1 -Mar-94 
1 -Mar-94 
29-Mar-94 
1 -Feb-94 
22-Feb-94 
29-tv\ar-94 
1 3-Apr-94 
30-tv\ar-94 
1 7-Apr-94 
1 -Mar-94 
26-Feb--94 
30-Mar-94 
30-Mar-94 
30-Mar-94 
30-Mar-94 
22-Feb-94 
WE LLUSE 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ObservatIOn well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
WELLUSE 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observallon well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
GWP-073 
GWP-074 
GWP-075 
GWP-076 
GWP-077 
GWP-078 
GWP-079 
GWP- 1 08 
GWP- 1 1 1  
GWP- 1 1 3  
GWP- 1 1 4  
GWP- 1 1 5  
GWP- 1 1 7  
GWP- 1 1 8  
GWP- 1 1 9  
GWP- 1 20 
GWP- 1 23 
GWP-124 
GWP- 1 27 
GWP- 129 
GWP- 1 32 
GWP- 1 33 
373720 
3736 1 5  
373086 
373460 
372689 
3730 1 8  
371 072 
361 960 
356453 
364650 
369795 
370655 
370962 
37 1 342 
3603 1 2  
361 924 
372556 
373676 
372542 
370599 
371 1 1 9 
370987 
27 1 3509 
2712910 
271 481 0 
2714682 
271 6804 
271 6268 
2705602 
2729392 
2726 1 65 
2721083 
2721 688 
2719931 
27 1 9 1 40 
2718431 
271 9308 
271 6838 
271 7222 
271260 1 
27 1 7 1 60 
2707631 
2704967 
2705931 
59 42 
48.57 
34 .94 
42.82 
42 58 
52 47 
32 46 
33 94 
30.73 
26.94 
46.3 
50.09 
57 1 7  
50.04 
48.09 
35.99 
54 72 
55. 1 4  
5 4  2 5  
45 67 
32 9 1  
40.9 
252.9 
256 1 7  
263.8 
253.37 
255 1 3  
252 1 6  
260.27 
209.84 
1 97 66 
231 09 
246 66 
248.91 
249.29 
249.83 
221 54 
225 35 
251 32 
254 24 
251 53 
254 49 
259. 1 7  
259 33 
30-Mar-94 
28-Apr-93 
30-Mar-94 
30-Mar-94 
28-Apr-93 
30-Mar-94 
30-Mar-94 
31 -Jul-94 
1 7-Sep-94 
31 -Jul-94 
34546 
31 -Jul-94 
1 7-Sep-94 
1 7-Sep-94 
20-Mar-93 
28-Mar-93 
1 7-Sep-94 
29-Aug-94 
1 7-Sep-94 
30-Aug-94 
1 4-Aug-93 
30-Aug-94 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Table A 3. Water level measurement in 1 996 
WELL 
GWP-025 
GWP-030 
GWP-031 
GWP-032 
GWP-034 
GWP-036 
GWP-037 
GWP-038 
GWP-039 
GWP-040 
GWP-042 
GWP-043 
GWP-044 
GWP-045 
GWP-048 
GWP-069M3 
GWP-070 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-072 
GWP-073 
GWP-074 
GWP-075 
GWP-076 
GWP-077 
GWP-078 
GWP- 1 07 
GWP- 1 08 
GWP- 1 1 0  
GWP- 1 1 1  
GWP- 1 1 2  
UTME 
367278 
373438 
373283 
364804 
368 1 1 5  
374 1 06 
367645 
3740 1 4  
362759 
376882 
373366 
355961 
359657 
350923 
353263 
373508 
373100 
3731 00 
373236 
373470 
373720 
3736 1 5  
373086 
373460 
372689 
3730 1 8  
366 1 04 
361 960 
357696 
356453 
363360 
UTMN TAPDO SWLEVEL M E ASDATE WELLUSE 
2704858 53.27 250.68 25-Mar-96 Observation well 
2706793 
2706781 
2710366 
2722562 
2728997 
2728527 
271 4939 
27333 1 5  
2737708 
2714965 
271 3581 
2720369 
272 1 237 
2705555 
27 1 4051 
271 5748 
271 5753 
271 5307 
27 1 4425 
271 3509 
2712910 
271 481 0 
271 4682 
271 6804 
271 6268 
2725875 
2729392 
2722554 
2726 1 65 
27229 1 5  
42. 53 
4 1 .43 
39.45 
43.96 
20.67 
30.6 
33. 7 1  
26. 1 9  
2 1 .88 
40 1 
27.45 
20.76 
1 7.42 
1 1 75 
63.01 
6 1 .03 
6 1 .6 
39.9 
70 8 
59.31 
52.82 
35 73 
44. 54 
47 1 8  
50.5 
47.9 1 
34.06 
48.96 
30.95 
25.53 
261 . 1 8  1 8-Mar-96 Observation well 
260.8 1 8-Mar-96 Observation well 
239.75 28-Jan-97 Observation well 
239.7 
266.48 
226. 1 2  
264.25 
1 98.58 
239. 1 9  
254 
207 1 7  
2 1 7.06 
1 85.02 
208.78 
254 24 
256.07 
255.57 
261 62 
253 59 
253.01 
251 .92 
263.01 
251 .65 
250.53 
2 54 1 3  
230. 1 8  
209 72 
208.87 
1 97.44 
223.82 
27-Mar-95 Observation well 
30-Mar-96 Observation well 
20-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 0-Apr-96 Observation well 
20-Mar-96 Observation well 
22-Jan-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
20-Mar-96 Observation well 
26-Mar-95 Observation well 
1 1 -Mar-95 Observation well 
29-Mar-95 Observation well 
25-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 1 -Mar-95 Observation well 
6-Apr-96 Observation well 
6-Apr-96 Observation well 
5-Mar-96 Observation well 
28-Feb-96 Observation well 
29-Apr-95 Observation well 
6-Apr-96 Observation well 
29-Apr-95 Observation well 
2-Apr-95 Observation well 
25-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
27-Mar-96 Observation well 
35 1 5 1  Observation well 
20-Mar-96 Observation well 
GWP- 1 1 3  
GWP- 1 1 4  
GWP- 1 1 5  
GWP- 1 1 9  
GWP- 1 20 
GWP- 1 2 1  
GWP- 1 22 
GWP-124 
GWP- 1 25 
GWP-126 
GWP- 1 27 
GP- 1 30 
GWP- 1 9 1  
GWP-193 
GWP-194 
GWP- 1 94 
GWP- 1 95 
GWP- 1 96 
GWP-2 1 0  
GWP-2 1 1 A  
GWP-2 1 1 B  
GWP-2 1 1 C  
GWP-2 1 2  
GWP-2 1 5  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 8  
GWP-2 1 9  
GWP-220 
GWP-221 
GWP-222 
GWP-223B 
GWP-224 
GWP-227 
GWP-228 
GWP-230 
GWP-231 
GWP-232 
GWP-233 
GWP-234A 
GWP-239 
364650 
369795 
370655 
3603 1 2  
361 924 
352486 
349696 
373676 
373676 
372551 
372542 
3706 1 9  
363725 
363267 
363861 
363861 
364023 
363485 
379858 
379690 
379694 
379682 
376675 
365433 
365836 
365836 
365836 
365836 
365836 
365836 
362356 
373865 
374483 
374189 
374 1 60 
373262 
372581 
370248 
376063 
369894 
361745 
357690 
3627 1 4  
374555 
353966 
2721083 
272 1 688 
271993 1 
271 9308 
2716838 
271 8769 
27 1 2 3 1 5  
271 2601 
271 2761 
27 1 7 1 97 
27 1 7 1 60 
2706951 
2706538 
2706289 
2706356 
2706356 
2706407 
2706278 
2702406 
2702998 
2702980 
2703032 
2706389 
2727721 
2726960 
2726960 
2726960 
2726960 
2726960 
2726960 
2720460 
271 2226 
271 0632 
271 1 529 
27 1 2437 
27 1 2453 
271 3436 
2706344 
2725690 
2730488 
2726 1 56 
2724 1 1 9  
271 9405 
2724902 
2700120 
27 1 
46.95 
5 1 4 1  
47 83 
35 7 
30.6 
27 4 
53 44 
51 4 
5 1 . 3 1  
5 1 . 1 8  
52 77 
30 08 
28.66 
23.6 
23.6 
23.38 
30.64 
5 1 .3 
42.35 
47.66 
5001 
3 1 97 
32.38 
3 1 43 
3 1 .46 
3 1 .38 
32.05 
3 1 99 
32.26 
49. 1 4  
53.63 
42. 1 9  
39 4 
55.28 
55. 1 9  
44 8 1  
34 
12 .4  
39.69 
30.08 
38 
35.78 
17 57 
3778 
Table A 4. Water level measurement in 1998 
WELL 
GWP-Q25 
GWP-Q30 
GWP-031 
GWP-032 
GWP-036 
GWP-037 
GWP-038 
U T M E  
367278 
373438 
373283 
364804 
374 1 06  
367645 
37401 4  
UTMN 
2704858 
2706793 
2706781 
271 0366 
2728997 
2728527 
27 1 4939 
TAPDO 
53.34 
43.29 
42 44 
39 69 
20.92 
29. 1 4  
34 84 
230 93 
246.01 
247 59 
22 1 .8 
225.64 
1 92 9 1  
1 7847 
255.94 
25348 
254 1 5  
254 6 
257.59 
239.2 
235.04 
239 1 9  
239 . 1 9  
24042 
236.5 1  
281 .53 
276.3 
270.57 
269 6 1  
279 4 1  
2 1 9  
225.69 
225.66 
225.74 
225 07 
225. 1 3  
224 86 
223.86 
250.69 
269.53 
267 . 1 2  
249.41 
250.81 
254 59 
257 1 8  
277 8 1  
239 0 1  
2 1 2.22 
1 98.8 
225.83 
271 78 
1 94 .49 
SWLEVEL 
250.61 
260.42 
259.79 
239 5 1  
266.23 
227 24 
263. 1 2  
2Q..Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9- Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9- Mar-96 Observation well 
30-0ec-95 Observation well 
27-Mar-96 Observation well 
30-Mar-96 Observation well 
20-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-96 Plugged 
1 9-Mar-96 Observation well 
8-Mar-97 Observation well 
5-0ct-96 Observation well 
5-0cl-96 Observation well 
5-0ct-96 Observation well 
27-Jan-97 Observation well 
5-0ct-96 Observallon well 
5-0ct-96 Observation well 
2-0ct-96 Production well 
2-0ct-96 Observation well 
2-0ct-96 Observation well 
2-0ct-96 Observation well 
2-0ct-96 Observation well 
5-0ct-96 Observation well 
5-0ct-96 Observation well 
1 6-Mar-97 Observation well 
30-Apr-97 Observation well 
1 3-Mar-99 Observallon well 
36592 Observation well 
1 9-Mar-01 Observation well 
1 5-Mar-96 
27-Jan-97 Observation well 
1 8-Mar-97 Observation well 
1 8-Mar-97 Observation well 
28-May-97 Observation well 
28-May-97 Observation well 
1 8-Mar -97 Observation well 
1 0-Dec-96 Observation well 
24-0ec-96 Observation well 
1 9-Jan-97 Observation well 
29-Jan-97 Observation well 
7-Jan-97 Observation well 
1 9-Feb-97 ObservaliOn well 
25-Feb-97 Observation well 
1 4-Jun-97 Observation well 
MEASDATE 
1 2-Mar-97 
18-Mar-98 
1 8-Mar-98 
1 8-Mar-98 
1 1 -Mar-98 
1 1 -Mar-98 
1 4-0ec-97 
WELLUSE 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ObservaliOn well 
GWP-039 
GWP-040 
GWP-043 
GWP-044 
GWP-045 
GWP-070 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-072 
GWP-073 
GWP-074 
GWP-075 
GWP-076 
GWP-108 
GWP-109 
GWP- 1 1 1  
GWP- 1 1 2 
GWP- 1 1 3  
GWP- 1 1 4  
GWP- 1 1 5  
GWP- 1 1 6  
GWP- l 1 7  
GWP-120 
GWP- 1 2 1  
GWP-124 
GWP-1 25 
GWP-128 
GWP-129 
GWP- 1 9 1  
GWP-192 
GWP - 1 93 
GWP-194 
GWP- 1 95 
GWP-196 
GWP-2 1 0  
GWP-2 1 1 A 
GWP-2 1 1 B  
GWP-2 1 1 C  
GWP-2 1 2  
GWP-2 1 3  
GWP-2 1 4  
GWP-2 1 5  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 8A 
GWP-2 1 9  
GWP-220 
GWP-221 
GWP-222 
GWP-223B 
GWP-227 
GWP-228 
GWP-229 
GWP-230 
GWP-233 
GWP-234A 
GWP-234B 
362759 
376882 
355961 
359657 
350923 
373 1 00  
373100 
373236 
373470 
373720 
3736 1 5  
373086 
373460 
361 960 
366844 
356453 
363360 
364650 
369795 
370655 
370950 
370962 
361 924 
352486 
373676 
373676 
370853 
370599 
363725 
363629 
363267 
363861 
364023 
363485 
379858 
379690 
379694 
379682 
376675 
377689 
372546 
365433 
365836 
362339 
373865 
374483 
374189 
374 1 60 
373262 
370248 
376063 
37194 1  
369894 
362714 
374555 
374564 
273331 5 
2737708 
271 3581 
2720369 
2721 237 
271 5748 
271 5753 
271 5307 
271 4425 
271 3509 
27 1 29 1 0  
27148 1 0  
2714682 
2729392 
2724546 
2726 1 65 
27229 1 5  
2721 083 
2721 688 
27 1 993 1 
2 7 1 9 1 23 
27 1 9 140 
271 6838 
271 8769 
271 2601 
27 1 2761 
2706986 
2707631 
2706538 
2705992 
2706289 
2706356 
2706407 
2706278 
2702406 
2702998 
2702980 
2703032 
2706389 
2706686 
2731 001 
2727721 
2726960 
2720451 
271 2226 
271 0632 
27 1 1 529 
27 1 2437 
27 1 2453 
2706344 
2725690 
2734704 
2730488 
271 9405 
2724902 
2724928 
26.8 
23.97 
25 71 
20 75 
1 7 06 
60.9 
39.47 
63.33 
60.01 
53 2 
36 4 1  
42.93 
34. 1 5  
23. 1 2  
3 1 08 
25.62 
27.25 
47 29 
52.36 
59 65 
57 7 
36 09 
30.41 
55.66 
53.95 
4 1 . 51 
46.81 
30.08 
29.71 
28.67 
23.52 
23.4 
30 66 
53.38 
4 1 .46 
46. 1 2  
36 64 
32.3 
39.87 
28.99 
32 59 
31 46 
49 08 
53.33 
43.6 
39.4 
55.56 
55.25 
35.08 
1 2.3 
47.58 
39.55 
35.78 
1 7.72 
1 9 4 1  
1 97.97 
237 1 
208.91 
2 1 7 07 
1 85.38 
256.2 
255.97 
262.05 
252.22 
252.31 
251 54 
262.33 
252 82 
209.63 
235 59 
1 97.31 
223.73 
230.78 
245 67 
246.64 
246.87 
248.76 
225.25 
1 93 1 
253.72 
250.93 
255.3 
253.35 
239.2 
239.25 
235.03 
239 27 
240.4 
236 49 
279 45 
277 1 9  
272. 1 1  
282.98 
279.08 
279.83 
248 42 
2 1 8.79 
225.66 
223.76 
250.99 
26826 
267. 1 2  
249 . 1 3  
250.75 
256. 1 
277.91 
244.72 
239 1 5  
225.83 
271 .63 
271 .78 
1 1 -Mar-98 
21-0ct-97 
14-Mar-98 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 1 -Mar-98 
1 1 -Mar-98 
9-Mar-97 
6-0ct-97 
1 8-Mar-98 
6-Mar-99 
1 4- Mar-98 
1 8-Mar-98 
l 1 -Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
l 1 - Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 5- Mar-97 
3-Feb-98 
14-Mar-99 
1 5-Mar-97 
35829 
3-Feb-98 
1 8-Mar-98 
2-Feb-98 
2-Feb-98 
8-Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
2-Feb-98 
1 0-Mar-97 
1 0-Mar-97 
3-Feb-98 
3-Feb-98 
3-Feb-98 
3-Feb-98 
1 7-Mar-97 
1 7-Mar-97 
1 7-Mar-97 
3-Feb-98 
1 6-Mar-97 
3-Feb-98 
2-Feb-98 
7-0ct-98 
1 8-Mar-97 
2-Feb-98 
2-Feb-98 
2-Feb-98 
7-Mar-98 
2-Feb-98 
35828 
1 9- Feb-97 
7-Mar-98 
7-Mar-98 
Observalton well 
Observation well 
Observalion well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observalton well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ObservaliOn well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ProducliOn well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observalion well 
GWP-235 
GWP-238 
GWP-239 
GWP-24 1 A  
GWP-24 1 B  
GWP-24 1 C  
GWP-266 
GWP-3 1 4  
GWP-3 1 5  
GWP-3 1 7B 
GWP-322 
GWP-323 
GWP-337 
GWP-338 
379876 
378367 
353966 
369858 
369848 
369837 
373288 
377470 
378947 
373632 
375081 
3745 1 1  
37631 7  
372934 
2727706 
2722533 
2700120 
27002 1 5  
27002 1 5  
27002 1 6  
2722702 
2701772 
2702796 
27 1 3208 
2707308 
2707 1 80 
2708029 
271 2509 
35.33 
2 1 .94 
3778 
35.69 
33.44 
36. 1 4  
55.41  
24 2 
34 48 
53 93 
43 95 
42.71 
43.98 
65.86 
Table A 5. Water level measurements in 2000 
WELL 
GWP-030 
GWP-031 
GWP-036 
GWP-037 
GWP-038 
GWP-039 
GWP-040 
GWP-042 
GWP-043 
GWP-048 
GWP-070 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-072 
GWP-073 
GWP-075 
GWP- 1 09 
GWP- 1 1 2  
GWP- 1 1 5  
GWP- 1 1 7  
GWP- 1 20 
GWP-1 2 1  
GWP - 1 22 
GWP- 1 24 
GWP-125 
GWP- 1 28 
GWP-130 
GWP- 1 94 
GWP-2 1 0  
GWP-2 1 1 B  
GWP-2 1 1 C  
GWP-2 1 4  
GWP-2 1 5  
GWP-2 1 6  
GWP-2 1 8A 
GWP-2 1 9  
GWP-220 
GWP-221 
UTME 
373438 
373283 
374106 
367645 
3740 1 4  
362759 
376882 
373366 
355961 
353263 
373 1 00  
373 1 00 
373236 
373470 
373720 
373086 
366844 
363360 
370655 
370962 
361 924 
352486 
349696 
373676 
373676 
370853 
3706 1 9  
363861 
379858 
379694 
379682 
372546 
365433 
365836 
362339 
373865 
374483 
374189 
UTM N 
2706793 
2706781 
2728997 
2728527 
271 4939 
27333 1 5  
2737708 
271 4965 
271 3581 
2705555 
271 5748 
271 5753 
271 5307 
2714425 
271 3509 
2714810 
2724546 
2722915 
271993 1 
2719 1 40 
271 6838 
271 8769 
27 1 2 3 1 5  
271 2601 
271 2761 
2706986 
2706951 
2706356 
2702406 
2702980 
2703032 
2731 00 1  
2727721 
2726960 
2720451 
271 2226 
271 0632 
27 1 1 529 
TAPDO 
43.85 
42 78 
2 1 45 
29.45 
34.53 
27 9 
44 79 
23.68 
1 1 . 1 1  
6 1  29 
46.96 
65.89 
66 09 
39 78 
23.89 
25.77 
53.91 
60.93 
37. 1 6  
30.35 
6 . 1 6  
59.03 
59 9 1  
4 1 . 9 
54.85 
23 79 
48.3 
34 76 
73.96 
25.09 
35 73 
31 .99 
49.35 
56. 1 6  
43.67 
40.32 
284 77 
292 6 
1 94 49 
254 35 
256 77 
253.81 
262 79 
276.84 
28 1 1 6  
251 75 
266.9 
264 63 
272 0 1  
251 8 1  
SWLEVEL 
259.86 
259.45 
265.7 
226.93 
263.43 
1 96.87 
249 . 3 1  
2 1 0.94 
209.42 
255.81 
256 07 
254 56 
249.66 
246.23 
258.96 
234 82 
223.58 
245.09 
245.53 
224 . 1 8  
1 93. 1 6  
1 99.71  
250.35 
244.97 
254.91  
255.51 
239 
284.53 
283.47 
245.66 
252.32 
2 1 5 65 
225 1 3  
223.49 
248 . 1 6  
268 1 9  
266.2 
6-Mar-99 
9-Mar-99 
1 4-Jun-97 
2-May-98 
2- May-98 
2- May-98 
1 5-Mar-99 
1 -Mar-99 
1 -Mar-99 
1 0-Mar-99 
9-May-99 
9-May-99 
1 0-Aug-99 
31 -Aug-99 
MEASDATE 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
7-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
3-Apr-00 
1 -Mar-00 
1 1 -Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-OO 
1 5-Mar-99 
6-Mar-99 
1 1 -Mar-00 
1 1 -Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 1 -Mar-00 
4-Apr-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-00 
30-Apr-OO 
30-Apr-OO 
31 -Jan-OO 
2-Feb-00 
6-Mar-00 
36556 
31 -Jan-OO 
7-Mar-OO 
7-Mar-OO 
7-Mar-00 
3-Nov-99 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-OO 
1 2-Mar-00 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
WELLUSE 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ObservatIOn well 
Observation well 
Production well 
ObservatIOn well 
ObservatIOn well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
GWP-222 
GWP-223A 
GWP-223B 
GWP-227 
GWP-228 
GWP-229 
GWP-230 
GWP-233 
GWP-234A 
GWP-234B 
GWP-234C 
GWP-235 
GWP-238 
GWP-240 
GWP-24 1 A  
GWP-24 1 B  
GWP-24 1 C  
GWP-266 
GWP-31 4  
GWP-3 1 5  
GWP-3 1 6  
GWP-3 1 7B 
GWP-3 1 8  
GWP-3 1 9  
GWP-320 
GWP-322 
GWP-323 
GWP-337 
GWP-338 
GWP-340 
GWP-342 
GWP-343A 
GWP-343B 
GWP-344 
GWP-345 
GWP-346 
GWP-347 
GWP-352 
GWP-353A 
GWP-3530 
GWP-357 
GWP-358 
GWP-359 
GWP-360 
GWP-361 
GWP-362 
GWP-363A 
GWP-363B 
GWP-399 
GWP-400A 
GWP-400B 
GWP-401 
GWP-402A 
GWP-402B 
374 1 60 
373202 
373262 
370248 
376063 
37 1 94 1  
369894 
362714 
374555 
374564 
374595 
379876 
378367 
354265 
369858 
369848 
369837 
373288 
377470 
378947 
376329 
373632 
373922 
373050 
372849 
375081 
3745 1 1 
3763 1 7  
372934 
378473 
379285 
375899 
375931 
374080 
370406 
369202 
3727 1 5  
378638 
377400 
377400 
365435 
360738 
367793 
361 262 
357502 
348629 
342 1 78 
342 1 74 
367068 
37 1 59 1  
37 1 607 
352796 
343100 
343088 
2712437 
271 2442 
271 2453 
2706344 
2725690 
2734704 
2730488 
27 1 9405 
2724902 
2724928 
2724905 
2727706 
2722533 
2700932 
27002 1 5  
27002 1 5  
27002 1 6  
2722702 
2701 772 
2702796 
2707431 
271 3208 
271 3305 
2712348 
271 2325 
2707308 
2707 1 80 
2708029 
2712509 
2705087 
2700807 
271 8672 
27 1 8675 
271 5686 
271 8083 
271 7663 
27 1 69 1 3  
2721 282 
2720034 
2720040 
2700936 
2703960 
271 5966 
271 4898 
271 2220 
27 1 3 1 03 
271 0904 
271 091 0 
2735660 
2737687 
2737682 
2727440 
271 7392 
271 7383 
58 96 
57 05 
58.04 
35.61 
1 3.27 
47.84 
39 33 
35.7 
1 8 36 
1 9.89 
1 8 0 1  
35 28 
44.33 
36 85 
34 33 
37 33 
55. 4 1  
33.73 
43.63 
60.4 
60.6 
70.83 
64,34 
44. 1 3  
42.94 
43.69 
65.86 
44,37 
42 85 
29,29 
33.39 
43.37 
49.44 
44 76 
22 79 
31 . 1 1  
31 .28 
21 .48 
28.64 
36 32 
4 1 92 
25, 1 5  
25.74 
2 1 4 
2.42 
2 1 . 1 7  
32,25 
32.23 
1 5 63 
32 86 
1 22 27 
245 73 
248 1 
247 96 
255.57 
276 94 
244 46 
239 37 
225.91 
270.99 
271 3 
271 1 5  
284 82 
1 94 48 
253 1 9  
255.88 
252.62 
262 79 
28 1 ,9 1  
270.87 
245.28 
245,21 
248. 1 7  
252 93 
266,72 
264.4 
272.3 
2 5 1 . 8 1  
283.88 
288.67 
284.81  
260.97 
238.68 
232.31 
249,06 
297,93 
293, 1 9  
293.25 
248.07 
227. 1 8  
233,92 
221 4 1  
2 1 3 85 
1 83.75 
1 72 41 
1 72.36 
2 1 8.78 
232.22 
232.23 
1 84.99 
1 37.49 
48.04 
1 -Feb-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
30-Apr-00 
7-Mar-00 
27-Mar-00 
1 1 - Mar-00 
8-Apr-00 
4-Mar-00 
4-Mar-00 
4-Mar-00 
4-Mar-00 
1 -Mar-00 
22-Apr-01 
20-Mar-00 
20-Mar-00 
20-Mar-OO 
1 5-Mar-99 
1 -Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-00 
36598 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-OO 
1 2-Mar-OO 
31 -Aug-99 
30-0ct-00 
1 3-Mar-OO 
36598 
1 -Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-00 
26-Mar-OO 
26-Mar-00 
26-Mar-00 
4-Mar-00 
1 2-Mar-00 
6-0ec-99 
20-Mar-00 
20-Mar-OO 
1 3-Mar-00 
1 3-Mar-00 
30-Sep-OO 
9-Feb-00 
1 3-Feb-00 
1 2-Feb-OO 
1 9-May-01 
2 1 -May-01 
1 9-May-01 
2 1 -May-01 
1 2-Jun-01 
1 3-Jun-01 
Observalion well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Table A 6. Water level measurements i n  2002 
WELL 
GWP-031 
GWP-036 
GWP·037 
GWP-038 
GWP-039 
GWP-040 
GWP-043 
GWP-069M3 
GWP-070M2 
GWP-071 
GWP-073 
GWP-075 
GWP- 1 08 
GWP- 1 09 
GWP- 1 1 2  
GWP- 1 1 3  
GWP- 1 1 5  
GWP- 1 1 6  
GWP-120 
GWP-122 
GWP- 1 24 
GWP- 1 2 5  
GWP- 1 28 
GWP-2 1 4  
GWP-2 1 5  
GWP-220 
GWP-221 
GWP-227 
GWP-228 
GWP-229 
GWP-230 
GWP-234A 
GWP-234B 
GWP-234C 
GWP-235 
GWP-236 
GWP-238 
GWP-241 A  
GWP-24 1 B  
GWP-24 1 C  
GWP-266 
GWP-3 1 4  
GWP-3 1 7B 
GWP-3 1 8  
GWP-320 
GWP-323 
GWP-337 
GWP-342 
UTME 
373283 
374 1 06 
367645 
3740 1 4  
362759 
376882 
355961 
373508 
373100 
373236 
373720 
373086 
361 960 
366844 
363360 
364650 
370655 
370950 
361 924 
349696 
373676 
373676 
370853 
372546 
365433 
374483 
374189 
370248 
376063 
37 1 94 1  
369894 
374555 
374564 
374595 
379876 
378475 
378367 
369858 
369848 
369837 
373288 
377470 
373632 
373922 
372849 
3745 1 1 
3763 1 7  
379285 
UTMN 
270678 1 
2728997 
2728527 
271 4939 
27333 1 5  
2737708 
271 3581 
271405 1 
271 5753 
271 5307 
271 3509 
27148 1 0  
2729392 
2724546 
27229 1 5  
2721 083 
27 1 9931 
27 1 9 1 23 
271 6838 
27 1 2 3 1 5  
271 2601 
271 276 1 
2706986 
2731 00 1  
2727721 
271 0632 
27 1 1 529 
2706344 
2725690 
2734704 
2730488 
2724902 
2724928 
2724905 
2727706 
2727300 
2722533 
27002 1 5  
27002 1 5  
27002 1 6  
2722702 
2701 772 
271 3208 
271 3305 
271 2325 
2707180 
2708029 
2700807 
TAPDO 
43 71 
2 1  82 
28 88 
34 1 1  
27 56 
26. 52 
2 1 33 
64.89 
64 1 
40.74 
34.38 
24.08 
26 1 
28 4 1  
56.36 
63 87 
39 9 1  
5.97 
55.94 
60.28 
4 1 .85 
28 63 
38 45 
45. 1 3  
39.4 
36 
1 5 98 
48.3 
39 07 
2 1 42 
22.8 
2 1 . 1 5  
35. 1 3  
1 7 93 
2 1 34 
38. 1 2  
35. 1 1  
38.68 
59. 1 5  
23.9 
57 1 4  
59 1 4  
66 1 1  
43.24 
44 65 
42.84 
SWLEVEL 
258.52 
265.33 
227.5 
263 85 
1 97 2 1  
234.55 
2 1 3.29 
253.38 
256.37 
236.63 
248.22 
258 
209.4 
234 63 
223.25 
229 62 
242 64 
242.65 
22 1 .43 
1 99.9 
253 44 
244.6 
254.96 
248.78 
2 1 2.93 
266.73 
267 1 2  
255 . 1 8  
274.23 
244 
239.63 
267.93 
268.39 
268.01 
284.97 
282.67 
293.2 
251 .92 
255. 1 
251 .27 
259.05 
277. 1 4  
248.55 
246.67 
251 1 6  
264 1 
271 .34 
288 68 
MEASDATE 
30-Mar-02 
26-Mar-02 
26-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-02 
26-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
21 -Nov-01 
1 7-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
25-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
25-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
1 8-Mar-02 
25-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
1 9-Mar-01 
2-Mar-02 
30-Mar-02 
26-Mar-02 
26-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-02 
1 8- Mar-97 
30-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
20-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
27-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-01 
23-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-01 
2-Mar-02 
1 7-Mar-02 
30-Mar-02 
24-Mar-02 
23-Mar-02 
WELL USE 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observalion well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
ObservatIOn well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
Observation well 
GWP-343A 375899 271 8672 3 1 . 14 282 96 24-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-343B 375931 27 1 8675 30.8 282 8 1  24-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-344 374080 271 5686 34 1 1  260.25 1 0-Feb-02 Observation well 
GWP-345 370406 271 8083 46.55 235.5 2-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-346 369202 271 7663 53 4 228 35 1 6-Feb-02 Observalion well 
GWP-347 3727 1 5  271 691 3 45 3 248.52 2-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-352 378638 2721 282 23.04 297.68 26-Feb-02 Observation wetl 
GWP-353A 377400 2720034 32 43 29 1 87 24-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-357 365435 2700936 2 1 48 248 07 1 -Apr-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-358 360738 2703960 28 36 227 46 1 -Apr-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-360 361 262 271 4898 52 1 6  2 1 1  1 7  2-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-361 357502 271 2220 25 8 2 1 3.2 2-Mar-02 Observalion wet! 
GWP-362 348629 27 1 3 1 03 25 1 1 84.39 2-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-363A 342 1 78 271 0904 2.28 1 72.27 26-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-363B 342 1 74 27 1 09 1 0  2 56 1 72 22 2-Mar-02 Observalion wet! 
GWP-399 367068 2735660 20 1 2 1 9 85 26-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-400A 371 591 2737687 32.42 232.05 26-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-400B 371607 2737682 32 43 232.03 26-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-401 352796 2727440 1 5 1 5  1 85.47 26-Mar-02 Observation well 
GWP-402A 343 1 00 271 7392 38 72 1 3 1 .63 26-Mar-02 Observation wet! 
GWP-402B 343088 271 7383 92.53 77 78 26-Mar-02 Observalion well 
Appen d i x  B 
C h e m i c a I D a ta 
Appendix B. Chemical Data 
WELL UTME UTMN 
GWP 025 367278 2704858 
GWP-030 373438 2706793 
GWP-031 373283 2706781 
GWP-031 373283 2706781 
GWP-032 364804 2 7 1 0366 
GWP-034 368 1 1 5  2722562 
GWP-036 374 1 06 2728997 
GWP-036 374 1 06 2728997 
GWP-037 367645 2728527 
GWP-037 367645 2728527 
GWP-037 367645 2728527 
GWP-038 374014 271 4939 
GWP-038 374014 271 4939 
GWP-038 374014 2714939 
GWP-039 362759 273331 5  
GWP-040 376882 2737708 
GWP-042 373366 271 4965 
GWP-044 359657 2720369 
GWP-045 350923 2721237 
GWP-048 353263 2705555 
GWP-071 373236 271 5307 
GWP-076 373460 2 7 1 4682 
GWP-077 372689 271 6804 
GWP- l 1 0  357696 2722554 
GWP- 1 1 4  369795 2721 688 
GWP- 1 1 5 370655 27 1 9931  
GWP- 1 1 5  370655 2 7 1 9931 
GWP- 1 1 6 370950 2 7 1 9 1 23 
GWP- 1 1 7  370962 2 7 1 9 1 40 
GWP- 1 1 8 371 342 2718431 
GWP- 1 1 9 3603 1 2  271 9308 
GWP- 1 20 361 924 2716838 
GWP- 1 24 373676 27 1 2601 
GWP-125 373676 271 2761 
GWP-127 372542 27 1 7 1 60 
GWP-129 370599 2707631 
WELLDEPTH 
508 3 
1 79 8  
1 87 
1 87 
288 
225 
1 95 4  
1 954 
200 5 
200 5 
200 5 
1 48 2  
1 48 2  
148 2 
223 5 
288.3 
206 4 
1 77 
1 1 7. 3 
220 
800 
293 
299 
237 
197 6 
244 
244 
256 
530 
505 
234 
190 
502 
235 
525 
965 
COMPLETIONDATE 
23-Aug-90 
26 0el·90 
29-0et-90 
29-0et-90 
1 4-Nov-90 
26-Nov-90 
18 Dee-90 
18-Dee-90 
26-Dee-90 
26-Dee-90 
26-Dee-90 
20-Jan-91 
20-Jan-91 
20-Jan-91 
6-Jan-91 
16-Jan-91 
3 1 -Jan-91 
1 0-Feb-91 
20-Feb-91 
8-Apr-91 
26-0et-91 
6-Dec-91 
19-Dec-9 1 
22-Nov-92 
8-Jan-93 
1 8-Jan-93 
1 8-Jan-93 
31 -Jan-93 
1 3-Feb-93 
24-Feb-93 
6-Mar-93 
1 5-Mar-93 
23-Apr-93 
l-May-93 
2-Jun-93 
25-Jun-93 
ORIGLSAL T SAMPDATE 
302.95 25-Sep·90 
303 . 1 5  9-Jul·96 
301 26 
301 26 
278 68 
282 7 1  
286 55 
286 55 
255 87 
255 87 
255 87 
297 1 3  
297 1 3  
297 1 3  
224 1 9  
260 34 
293 5 1  
237 4 
20 1 63 
220 
300.92 
295 83 
297.2 
257.38 
292 46 
298 52 
298 52 
306 07 
305 96 
299 47 
268.94 
260 84 
308 8 
304 2 
305.5 
299 6 
8-Jul-96 
19-Jun-91 
7-Jan-91 
1 9-Jan-91 
26-Jun-96 
25-Jun-96 
24-Jun-96 
6-Mar-91 
26-Jun-96 
16-May-91 
14-May-96 
l 1 -May-96 
22-Mar-91 
30-May-91 
2-May-91 
26-May-91 
8-Jun-91 
1 4-0et-91 
22-Jan-9 1 
18-Dee-92 
1 6-Nov-91 
22-Nov-92 
18-Jan-93 
2-Jul-96 
30-Jun-96 
1 3-Feb-93 
1 0-Mar-93 
20-May-93 
20-Mar-93 
1 3-Aug-96 
1 8-Aug-96 
1 5-Jul-96 
8-Jun-93 
29-Jun-93 
COND FIELD HARDNESS CR6 C 1 42 SE TH U 
1 800 
800 
900 
1 0 1 1 
2050 
550 
2250 
1091 
2040 
1 300 
4500 
5 1 1 6  
1 700 
1 5 1 2  
789 
2 1 2  
208 
4 1 0  
324 
68 
328 
1 56 
288 
62 
52 
324 
320 
253 
2 1 2  
220 
560 
5 
75 
60 
40 
60 
500 100 250 
500 100 250 
10 100 100 
500 1 00 250 
NH4 
0 035 
0 1 94 
0 0 1 7  
0 01 2  
0 1 08 
C02 APPEARANCE 
53 clear 
53 clear 
56 
88 
54 
82 
51 
72 
67 
66 
lurbld 
turbId 
clear 
clear 
clear 
clear 
lurbld 
clear 
clear 
clear 
clear 
turbId 
clear 
clear 
ODOR 
odorless 
odorless 
TASTE 
tasteless 
tasteless 
odorless salty 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
odorless sally 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless salty 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless salty 
TURBIDITY HC03 
0 4  148 8 
1 4  148 8 
26 
2 4  
2 
0 24 
0 33 
0 67 
2 8  
0 38 
0 38 
0 28 
1 2  
3 1  
0 57 
0 22 
1 59 8  
155 
250 
244 
1 56 2  
1 55 
181 8 
240 4 
1 4 1 5 
1 45 
80.5 
78. 1 
76 9 
205 
200 1 
1 85 
1 76 9  
244 
1 70 
GWP- 1 30 3706 1 9  270695 1 
GWP- 1 32 3 7 1 1 1 9 2704967 
GWP - 1 33 370987 270593 1 
GWP-194 363861 2706356 
GWP-2 1 0  379858 2702406 
GWP-2 1 1 A 379690 2702998 
GWP-2 1 1 B  379694 2702980 
GWP-212 376675 2706389 
GWP-2 1 3  377689 2706686 
GWP-21 5  365433 2727721 
GWP- 2 1 8A 362339 2720451 
GWP-2 1 8A 362339 2720451 
GWP-2 1 9  373865 271 2226 
GWP-2 1 9  373865 271 2226 
GWP-219 373865 271 2226 
GWP-219 3 73865 271 2226 
GWP-22l 374 1 89 271 1 529 
GWP-222 374 1 60 2712437 
GWP-223A 373202 2712442 
GWP-223B 373262 2712453 
GWP-224 372581 271 3436 
GWP-227 370248 2706344 
GWP-228 376063 2725690 
GWP-229 37 1 94 1  2734704 
GWP-230 369894 2730488 
GWP-231 361745 2726156 
GWP-233 362 7 1 4  2 7 1 9405 
GWP-234A 374555 2724902 
GWP-234B 374564 2724928 
GWP-234B 374564 2724928 
GWP-235 379876 2727706 
GWP-236 378475 2727300 
GWP-238 378367 2722533 
GWP-239 353966 2700 1 20 
GWP-240 354265 2700932 
GWP-2 4 1 C  369837 27002 16 
GWP-314 377470 2701772 
GWP-315 378947 2702796 
GWP- 3 1 7B 373632 271 3208 
281 
522 
2 1 2  
240 
300 
422 
247 
260 
180 
200 
240 
240 
1 306 
1 306 
1 306 
1 306 
1875 
1200 
232 
300 
725 
1 529 
166 
390 
228 
400 
214 
1 52 
499 
499 
340 
300 
1 83 
1600 
240 
1 60 
1 50 
167 
351 
3-Ju1 93 
23-Jul-93 
4·Aug 93 
27-Dec-95 
1 6-Jun 96 
1 5·May-96 
19-May-96 
22-Jun-96 
27-Jun·96 
1 3-Jul-96 
1 7-Aug-96 
1 7-Aug-96 
2-Sep-96 
2-Sep-96 
2-Sep-96 
2-Sep-96 
25-Sep-96 
7-0ct-96 
26-0ct-96 
4-Nov-96 
1 7-Nov-96 
1 0-Dec-96 
28-Dec-96 
6-Jan-97 
1 7-Jan-97 
29-Jan-97 
1 7-Feb-97 
26-Feb-97 
9-Mar-97 
9-Mar-97 
22-Mar-97 
5-May-97 
1 0-May-97 
1 4 -Jun-97 
1 9-Jun-97 
4-Jul-97 
l 1 -Feb-99 
1 4-Feb-99 
27-Feb-99 
309 7 
291 6 
299 7 
262 3 
332.2 
31 8 2  
31 7 8  
310 8 
3 1 9 2 
250.9 
272 3 
272 3 
303 8 
303 8 
303 8 
303 8 
305 9 
304 1 
304 7 
305 4 
298 8 
290 3 
289 7 
291 8 
278.3 
242 3 
261 
288 7 
290 7 
290 7 
3 1 9 5 
300 
3 1 3 9 
231 8 
238 2 
289 6 
300 64 
3 1 5 1 9  
304 73 
5·Jul·93 
1 7 Aug 93 
29-Aug·93 
25-Dec-95 
1 7-Jun-96 
1 9-Jun-96 
20·May·96 
21 -Aug 96 
2 1 -Aug-96 
1 5-Jul-96 
2 1 -Aug-96 
18·Aug-96 
9-Sep-96 
25-Aug-96 
3-Sep-98 
24-Aug-98 
25-Sep-98 
7-0cl-96 
25-0ct-96 
6-Nov-96 
1 2-Nov-96 
10-Dec-96 
24·Dec-96 
6-Jan-97 
25-Jan-97 
29-Jan-97 
19-Feb-97 
24-Apr-97 
1 7-Sep-97 
1 2-Jan-97 
1 5-Mar-97 
4-May-97 
8-May-97 
1 4-Jun-97 
20-Jun-97 
4-Jul-97 
l l -Feb-99 
1 4-Feb-99 
2-Mar-99 
5330 
3800 
2200 
3040 
1 0 1 0  
262 
4 1 0  
232 
198 
660 
748 
190 
190 
580 
600 
2600 
226 
148 
148 
550 
1 1 4 
760 
1 68 
200 
1 400 
242 
168 
1 1 8  
5020 
1 440 
5 1 5  
2 1 8  
1 80 
0 055 
0 23 1  
250 200 250 0 1 
250 200 250 0 1 
250 200 250 0 1 
1 0 26 
0. 14 
70 
60 
30 
6 1  
1 3  
58 
8 1  
65 
58 
42 
67 
65 
65 
370 
74 
96 
0 06 80 
0 032 
0 007 
0 006 
0 008 
0 03 
turbid 
turbid 
clear 
clear 
turbid 
turbid 
clear 
clear 
clear 
turbid 
clear 
clear 
turbid 
turbid 
turbid 
clear 
tUrbid 
clear 
clear 
turbid 
clear 
clear 
clear 
clear 
clear 
clear 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
rank salty 
rank salty 
odorless sally 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odortess salty 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
rank salty 
odorless 
object 
odorless 
tasteless 
salty 
tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless salty 
odorless salty 
odorless tasteless 
odorless tasteless 
odorless sally 
odorless salty 
odorless salty 
7 2  
5 1  
1 6  
0 52 
29 
18 
0 54 
1 2  
1 3 5  
0 47 
5 6  
0 58 
29 
29 
64 
1 . 1 
4 
0 22 
0 2  
9 2  
0 4  
0 46 
0 24 
0 22 
0 25 
0 37 
1 78 
228 
202 5 
169 6 
87 8 
1 73 2 
1 9 1 
1 6 1  
225.7 
180 6 
180 6 
1 70 8  
1 78 1  
1 6 1  
166 
27 
1 1 9 6  
185 4 
180 6  
1 1 9 6  
t87 
537 
2 1 3 5 
75 6 
198 
265 9 
440 
230 
200 
201 3 
61  
103 7 
187 9 
155 
163 
1 70 
GWP-3 1 8  373922 271 3305 947 9 Mar-99 305 26 1 0-Mar-99 163 
GWP-3 1 9  373050 271 2348 692 22-Mar-99 3 1 8 4 7  29-Mar-99 1 1 00 145 200 
GWP-322 375081 2707308 190 24-Apr-99 3 1 0 5 25-Apr-99 1250 95 1 50 
GWP-323 3745 1 1  2707180 180 28-Apr-99 306 84 27-Apr-99 130 
GWP-337 3763 1 7  2708029 200 5-Aug-99 3 1 5 2 5-Aug-99 1 35 
GWP-338 372934 2 7 1 2509 267 1 5-Aug-99 31 7 1  1 5-Aug 99 1 330 1 30 185 
GWP-340 378473 2705087 1025 26-Aug-99 327 5 1 2-Sep-99 195 
GWP-343A 375899 2 7 1 8672 167 1 3-Sep-99 31 3 2  1 4-Sep-99 160 
GWP-343B 375931 2 7 1 8675 1 84 1 8-Sep-99 3 1 3  1 9-5ep-99 1 70 
GWP-344 374080 271 5686 1 64 24-Sep-99 293 7 23-Sep-99 1 79 
GWP-345 370406 2 7 1 8083 1 80 27-Sep-99 281 2 27-Sep-99 143 
GWP-346 369202 2 7 1 7663 205 1 -0ct-99 281 2 30-Sep-99 105 
GWP-347 3727 1 5  2716913 300 6-0ct-99 293 6-0ct-99 4950 1 00 160 
GWP-357 365435 2700936 1 40 25-0ec-99 269 2 29-0ec-03 4 1 00 1 1 5  230 
GWP-358 360738 2703960 1 70 29-0ec-99 255 3 3 1 - 0ec-03 7820 105 325 
GWP-359 367793 2 7 1 5966 1 55 3-Jan-00 270 5-Jan-04 1670 60 125 
GWP-360 361 262 271 4898 1 9 1  6-Jan-00 262.8 8-Jan-04 890 105 165 
GWP-361 357502 271 2220 1 80 1 2-Jan-00 238 4 1 4-Jan-04 14230 700 77 
GWP-362 348629 27 1 3 1 03 1 50 1 5-Jan-00 208 7 1 6-Jan-04 7310 1 70 190 
GWP-363A 342178 271 0904 67 1 8-Jan-00 1 74 1 1 9-Jan-04 9050 700 1 40 
GWP-363B 342174 27109 1 0  40 20-Jan-00 1 74 1 25-Jan-04 4850 700 1 35 
P04 
o 
o 
0 1  
50 
50 
o 
o 
1 000 
o 
o 
0 1  
50 
o 
0 1  
0 3  
o 
o 
0 1  
0 1  
o 
N03 5102 
8 9  24 
6 9  
7 1 6 3 5  
o 1 9  
8 9  25 
3 5  29 
1 .67 65 
4 5  1 6  
9 5  30 
9 3  27 
7 .5 6 
5 8  21  
6 27 5 
5.8 4 2  
7.5 28 
7 1  3 1  
19.9 18 
84 35 
8 9  37 
1 5.9 35 
0 8  22 
o 2 1  
6 0 6  
0 83 
14 72 1 68 
20 23 
8 1 4 
6 27 3 
8 28 77 5 
6 6  1 .5 
1 2 43 
0 29 2 1 39 
BA BE B CD CO C U  F E  PB II M N  MO NI A G  Z N  COND ALK 
20 1 2  1025 1 30 35 10 300 40 1 1 0 1 1 0 12 50 1 48 
o 
o 
o 
o 
787 122 
735 122 
127 
69 3 320 
64 0 5  390 
6 18 60 18 60 24 34 60 60 6 21  125 
3 1 0  3 1 0  21  2 0  1 0  1 53 
o 4450 1 3 1  
70 
80 
55 
640 50 
1000 50 
0 5  640 
50 100 180 500 50 
50 100 145 500 50 
3 10 3 10 37 
37 0 5  1 70 3 1 0  
160 50 50 1 0  
7 0  2 1 000 3 9 30 
38 0.5 4 1 0  3 10 
90 1 2  750 77 35 1 0  
6 5  0 5  500 3 1 0  
3 0  2 1 900 3 9 30 
o 
3 1 0  1 0  
o 
1 25 1 0  50 
10 30 39 
3 10 29 
300 40 
5 10 3 1  
1 2  30 53 
55 100 100 
7 100 100 
4 1 0  1 0  
o 
75 
80 
5 
2 1 0  1 0  1 3  
o 
10 100 100 
3 30 30 3 1 9  
1 0  1 0  20 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2  50 
19 10 10 9 
1 5  3 0  30 26 
20 1 2  7 7  3 5  1 0  
2900 1 0  47000 4 30 100 60 
67 0 5  320 3 10 4 
300 40 1 1 0  1 1 0 12 50 
100 580 1 80 100 100 10 980 
10 1 7  5 10 1 0  34 
1 35 
o 
o 
o 
2 1 5  50 50 100 105 500 50 
27 0 
28 0 
28 
72 
9 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
5 100 100 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
90 
2000 
480 
558 
2 1 6  
200 
123 
1 28 
1 56 
1 98 
1 68 
1 53 
162 
1 72 
1 1 1  
1 80 
2 1 60 149 
1 000 197 
930 1 1 6 
7 1 0  
1 1 50 
66 
64 
2450 63 
2060 168 
1450 164 
983 1 5 1  
1040 145 
200 200 
PH 
7.5 
8 
8 02 
7 5  
7 4  
7 3  
8 1 7 
773 
7 56 
7 .7  
7 .91  
7 4  
8 1 6 
8 25 
7 3  
7 5  
8 2  
7 3  
7 3  
8 4  
77 
7 8  
8 1  
8 4  
7 96 
7 1 8 
8 4  
1 0 6 
7 82 
8 1 4 
7 8  
7 85 
7 93 
8 27 
8 1  
TD5 
1 233 
5 1 1 6 
477 8 
406 
555 
488 
2892 5 
1 342 
1 300 
335 
3 1 2  
1 447 
678 
1 332 
780 
2835 
4500 
91 7 
9 1 1  
1 404 
650 
604 5 
461 
747 
1 592 5 
1 339 
942 5 
639 
676 
2080 
BALAN ANION CATION 
0 1 1 8 28 8 1 6 
0 2  8 29 8 
0 02 45 1 45 12 
- 1 64 47 72 46 18 
-0 73 20 65 20 36 
-2 06 2 1 27 19 21  
-0 9 1  5 73 4 82 
1 34 5 5  5 6  
2 5  20 5 1 7 9  
-0 32 9 9 1 9 59 
-0 59 9 6 1 9 5  
-2 49 1 7 02 1 4.54 
-0 82 1 1 3 1 1 0 49 
-1 94 1 0 84 8 9 1 
CA 
39 
20 
20 
1 6  
28 
23 
68 8 
65 
35 
39 
35 2 
1 6  
1 6  
1 3  
39 
24 
57 
33 
77 
85 
45 
35 
43 2 
9 8  
30 4 
25 
1 1 2 
1 9 2  
84 
32 8 
23 2 
24 8 
23 2 
864 
21  
MG 
35 
39 5 
38.55 
30 
3 1  
3 1  
58 07 
65 
55 
58 
57.58 
25 
16 
25 
4 1  
4 1  
1 1 0 
37 
91  
105 
66 
55 
53 7 
32 2 
51 73 
50 
8.3 
0.98 
76 78 
58 07 
47 58 
36 6 
39 5 
97 2 
30 
NA 
350 
87 
87 
70 
1 1 0 
1 00 
838 
850 
3 1 0  
350 
280 
65 
60 
65 
400 
1 50 
265 
1 70 
750 
1 700 
1 90 
1 95 
250 
140 
84 
90 
100 
183 
375 
250 
210 
1 40 
100 
90 
K 
4 1  
5 
5 
7 
9 2  
1 9  
1 7  
20 
1 8  
21  
3 5  
3 75 
3 5  
1 6  
5 8  
4 8  
1 4  
2 1  
58 
5 8  
5 8  
19 5 
0 5  
6 5  
6 7  
0.5 
1 0 9 
1 2  
1 7 5 
1 3  
6 
6 
1 6  
504 
245 
67 9 
66 54 
85 
1 1 0 
90 
207 2 
200 
245 
270 
249 8 
56 
58 78 
53 
330 
1 40 
265 
1 50 
650 
1 0 1 0  
200 
200 
302 7 
1 2 1 1 
62 66 
60 
85 
1 48 
272 37 
237 1 
251 8 
1 33 3 
1 1 8 3  
350 
75 
CL 
400 
1 52 8  
1 53 79 
1 1 0 
1 60 
1 10 
1 35 1  
1450 
400 
440 
422 5 
69 
65 48 
62 
490 
160 
490 
240 
1 100 
2000 
320 
290 
377 1 
1 1 9 07 
2 1 4 33 
200 
1 1 1  
187 
540 78 
399 38 
297 68 
190 5 
190 5 
873 18 
1 1 5  
5R 
3 6  
1 1  
1 4  
1 7 
7 6  
3 8  
3 2  
0 97 
3 
2 3  
4 1  
1 7  
4 5  
1 2  
2 5  
2 
2 2  
F BR 
0 36 0 92 
66 54 
0 4  
0 2  0 39 
0 2  0 22 
0 27 1 9  
0 34 0 1  
0.3 1 2  
0 5  
0 1  0 1 7 
0 1 3 0 1 6 
0 6  1 4  
0 4  0 28 
0 05 1 5  
0 3  0 77 
0 6  3 
0 6  3 2  
0 2  0 66 
1 8  
0. 1 8  
1 6  0 46 0 39 
1 5  25 67 
6 3  29 95 
1 2 2  29 95 
1 , 2 3 47 18 
o 7 05 1 2 75 
o 2 07 
o 1 3 77 1 3 
0 1  1 72.5 
0, 1 0 95 45 
0. 1 24 2 1 .35 
o 7.55 3 
o 7. 55 3 
0 2  
o 
500 
500 
500 
0 2  
a 
0 1  
o 
o 
0 1  
o 
0 1  
0 1  
0 1  
o 
0 2  
0 1  
0 1  
0 1  
3 5  
1 39 
4.8 
0.65 
70 
0 7  
8 
0 7  
3 8  
1 1 3 
1 77 
6.44 
4 5  
9 97 
7 2  
4 03 
0 55 
22 6 
1 2 4  
125 
50 
47 
33 8 
1 1 8 
23 
25 
28 
1 4  
1 5  
72 
1 4  
2 75 
0 5  
160 
2 75 
1 0  
0 55 
0 65 
23 
1 1 5 
0 6  
OA8 
0 55 
0 63 
0.93 
25 
1 0 3 
1 0 6 
55 
80 
865 
225 
25 
60 
65 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
a 
o 
o 
o 
63 0 
8 1 0  1 00 1 00 100 0 500 50 
1 340 1 00 1 00 100 0 500 50 
1 7600 1 00 100 100 2 500 50 
� 
o 
o 
o 
a 
o 
ro a 
o 
1 �  0 
o 
72 0 
ro 0 
22 
37 a 
65 0 
350 275 
600 
450 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
a 
o 
o 
a 
o 
o 
5 
100 1 00 
100 1 00 
100 100 
7 9  
8 
8 1  
7 1 00 
1 375 
4 1 00 
1 200 
4250 
4940 
3510 
1050 
1 050 
166 7 58 46 1 5  
1 39 8 35 784 
72 8 63 2665 
142 7 72 780 
1 29 1 0 97 2762 5 
1 32 7 65 32 1 1  
1 85 7 67 2281 5 
1 48 8 27 683 
148 8 27 682 5 
4950 140 
4950 146 
1 7800 98 
1050 1 52 
972 1 48 
98 
1 000 282 
570 1 53 
5510 440 
950 1 75 
20020 62 
985 162 
728 2 1 8  
6400 360 
190 
790 1 64 
810 1 65 
536 226 
40500 14 
1 4750 85 
2860 1 54 
7 6  
8 1 5 
7 68 
7.37 
7 45 
8 
77 
8 
8 
7.55 
8 02 
1 1 7 
8 6  
8 42 
8 04 
8 
7 32 
8 1 3 
8 1  
7 88 
7 1  
7 65 
7 87 
32 1 7.5 
32 1 7.5 
1 1 570 
682 
632 
1 1 570 
650 
370 5 
3581 .5 
6 1 7 5  
1 30 1 3  
640.3 
1 1 20 
4 1 60 
5 1 3.5 
526 5 
348 4 
26730 
9735 
1 887 6 
0 95 
0 66 
2 04 
0 08 
2 03 
2. 1 8 
2 23 
0 28 
0 5  
0 77 
- 1 34 
-0 86 
-2.24 
- 1 7 
- 1 7 
76.35 
1 3 7 
50 08 
10 1 
42 2 
53 7 
36 1 2  
1 0 89 
48.9 
45 
76 
487 
3 1  
70 8 
26 2 
75 4 
1 3 05 
48 04 
1 0 02 
44 23 
55 87 
38 35 
10 61 
48 3 
46 
74 
479 
33 
73 3 
27 1 
47 58 300 1 5  
90 1 1 5  850 28 
75 95 570 25 
148 88 1 55 3 1  1251 30 4 1  
3 1  2 44 1 75 
80 51 24 900 25 3 
25 6 40 99 120 6 
78 4 0 49 895 40 
96 102 48 969 1 5  
70 1 39 525 2 1  
2 4  31  7 2  1 50 1 1  
24 3 1 72 1 50 1 1  
75 2 
68 8 
85 
1 75 
1 1 50 
424 
26 
20 
424 
28 8 
19 2 
220 
1 7 6  
1 76 
23 2 
23 2 
3 1 2  
1 8  
19 2 
1 5 2  
18 4 
744 
288 
44 
95 
260 
65 
95 7 836 1 4 5 
104 43 836 1 4 5 
85 775 18 
1 50 1 200 23 
625 8350 1 75 
376 
39 
24 
376 
1 7 6  
23 9 
1 7 1 
77 7 
26 7 
140 5 
34.36 160 8 5  
1 50 
48 
29 2 
1 9 36 129 5 
24 53 4 
764 72 8583 1 32.5 
1 74 24 2875 61  5 
98 01 433 1 1  
1 75 265 1 5  
400 550 27 
100 330 10 5 
225 
600 
500 
850 
1 50 5  
654 
96 03 
62 08 
1 1 5 6  
556.8 
1 35 8  
1 35 8  
564 8 
429 6 
530 
675 
1 4 75 
1 581  
1 2.5 
105 
1 581 
1 1 7  
75 
214 4 
1 1 1 7 
1 34 4 
1 20 
1 1 0 
945 
310 
1 1 0 6  
105 
24 83 
3500 
1 83 1 35 
387 5 
600 
1250 
350 
4 1 0  
1200 
750 
1959 7 
271 87 
1245 3 
1 78 6 1  
1 358 1 4  
1 724 03 
744 19 
1 76 6  
1 76 6  
1 2 1 5.5 
1289 93 
1 1 00 
2 1 00  
1 6 100 
5200 
1 96 
163 
5200 
208 4 
89 3 
1 339 6 
166 7 
9079 1 
164 7 
165 7 
1 984 5 
430 
1 1 3 1 2  
105 18 
67 5 
144 1 2  
4093 
658 85 
550 
1 550 
575 
3 8 0 35 1 4  
9 0 36 3 2  
7 5  0 3 1 2 8  
4 2  
9 6  
1 1 5 
4 6  
1 3  
3 8  
0 08 
0 85 
0 05 
0 34 
0 27 1 , 1 
0 6  2 7  
3 2  65 
0 23 
0 3  
1 6  
3 37 
1 34 
34 9 9  75 
6 4  31  70 
2 1 6  55 
8.5 9 33 90 
1 4 4 9 2  65 
5.2 21 90 
9 9  75 
4 1 0 43 50 
4 2  10 4 50 
6 1 0  55 
5 2  1 0 6  70 
1 7  1 1 7 360 
1 85 24 70 
9 1  39 95 
8 2  5 1  70 
1 40 22 90 
9 26 45 
1 2  26 30 
20 36 50 
1 1 5 34 30 
80 1 9  30 
800 
300 
300 
1 800 
1 75 
300 
560 
1 35 
1 55 
1 85 
220 
230 
500 
990 
2900 
300 
350 
1 500 
2200 
5 1 00 
1 800 
65 
1 0  
2300 
1 700 
250 
300 
1 1 5  
50 
725 
360 
400 
450 
5 
5 
300 
540 
20 
45 
55 
5 
1 65 
20 
60 
8 
-2 3 38 2 
-2 2 1 1  
2 98 12 
-2. 3 1 9 93 
-0 16 9 24 
1 1 3 1 1  
3 2  12 55 
1 1 7 4 99 
0.25 5 1 7  
-2 84 6 2 1 
2 56 7.32 
2 43 22 78 
1 43 51 
-0 1 3  44 
- 1 44 78 4 
-2 36 1 6 6 
2 62 9 88 
0 1  1 35 
-2 43 62 2 
-1 91  87 9 
0 '  53 
40 
1 2  
1 2  
1 0 4 
9 27 
l '  
1 1 77 
4 88 
5 1 5 
6 57 
6 96 
21 69 
50 
44 1 
80 7 
1 7 4  
9 37 
1 35 
65 3 
9 1 3 
52.9 
95 
28 
40 
30 
25 
27 
25 
1 7  
1 7  
1 6  
1 9  
75 
125 
80 
90 
44 
21  
350 
100 
220 
85 
1 1 0 550 1 3 4  
37 1 50 8 9  
55 1 25 1 2  
50 95 6 
50 85 5 6  
37 1 50 6 3  
28 200 1 0 3 
23 49 3 7  
22 55 3 8  
27 70 4 8  
30 85 6 7  
120 200 1 3 6  
1 70 700 1 9  
1 30 650 37 
1 40 1 400 50 
63 200 1 7  
25 1 50 8 8  
450 1800 85 
95 1 1 00 45 
1 20 1 500 60 
1 90 725 44 
460 
1 30 
100 
65 
70 
1 25 
1 35 
44 
49 
75 
75 
200 
500 
575 
900 
200 
1 1 0 
1400 
800 
2300 
1050 
965 4 6  
200 1 5  
250 2 2  
240 1 55 
1 90  1 . 7  
200 1 6  
200 1 3 1 
45 1 
45 
70 
105 1 7  
550 4 865 
1200 7 8  
1000 4 8  
2000 7 4  
3 1 5  2.4 
150 1 05 
3700 1 5  
1 600 1 6  
1450 1 0 7  
975 20 
1 1 2 
0 3  
0 8  
0 81 
0 5  
0 65 
0 4  
0 1 1  
0 1 2 
0 2  
0 36 
2 1  
1 96 
2 4  
3 2  
1 2  
0 3  
4 2  
3 3  
2 8  
1 9  
A ppen d i x  C 
P r od u ct i o n  We I I s D a ta 
Well No. 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
0 1 0  
0 1 1  
0 1 2  
0 1 3  
0 1 4  
015 
0 1 6  
0 1 7  
0 1 8  
0 1 9  
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
9188 
1 9 80 
1 9.60 
32 50 
43.90 
1 8 1 0  
37 80 
52 60 
45.50 
44 75 
47 70 
24.96 
36.65 
46.20 
39 68 
27 25 
32 64 
37 95 
1 6.35 
22.90 
47 30 
34 70 
3805 
30.50 
24.60 
44 65 
32.25 
49 70 
40 85 
24.90 
34 65 
42 25 
44 08 
44 60 
33 70 
30 1 0  
29 30 
41 20 
28 20 
26.53 
20.55 
32.85 
34 82 
1 9.55 
30.80 
Well No. 9/88 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
43.80 
38.70 
1 2.30 
29.25 
1 8.30 
25.60 
2191 
23.70 
22.59 
35.00 
4627 
2 1 .62 
40 73 
54 44 
47 1 7  
47 94 
49.85 
26.35 
37 33 
48.46 
4 1 .37 
28.55 
33 75 
38 57 
1 8.03 
24 22 
47 75 
35 58 
39.80 
32 60 
26.85 
47.55 
34. 57 
5 1 . 74 
4 1 .85 
27 20 
37.78 
45.74 
47 05 
47 1 6  
35 70 
3 1 .80 
31 .33 
43 23 
30 67 
29 08 
22.95 
35.52 
37.09 
2 1 42 
32.32 
2/9 1 
44.97 
39.30 
1 2.51 
29.85 
1 8 9 1  
26.61 
Appendix C: Prod uction wel ls  d ata 
1193 
25 1 0  
24. 1 6  
36 45 
47 74 
22 72 
42 1 9  
55 80 
48.55 
4925 
5 1 22 
27.70 
38 61 
49 75 
42 60 
29.75 
34 90 
39.55 
1 9.40 
25.45 
49 1 4  
36.67 
41 1 0  
33.92 
28. 1 2  
49. 1 0  
36.20 
53.36 
43 47 
28.67 
39.38 
47 26 
48.64 
48.62 
36.68 
32 5 1  
33.34 
44.70 
32 02 
30.37 
24 27 
36.59 
38.20 
22.25 
32.95 
1 194 
26.35 
24 60 
36 90 
48 1 0  
23.27 
42 80 
55.80 
49 05 
49 75 
51 .40 
28.39 
39 24 
50 1 2  
43 08 
30. 1 8  
35.41 
39.77 
1 9.90 
25.77 
48.88 
36.94 
41 .31 
3427 
28.52 
49 1 2  
36.81 
53.87 
43.98 
29. 1 0  
40.00 
47.80 
49.22 
49. 1 0  
37 08 
32 88 
33.90 
4522 
32 47 
30 72 
24 60 
37 05 
38.54 
22.64 
33.31 
1 2194 
27 89 
25.58 
37 68 
48 95 
24 81 
43.56 
49.68 
51 27 
52.30 
29.00 
40. 1 5  
50 88 
43.63 
30 50 
36.50 
40.50 
20 53 
26.50 
50.34 
37.63 
42. 1 3  
34.97 
29.35 
50.33 
37.57 
54.88 
45 1 3  
30 20 
41 .00 
49.00 
50.32 
50 70 
37 95 
33.58 
34 68 
45. 1 0  
33.35 
31 70 
25.60 
38.00 
39.40 
23.40 
33.80 
Static Water Levels (Mtrs.) 
1 2195 1 2196 1 2197 1 2198 
26.96 27.69 28.50 2850 
2523 26.33 26.41 26.95 
37.88 
4922 
24.85 
44 02 
50.03 
50.97 
52.42 
29. 1 1  
39 85 
5 1 1 3  
44 00 
31 .00 
36.66 
40.48 
22 04 
27 1 2  
50.53 
37 95 
4 1 72 
35.31 
29.58 
50.43 
38.31 
49 55 
25 10 
44.23 
55 80 
50 23 
5 1 .58 
52.92 
29.57 
40.65 
5 1 .40 
44.25 
30.90 
35.97 
39.70 
21 1 3  
27 03 
50.70 
37.49 
42.70 
35.60 
29.40 
50. 1 0  
37.89 38.45 
38 45 
49 69 
25 52 
44 47 
5772 
50. 1 5  
52 03 
52 69 
29 65 
40.51 
5 1 36 
44.21 
30 44 
35.50 
39 1 7  
2 1 . 1 1  
27. 1 3  
50 23 
36 96 
42.82 
35.74 
30.01 
5 1 .42 
55. 1 6  55.70 55.80 
45.52 
30 48 
41 .22 
49.04 
50.62 
50 27 
38.33 
33.89 
34.92 
46.54 
33.64 
32 05 
25.94 
38.32 
39.66 
23.69 
34 09 
46. 1 7  
31 .40 
42 1 5  
49.50 
5 1 . 1 5  
50.98 
38.48 
34.03 
3529 
47 03 
34 30 
32.72 
26.61 
37.06 
40.20 
23 96 
34 1 7  
46 40 
31 .73 
42.47 
50.28 
5 1 40 
5 1 . 1 1  
38.35 
33.97 
35.41 
47.23 
34.56 
33.04 
26.91 
38.90 
40 1 8  
23.87 
34. 1 6  
38 75 
49.85 
26 65 
44.80 
50 45 
52.45 
53. 1 5  
29.70 
40.60 
5 1 .60 
44.35 
30.60 
35.65 
39.40 
21 20 
2700 
50 50 
37. 1 5  
42 90 
39.90 
30.45 
51 .50 
46 85 
32 1 0  
42 40 
50 05 
5 1 .55 
5 1 .20 
38 60 
34 1 0  
35.95 
47.62 
34.85 
33.30 
27. 1 0  
39.32 
40 45 
24.00 
34 25 
Static Water Levels (Mtrs .)  
1 2199 
2822 
27 25 
38 68 
49.64 
25.92 
45.00 
50 45 
52 61 
5325 
29.50 
40 50 
5 1 76 
44.44 
30 80 
36.04 
39.98 
21 .27 
27.04 
50.62 
37 47 
43.06 
36.65 
30.62 
5 1 .55 
39.41 
46.94 
32.32 
42.55 
50.37 
5 1 .70 
5 1 .33 
38 72 
34. 1 1  
36 60 
47.80 
35 07 
33.50 
27.34 
39.36 
40.40 
24.05 
34.09 
1 1 100 
2850 
26.85 
3884 
50.05 
25.84 
44 65 
50.24 
52.50 
53 00 
29.20 
40.20 
5 1 .60 
44.30 
30.70 
35.85 
39.95 
20.95 
26.80 
50.20 
37.50 
43 1 0  
36.50 
30.63 
51 .70 
39.65 
47.25 
32.50 
43 00 
50.65 
5 1 80 
5 1 .30 
38.80 
33.88 
36.62 
47.95 
35.20 
33.55 
37.40 
39.40 
44.50 
24 05 
3425 
1 1 10 1  
2855 
26.81 
38 82 
50 01 
25 86 
44.61 
5026 
52.51 
52.94 
29.26 
40.20 
5 1 .58 
44 26 
30.73 
35.87 
40.03 
21 07 
26.77 
5020 
37 53 
43 1 4  
36.51 
30.63 
5 1 .65 
39.65 
47 30 
32.47 
42.95 
50.62 
5 1 .81 
5 1 .27 
3877 
33 89 
36.57 
47.93 
35.22 
33.53 
37.37 
39.40 
44 54 
24 05 
34.24 
1 193 1 194 1 2194 1 2/95 1 2196 1 2/97 1 2/98 1 2199 1 1 100 1 1 10 1  
45.40 
39.72 
12.75 
30. 1 5  
1 9.70 
27 1 0  
45 74 
40.08 
1 2. 78 
30.28 
1 9.92 
27 43 
46.20 
40. 35 
1 3 23 
30.64 
20.23 
27.86 
46 47 
40.57 
1 3 1 5  
30.81 
20 49 
28.38 
46.50 
39.48 
1 3 00 
30.60 
20.50 
28. 1 6  
46.30 
40.32 
1 2 64 
30 49 
20.31 
28 1 4  
46.35 
40.37 
1 2 75 
30 47 
20.30 
27.95 
46. 1 5  
40 1 5  
1 2 67 
30. 1 4  
20 1 2  
27.96 
46.20 
4025 
1 2.71 
30.30 
20.05 
27.92 
46.24 
40 25 
1 277 
30.34 
20. 1 3  
27 94 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
on 
Well No. 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
091 
092 
093 
094 
095 
096 
097 
1 7  50 
1 6 80 
30 40 
28 50 
24 00 
24 60 
29 1 0  
22.30 
27 72 
39 20 
1 9.65 
32.80 
33 40 
39.30 
3 1 00 
26.40 
29 40 
37 60 
34 75 
40 25 
47 1 5  
42.00 
35 25 
47 60 
52.33 
49 00 
21 25 
33.95 
29 00 
32 1 0  
1 8 94 
1 8 84 
32.30 
30 57 
26.08 
26 60 
3 1  1 0  
25 00 
29 70 
41 .38 
34 37 
34 70 
40.90 
3220 
27 40 
30.40 
38.60 
35.60 
41 .00 
47 70 
42. 1 0  
37.75 
49 63 
54 1 6  
50.86 
2205 
34 75 
30 1 0  
34 02 
1 9 45 
1 9 63 
33 1 6  
3 1 41 
27 28 
27 44 
32.33 
26 3 1  
31 1 2  
43 1 4  
22.80 
35.49 
35.96 
41 88 
33 03 
28.30 
3 1  1 5  
39. 1 0  
36 0 1  
41 .46 
47.78 
42.40 
38.50 
50.84 
55.43 
52 1 9  
23.38 
36 00 
31 .30 
35. 1 4  
1 9.94 
20.00 
33.61 
31 90 
27 70 
27.90 
32 82 
26.85 
31 62 
43.80 
23 25 
35.81 
36.29 
4223 
33 38 
28.63 
3 1 . 1 8  
39.20 
3627 
41 69 
4820 
42.53 
39.49 
51 22 
55.63 
52 .42 
24 06 
36 25 
31 60 
35.54 
20.35 
20.60 
34 25 
32 66 
28.48 
28 95 
33 60 
27 60 
32.50 
44 49 
24.50 
36 65 
37 1 5  
42.90 
34.34 
32 20 
39.89 
36 65 
41 .98 
48 43 
42 74 
40 40 
52.25 
5320 
24.77 
36.95 
32.30 
38. 1 6  
21 00 
21 1 4  
34 79 
33. 1 9  
28.94 
29.03 
33.67 
28 08 
32.94 
44 74 
24 63 
36 82 
37 26 
43 01 
34.38 
29.51 
32.52 
40 1 8  
37 00 
42. 14 
48.56 
42 76 
40.62 
52. 14 
53 1 3  
25. 1 4  
37 21 
32 29 
36 07 
20.90 
2 1 .30 
35 40 
33 41 
29.30 
29 85 
34 47 
28 50 
33.36 
45.28 
25. 1 3  
37.50 
37 80 
43.80 
34.90 
30. 1 0  
32.80 
40.35 
37.80 
42.37 
47.37 
42.77 
40.90 
53.08 
55.63 
53.91 
25.41 
37 .41  
32.96 
36.81 
20.90 
2 1 .32 
35 1 9  
33 76 
29.47 
29.95 
34 74 
27.86 
33.61 
47.59 
25.41 
37.70 
38.08 
44 1 1  
35.07 
30.21 
32 39 
40.42 
37 1 3  
41 .52 
48 42 
4 1 52 
4 1 . 1 6  
53.21 
57.50 
53.92 
25.36 
37.41 
33.38 
36.97 
20 75 
21 45 
35 36 
33 98 
29.80 
30.30 
35 1 0  
29.05 
34 20 
46 00 
25 75 
37 95 
38.30 
44 20 
35.20 
30.35 
33. 1 0  
40.40 
36.95 
42 1 0  
48 35 
42.55 
41 50 
53 60 
54.30 
25.35 
37 25 
33 70 
37 25 
Static Water Levels (Mtrs.) 
1 998 
28.54 
27.04 
2 1 62 
31 .65 
20.92 
1 7.47 
40.79 
37.30 
46.66 
35.79 
34.27 
36.08 
3 1 .33 
1 4 35 
1 2 76 
1 5 78 
4305 
36.63 
1 9.06 
1 6.63 
20.94 
21 45 
35.38 
33.94 
29.99 
30 62 
35 1 9  
29 23 
34 27 
46. 1 3  
25.97 
38. 1 5  
38.45 
44 68 
35.43 
30.77 
33.02 
40 46 
37.00 
4 1 .05 
48.30 
42 37 
4 1 .50 
53.82 
54.00 
25 40 
37. 1 8  
34.41 
37.83 
20 80 
21 .45 
35.30 
34.00 
35 35 
30.62 
30.05 
29 44 
34 40 
46.30 
2626 
38.30 
38.50 
44.55 
35.45 
3026 
33.20 
40.00 
37. 1 7  
42 1 5  
48.35 
42.55 
41 63 
53.65 
54. 1 0  
24.75 
37.45 
34. 1 7  
37 53 
20 83 
21 42 
35 32 
33.96 
35.32 
30.69 
30 03 
29 40 
34.37 
46 29 
26 26 
38.36 
38.54 
44 59 
35 44 
3027 
33.22 
39.96 
37 1 4  
42. 1 1 
48.34 
42 53 
41 66 
53.67 
54 1 1  
24.76 
37.48 
34. 1 0  
37.47 
098 23 46 
099 27 22 
1 00  1 5.21 
101 1 7.50 
1 02 1 3.80 
1 03 1 9 1 7  
1 04 32.79 
1 05 1 6_51 
106 1 6.95 
1 07 1 6_69 
1 08 1 7_39 
1 09 1 5_32 
1 1 0 33_92 
1 1 1  33 66 
1 1 2 39 75 
No 
431-A 
432-A 
433-A 
434-A 
435-A 
436-A 
437-A 
438-A 
439-A 
440-A 
441-A 
442-A 
3 1 3-A 
3 1 4-A 
501 -6 
502-6 
503-6 
504-6 
505-6 
506-A 
507-6 
508-6 
509-6 
5 1 1 -6 
51 2-6 
5 1 3-A 
51 4-A 
5 1 5-A 
601 -A 
602-A 
603-A 
604-A 
20-A 
2 1 -A 
23-A 
24-A 
26-A 
4-6 
5-A 
6-A 
Location 
New Mohayer 
New MOhayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
New Mohayer 
6,n Sweldan well 
61n Sweldan well 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
Swelhan Road 
AI Khadar 
AI Khadar 
AI Khadar 
AI Khadar 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Haiyer Shabia 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Haiyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabia 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
AI Haiyer Shabla 
AI Halyer Shabla 
Appendix C :  AI Ha iyer Area Well 
Status 
Operating 
Operatong 
Operating 
Operatong 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Monitoring (Poor) 
Operatong (Poor) 
Doy 
Operating (Poor) 
Doy 
Doy 
Doy 
Doy 
Doy 
Operating (Poor) 
Doy 
Operatong (Poor) 
Operatong (Poor) 
Operating (Poor) 
Operating 
Operatong 
Operating 
Operating 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Operating 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Operating 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Cancelled 
Observation (No Pump) 
Observalo n (No Pump) 
Depth 
(Mtrs.) 
60.00 
64 90 
59 00 
60 00 
59.00 
59.00 
53 1 5  
58.84 
58 90 
59 00 
55 95 
56. 1 5  
7700 
77.00 
51 .82 
54.87 
54.87 
57.92 
57.92 
66. 1 5  
51 .82 
51 .00 
51 .82 
54.87 
54 87 
59 00 
64 00 
64.00 
58.00 
54 00 
53.60 
48. 1 7  
52.00 
52.00 
49.50 
92.50 
73.00 
43.50 
58 00 
53 00 
58.00 
1 07.00 
Starting 
Date 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 998 
1 991 
1 984 
1 994 
1 984 
1 984 
1978 
1 984 
1 991 
1 984 
1 986 
1 984 
1 994 
1 994 
1 994 
1 981 
1 981 
1981 
1981 
Co-Ordinates 
Northing 
2722195 
27224 1 0  
2722259 
2722620 
2722553 
2722793 
2722061 
2721 893 
2721 585 
272 1 97 1  
2722 1 88 
2722034 
2722050 
2722035 
271 8553 
271 7870 
271 7843 
271 80 1 7  
271 7326 
271 7531 
271 6095 
271 5770 
271 6049 
271 9 1 38 
271 9599 
271 8261 
271 7474 
271 5995 
2727804 
2722780 
2723385 
27233 1 1 
2721 229 
2721535 
2721 495 
2721450 
2721 850 
271 9083 
271 8965 
Easting 
374 1 73 
374207 
374525 
374682 
374943 
375200 
374848 
374420 
373826 
373808 
373744 
373574 
377000 
376620 
371 1 04 
371 0 1 6  
370500 
369864 
369864 
369206 
368727 
368348 
368032 
37 1 7 1 7  
371932 
370743 
369593 
3684 1 8  
366 143 
369090 
370244 
370630 
374363 
374188 
374200 
3742 1 0  
374735 
372644 
372632 
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Figure D3 Graduated color contour map for ground water level In 1 996 
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